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PREFACE
This autobiography was stimulated by a joint request from th e
Committee on the History of Geophysics of the American Geophysical Unio n
and the Center for the History of Physics of the American Institute of Physics .
Otherwise I might not have attempted it . For someone who throughout the
bulk of his career and until its later stages confined his writing almost entirel y
to topics of science, writing about oneself calls for a change of style, and a
change of focus that seems uncomfortably self-centered . I make this attempt
therefore and to some degree as a consequence of urging by others . Yet it
would be unfair if I did not also note that I hold the hope that somehow an d
somewhere in this document I will record, perhaps inadvertently, something
that will be stimulating or useful to others, particularly to my descendants, t o
rising young scientists, and to those attempting to understand the way tha t
science works and how science and scientists sometimes interact with other
elements of society and life . What this book is decidedly not is a search fo r
accolades or some sort of fame . I have already had enough of each . It is
instead merely an attempt to pass on something from the past that may be of
use and value to someone in the future .
If I had to describe my life's story in the fewest possible words (a course
some readers might prefer!), I would probably choose the simple but overworke d
phrase "The American Dream . From the perspective of the 75 -year old who
experienced it, my life, in an overall sense, seems the kind of Horatio Alge r
"struggle to success" story that is said to, and very often does, characterize ou r
American society. Born to parents of limited means and modest education in a
small midwestern steel town, I experienced the hardships of growing up durin g
the Great Depression, survived World War II in the military, made use o f
modest athletic talents to get an education from a prestigious university, an d
then, through good fortune and hard work, made it into the "big leagues" o f
modem science with some important discoveries and other contributions t o
science .
Those achievements brought societal rewards to my life . I am blessed
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with a fine wife and family, have many friends, and currently enjoy a
comfortable and active retirement . In this broad sense then, my life differs
little from that of many, many, Americans who, through hard work and goo d
fortune, have turned opportunity into satisfying accomplishment . As one wh o
has achieved it, I have no tolerance for those who, on the basis of flims y
reasoning, claim that "The American Dream" is no longer achievable .
But that simple three-word description glosses over most of the fun. It
was the critical decisions, the strategy and tactics, the nature and the range of
endeavors, the adventures, and the strokes of fortune that set the course of m y
life and that hence may be of some interest to those who follow, particularl y
those who have related goals or who encounter parallel situations in their ow n
lives. In the following chapters therefore, I try to elucidate the story b y
recounting details of some of the critical factors and decisions and events i n
my life and career. In attempting to do so, I hope for the reader's sake that I
have selectively passed over, or at least minimized, the trivial and most borin g
ones . At least, I tried to do so !
Autobiographies are conventionally a history through time. The order of
this book, however, is not strictly chronological, although that of most of the
individual chapters is. Instead the book begins with what I call the "Scienc e
Part", the story basically of my career in science . It is because of that part of
my life that I was asked to prepare this book of course, and so it seems fittin g
that it be presented first and that it serve as the basis and framework for wha t
follows.
A beginning item, dubbed "Chapter Zero", is not really a chapter at all . It
is just a note pointing out that some readers might prefer to read Chapte r
Twelve, the one that gives my perspective on science and related matters afte r
spending much of a lifetime in science, before, or perhaps both before an d
after, delving into other parts of the book .
Chapter One reviews formal course work, beginning with my first class i n
science while I was in the ninth grade in a junior high school in Ohio . It
continues through my final years in graduate school at Columbia when I took
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some last minute courses in geology to make myself into a "geophysicist" ,
rather than just the "physicist" that I had been studying to be before I became
aware of the "geo" branch of science . This chapter also includes discussions o f
decisions on my future goals and on the policy I set in graduate school, and o n
which I based future decisions about my career . In essence, I changed my goa l
from trying to "be" something to trying to "do" something . It was a, perhap s
the, critical strategic step in setting the direction of my career, and so thos e
words appear in the title .
Chapter Two concerns learning by the doing of science, sometimes doin g
it correctly, sometimes not so. In graduate school, I progressed through a
series of research projects and efforts ranging from flying huge balloon s
(sometimes mis-identified as flying saucers), to construction of instruments i n
a machine shop, to plane landings on the Arctic pack ice where no one ha d
ever gone before, let alone made scientific observations, to cruises on the deep
sea and. continental shelf, and to study of earthquake waves crossing an d
revealing information on large portions of the earth's near-surface layers .
During the period of my graduate study at Columbia University, the Lamon t
Geological Observatory was formed, so I became part of the founding group o f
that institution, and built my research base there .
Chapter Three concerns research at Lamont following completion o f
graduate study. It includes the time when I was a research scientist and hea d
of the earthquake seismology program there, and also a faculty member o f
Columbia's Geology Department . This research covered a wide variety of topic s
in seismology including ultrasonic modeling of seismic waves, propagation o f
earthquake waves in the near-surface wave guide, seismic waves generated by
nuclear explosions, ultra-long period microseisms, microearthquakes ,
seismically-induced water level fluctuations in wells, and earth strain . It
involved development of seismographs, and installation of them at variou s
sites around the world, one in a deep mine, and one on the moon . The
research at Lamont culminated in a series of papers that made earthquake
seismology, and Lamont seismologists including me, an important componen t
of the plate tectonics revolution that took place in earth science during th e
1960s . Lamont as a whole, burst onto the earth science scene during th e
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1950s and 1960s, and I was fortunate to be one of those who rode the great
wave of growth of that institution that resulted from the brilliant leadership of
Maurice Ewing. This chapter carries the story through mid-1971, when I
moved from Columbia and Lamont to Cornell University .
Chapter Four concerns my involvement in science at Cornell where I le d
various research efforts, some of which followed the style and strategy of
Lamont research . A critical development was the COCORP project whic h
pioneered the use of the seismic reflection profiling technique of industry to
explore the deep continental crust of the US, and which triggered paralle l
efforts by others in some 20 countries throughout the world . It was scientific
observation in the inductive style, designed to explore a frontier, the dee p
crust, just as Lamont had explored its frontier, the ocean basins, in the 1950s .
COCORP has produced many important discoveries at a variety of sites. For
example, COCORP aided in resolving the nature of earth deformation tha t
produced the Appalachian Mountains . It produced hundreds of publications by
many different Cornell scientists and students . A by-product of COCORP was
the "squeegee" or "spots and stains" hypothesis which I proposed and whic h
attributes a variety of observed geological phenomena such as certain oil field s
and mineral deposits to fluids expelled from coffisional orogenic belts .
Chapter Five is not about exciting science but rather about variou s
administrative and other kinds of duties. It is included for completeness an d
also to keep some dull stuff from cluttering up some other chapters . It is
pretty much skippable, but I tried to throw in some funny incidents and storie s
to make it bearable for those who choose to persevere .
Chapter Six concerns teaching, particularly of graduate students .
Certainly one of the most satisfying, fascinating, and sometimes entertaining ,
facets in the life of a professor is the association with students, an d
particularly graduate students, as they make their way into the world o f
science. I have had nearly 40 successful Ph .D . candidates as students, and
many others at the Master's level . I could probably write an entire book base d
on my detailed dealings with each of them, and it would include lots of funny
stories. Here, however, to avoid any sign of favoritism, or ruffled egos, or hur t
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feelings, or even lawsuits (!), I discuss students and teaching in rather brie f
and generalized fashion, but try to make some points that seem worth passin g
along.
The next major section of the book, or what I call "The Other Part" ,
concerns subjects that were important to my career but that are not, strictl y
speaking, science . Chapter Seven is about my "bringing-up",-ancestors, family,
youthful activities . Chapter Eight is about grade school and high school ,
where I was fortunate to get sound training in certain basic subjects such a s
English and mathematics, not to mention personal behavior and work habits .
Chapter Nine covers the participation in athletics that gave me a start in a fin e
university and that taught me the "lessons of life" that athletes learn in toug h
competition . The latter are matters of . which non-athletes are often unaware .
The term "winning" not only describes the outcome of a contest but also a n
attitude and a spirit that is useful in science as well as sports. Participation
in sports is also and often a builder of self-confidence .Though not an
outstanding player, I was fortunate to be a member of a brilliantly-coache d
high school football team that became the mythical national champion . That
experience, in my opinion, left me endowed with what is most simply described
as the "winning spirit' !
Chapter Ten describes my service in WWII, which was not particularl y
exceptional but which abetted my professional education through travel an d
other kinds of experience that made me into a more mature student, and whic h
brought financial assistance for graduate study through the GI Bill of Rights .
The following chapter, number Eleven, describes my home life, wife an d
children . This chapter does not go into great detail on personal matters a s
that seems unnecessary and inappropriate in an autobiography based on a
scientific career, but the support, and backing, and comfort, and sometimes
relief, provided by that family life was an ingredient that affected m y
performance in science, and I would be remiss if I failed to describe and credi t
it appropriately.
The last section of the book, Chapter Twelve, is entitled : "What Does It
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All Mean" . It is, of course, somewhat philosophical . I try to summarize my
reflective thinking about science after a life in science, to describe what I have
concluded is the nature and essence of modem science, and how science does ,
or should, relate to and bear on religion and other facets of life . Science and
religion often seem to be at odds with one another in the press or in the minds
of some outspoken individuals . That apparent conflict has never seeme d
serious or irreconcilable to me, and I try to explain why I, like many othe r
scientists, hold that view . This matter seems important to me because science ,
and probably religion too although that's not for me to say, would be better of f
if the impression held by many of a basic conflict between science and religio n
were removed . I give resolution of that matter a try, although I have n o
illusion that what I say will change, or even affect, the thinking of many, o r
any.
My view of science is essentially that of what I think philosophers would
call "logical empiricism" . To me, science is, in essence, simply the organizatio n
and comprehension of observations. This view is not necessarily the most
popular one in the modem world, and some might call it old-fashioned or out of-date, but I think it is essentially correct .
In that last chapter, I throw out a few comments and forecasts on the
current nature and future of science and I suggest some improvements an d
changes of course, once again doubting that my comments will have muc h
effect, but giving it a try because of the importance of the topic .
I also place emphasis here and there throughout the book on th e
importance of being, whether by design or good fortune, in the right place a t
the right time . Often what is the "right" place for a scientist depends on his o r
her background and orientation as well as the current goings-on of the science ,
and I try to make this point adequately and diversely with these chapters ,
especially when describing the pre-career portion of my life .
Sometime ago, I embarked on an informal, exploratory project to prob e
the phenomenon of creativity in humans . The essence of the project was to
measure and study temporal variation in creativity . The measuring stick was ,
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rather unconventionally, the limerick . This project was carried out only half
seriously, and on only one subject, me, and never to a degree that produced a
well-validated scientific result, although it did suggest some conclusions an d
directions that are unreported here . In any case however, as a byproduct th e
project generated a lot of limericks! Rather than discard them, or just fil e
them away, I have included some of them here . For any readers whose brains
include a special corner attuned to such silliness, and especially for those wh o
have found some chapter of this document a bit dreary and so seek occasional
diversion, a "limerick interlude" appears on a page following each chapter .
Most of the limericks are nonsensical, although occasionally a point of some
substance can be found . They can all be bypassed or not, as the reader
chooses, for they are solely for entertainment and not an integral part of the
overall story .
In the later stages of my career, I have written two books, one on the ar t
of discovery (Oliver, 1991) and one on the history of seismology and it s
contributions to the discovery of plate tectonics during the 1960s (Oliver,
1996). In those books there is inevitable but only occasional overlap with some
of the topics presented here. I have tried to keep such overlap to a minimum ,
and to reference items appropriately . Those readers with a special interest in a
particular topic may, however, wish to consult those books also .
Finally, I note that a serious career in science, as I like t0 think mine
was, is not devoid of fun and humorous experiences . I have tried to recount
some of that fun and humor, partly to portray life in science as it really is, an d
partly to lighten up a text which by its very nature as an autobiography carrie s
the danger that it will sometimes appear to some readers as self-centered and
consequently tedious . I hope that those occasions when the "I's have it" ,
though unavoidable, are minimal.
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Chapter ZER O
JUST A NOTE,

esaw . chapter in two places?

Initially, I felt that, because of its
special nature, Chapter Twelve, entitled "Science, Religion, and Som e
Philosophy of Science" should appear at the end of the book, as it now does .
Thus it would be encountered after all the preliminaries that led to th e
philosophical conclusions had been, presumably, dwelled upon and absorbe d
by the reader . But then I realized that the long road leading to that supposed
climax might be too tedious, or just plain too boring, for most readers to
withstand, particularly without knowing just why some of the subjects tha t
cropped up had been introduced at all . A better course, I thought, might be t o
put that chapter at the very beginning, and hence provide a context and a
structure to which some of the material that followed might be related as it i s
read.
As each of these positions in the order of chapters, first or last, make s
some kind of sense, I decided to leave the chapter near the end of the book, as
Chapter Twelve, but also to put these . few words at the beginning as this not e
called Chapter Zero. Thus the reader is alerted and may decide at this poin t
whether to follow the order of the book, or to jump ahead and read, or skim ,
Chapter Twelve, before proceeding further in the order in which the material
appears, (or maybe giving up on the whole thing!) . So, at this point, make a
choice! I hasten to add, however, that there are many topics to be found in th e
interior that have little to do with what appears in the last chapter .
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TOTE SCIENCE PAR T
Chapter ONE
LEARNING SCIENCE IN THE CLASSROO M
An early "Eureka" moment. ---Science in high school, and an explosion-- Transition to college---A tough freshman year--- Thanks to two dedicated teachers--Another explosion--- War!!--- Post-war and a new direction, physics--- Discoverin g
geophysics--- Conversion to earth science--- Instruction by Ewing--- Geology in th e
field--- A bit of sunshine--- Limericks

An early "Eureka" moment
I can remember the very moment when I
first began to understand the meaning of the word "science" . It was during the
fall of 1937 in a ninth grade class in General Science at Longfellow Junio r
High School in Massillon, Ohio, my hometown . My previous eight years of
schooling had been spent in a parochial school in Massillon where I received a
solid background in the fundamentals of math, English, and various othe r
subjects, but where, as best I can recall, science was not taught at all, or a t
least not taught as a subject by that name .
Early in that memorable ninth grade course, the teacher evacuated the
air from a gallon-sized tin can and consequently it collapsed . When he aske d
why it had done so, we students replied that he had "sucked it in" with hi s
vacuum pump. He then carefully explained that there was nothing there t o
"pull" it in ; rather the air pressure outside had pushed it in once there was
little resisting air pressure from within the can . I followed his explanation firs t
with surprise, and then delight as I suddenly realized that there was a way of
thinking about and understanding the sort of phenomena that had ofte n
caught my curiosity and intrigued me as a child, and that that kind o f
reasoning was what was meant by the term "science" . That event provided one
of those special moments of enlightenmen t
Science in high school, and an explosion
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That course was my favorite

for the remainder of the school year and I followed it up by taking as muc h
science and math as possible during succeeding high school years . I managed
to do well in those subjects . My teachers must have recognized my interes t
and seen some sign of aptitude. In spite of the fact that I was once at th e
center of an accident that included a minor chemical explosion tha t
spectacularly coated the face and clothing of one of the attractive girls in th e
class with a grimy, black, but fortunately non-toxic, substance, during m y
senior year I was honored by being invited to serve as a lab assistant i n
chemistry . I left Washington High School in Massillon with good preparatio n
for college in math, physics and chemistry . I did not do so well in biology . In
fact, it was one of the two high school courses in which I received a grade o f
"B" rather than "A" . That was partly because I couldn't afford a fountain pe n
(no ballpoints then) and so used a cheap dip pen with some left-over dirt y
purple ink in order to draw sections of various biological things . The teache r
was justified in evaluating my illustrations as "messy", and that downgrading
caused me to lose enthusiasm for study of the subject . I should not have been
so easily discouraged.
Transition to'college
Students of that era and in that high school wh o
were "good at science and math" were steered by teachers and friends toward a
career in engineering . Thus as I entered Columbia University in the fall o f
1941, in contrast to most beginning college students who are typically
"undecided", I thought I knew exactly what I would, and wanted to, be, a
chemical engineer . Once in college, I soon changed my mind, however . That
goal for undergraduate study would, in fact, be revised several times over the
next few years, going from chemical engineering to metallurgy to mechanica l
engineering and then, finally and after the intervention of WWII, to physics .
A tough freshman year
My first year of college in New York City was a
very difficult one . During a typical day in the first part of the fall semester, I
attended football practice for several hours of the late afternoon, worked in the
dining hall in the early morning for two hours to earn meals, and worked two
more hours in the library in early afternoons to earn money for room, books ,
and incidentals . In addition, I took a full pre-engineering and arts course loa d
which, during the freshman year, included subjects such as contemporar y
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civilization and humanities that were completely new to me . I was nearly
overwhelmed by the heavy schedule of courses and work and activities, and b y
the adjustment to an environment and a society far different from that of m y
hometown in Ohio . My grades suffered accordingly . It was "sink or swim", an d
I nearly sank .
After the midterm exams of the first semester, my faculty adviso r
summoned me and we reviewed my academic record together . He made it clear
that it was not something of which to be proud . Finally he said "Oliver, you'r e
doing poorly in all of these arts courses, so poorly that I was just about to pu t
you on probation . But then I came to your math grade . - You've got an A in th e
toughest math course that freshman take . My other advisees are doing well i n
those arts courses, but flunking the tough one in math . So I concluded that
you must have something that Columbia University needs, and I have decided
not to put you on probation . Now go out there and bring those other grade s
up". I was encouraged by his confidence in me and went out and did so .
Furthermore, someone else at Columbia must have seen me later in the light
that he did, for I was to join the faculty of Columbia, become a full professor at
a fairly early age, spend a total of 30 years studying, teaching, and doing
research there, and eventually become a department chairman as well as a
leader of research programs . As the following pages will, emphasize, Columbi a
University launched me into the world of science . It was the right place for me
and I was there at the right time . Most of my career developed around things I
learned or did at Columbia following that first semester . Furthermore, many o f
those things in my chosen field, earth science, could only have been done a t
Columbia and no other university. In spite of those early hurdles, I thrive d
there, and I hope that I, in return, made a positive contribution to that
university .
Thanks to two dedicated teachers
As I left that advisor's offic e
however, my mind was full of thanks to the two math teachers I had had i n
high school in Ohio . Both were unmarried women who had dedicated their
fires to teaching others and who did it very well indeed . Their styles, however ,
were completely different . One, Harriett Davis who taught algebra and plane
geometry, was all order and organization and discipline . She had no tolerance
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for anything else, particularly indolence, on the part of her students . You
learned what she said you should learn, period . There was no "or else" . The
other, Alma Digel, taught higher level math and physics, and did so b y
encouraging her students, at least a select group of the better ones, to explor e
new horizons with minimal guidance, and so teach themselves. We sometimes
wandered a bit from the optimum path, but we gained from her not onl y
expertise and maturity in math, but also self-reliance, self esteem, and self confidence .
Another explosion,
In Alma Digel's physics class, in order to pass, eac h
student had to build from scratch and from materials at hand in their homes
an electric motor that ran in the classroom demonstrably, i .e . as the teache r
observed it . I was the first student to bring in a motor for the crucial test . It
ran successfully at first, so Miss Digel called the class together to see thi s
wonderful machine and learn how it operated . As the heads of the student s
surrounded my creation in order to observe it closely, sure enough it ran . Bu t
then suddenly there was a puff of flame and a larger mushroom-shaped cloud
of smoke that caused everyone to recoil and caused the motor to stop with
irreparable damage . My apparent triumph became a kind of public disaster . It
seems the combustible cement that I had used to attach the commutator to
the armature was unable to withstand the heat of long-term operation . Miss
Digel decided that I had satisfied the requirement however, because it had ru n
for awhile and she said that she was trying to teach principles of science, not
engineering !
War!!
During my freshman year at Columbia, WWII began with th e
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor in December 1941 . Life on that campus
quickly changed . Students interrupted their study to leave for military service .
Many joined programs of the armed forces designed to attract college students .
I tried to join such a Navy program, but was rejected because of eyesight tha t
was not up to U .S . Navy standards. After that, and inasmuch as I seeme d
headed for the Army, I decided not to volunteer but to wait until they called m e
through the draft.
As an engineering student, I was deferred from the draft until th e
16

summer of 1943, and so completed two years of college that included basi c
courses in physics, chemistry and math, at the end of which I considered
myself ready to begin specialization as a student of mechanical engineering .
Much to my surprise, when inducted and with still the same visio n
problem, I was assigned not to the Army but to the Navy that had earlie r
rejected me on that basis . I was placed in the 129th Naval Constructio n
Battalion (the Seabees) and spent nearly three years, two of them overseas i n
the Pacific theater, carrying a heavy weapon (a Browning Automatic Rifle) bu t
doing construction work . I was primarily a surveyor, but also at times a
carpenter, a heavy equipment (bulldozer) operator, and a truck driver . I was
also captain of my unit's basketball team, which played against teams of othe r
military units whenever the situation permitted . My unit was never in combat ,
but when the atom bombs were dropped and the war ended, we were in the
Philippines being staged for what promised to be a bloody invasion of Japan .
Post-war and . a new direction: physics In the spring of 1946, after
being discharged from the military, I returned to Columbia to enroll for th e
summer session and the fall semester, now more mature and shored u p
financially by the GI Bill of Rights . After prolonged thought and seriou s
consideration, I had turned away from mechanical engineering as a career, bu t
was still unable to decide between two other possible majors .- One was civil
engineering, which I hoped would lead to a career in construction . It was an
occupation that I had found during my years in the service to entail some har d
physical labor but also to be very satisfying because of the visible evidence o f
achievement that it produced . I would have been happy, I think, in a life as a n
engineer working on major construction projects .
The other possible major was physics, a subject that, I realized in
retrospect, was my favorite in high school and early college years . I had little
feeling, however, for what sort of career an education in that subject, bes t
known at the time for development of the atomic bomb that ended the war ,
might lead to . Caught in a dilemma, and once back on the campus, I set ou t
to speak with formal advisors in each of the two fields that appealed to me . As
fate would have it, the civil engineering advisor was out of his office when I
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arrived. Perhaps, it was another case of right place, right time! The physics
advisor was in and so, after speaking with him, I decided to major in physics .
That sealed my fate, and I never turned back or sought contrasting advice late r
from that engineering advisor!
WWII veterans at Columbia received some academic credit for militar y
service, so I was able to finish the B .A. degree in physics with just one summer
(1946) and one more academic year (1946-47) of course work. During that
academic year, I took many "intermediate level" physics courses . Midway
through the fall semester, and near the end of the football season, I asked my
advisor, who was I .I. Rabi, the famed Nobel Prize winning physicist, about m y
prospects for entering graduate school in physics at Columbia . He said that he
liked football and football players, but that to be admitted I'd have to overcom e
the effect of the 1946 football season, when I had played on the varsity, on my
grades in physics . He made his point clearly, and I acted upon it . By the end
of the academic year I had those grades at a satisfactory level, though I had t o
forego playing that year on the varsity basketball team in order to do so. So,
beginning in the fall of 1947, I was a regular graduate student in physics a t
Columbia, and, at one time or another, took courses with most of the bette r
known professors there . Four of those who taught me, in addition to Nobelis t
Rabi, became Nobel Prize winners - Kusch, Townes, Lamb, and Rainwater .
Columbia surely had one of the most distinguished university physic s
departments anywhere at that time .
During the summer of 1947, just prior to entering graduate school, I
received what would now be called an internship in physics at the Nava l
Research Laboratory in the Washington D .C. area. I assisted in makin g
measurements on the effects of projectiles impacting a metallic surface (a basi c
scientific study in itself but one related to bullets striking armor plate) . That
was my first experience with scientific research of any kind . I didn't
understand the particular phenomenon very well, but I learned somethin g
about how a lab works and how to behave in one, and added a line to m y
resume which probably had some effect on subsequent employers . So I'm very
grateful for that summer opportunity that the Navy provided me when I wa s
among the greenest of would-be scientists .
18

That modicum of research experience may have helped me in the fall o f
1947 when I found a part-time job in research at Columbia that would redirect
my interests and that was absolutely critical to the development of my caree r
in geophysics . The story is more complex than that, however, and the event
was so important in my life that I tell it briefly in the following. The story also
appears in the preface of my book on the art of discovery (Oliver, 1991) . If
nothing else, it demonstrates again how being in the right place at the righ t
time, even if by chance, can affect a career and a life .
The story began in the fall of 1946 when I was playing football fo r
Columbia and concurrently taking an intermediate level physics course i n
electricity and magnetism with Professor Polykarp Kusch . Physics students of
that era were intense about science and, in general, not much concerned wit h
varsity athletics. Furthermore most in that class were strangers to me .
Discovering geophysics
During that fall's Columbia-Yale game, I had a
"good day" for a lineman, as I was able to block a punt in the last quarter an d
so set up the winning score for Columbia. That event is one of my fondest
memories . Another event of that game turned out to be far more important t o
my career, however . It happened on a routine play in which a Yale playe r
stepped on my outstretched hand with his cleated shoe . Although I was able to
continue playing and so blocked the punt, the injury to the hand had to b e
attended to later . Thus I entered that physics class the following Tuesday with
a bandaged hand that reeked of the Columbia trainer's special liniment . Every
student in the classroom must have smelled it . One, Dick Edwards, a Navy
veteran and wrestler, recognized the aroma, guessed that I was a varsit y
athlete, and struck up a conversation . The camaraderie of athletes prevaile d
and we became good friends, and still are .
About a year later, as a first-year graduate student I found myself in nee d
of funds beyond the level provided by the GI Bill. Because of my belate d
decision to bypass the fourth year of college in order to enter graduate schoo l
early, I had not been able to get a teaching assistantship as most of my fello w
students had . One day I complained of this situation and of my consequen t
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financial need to a friend, and our conversation was overheard by Dic k
Edwards . He sought me out and said that he knew where I could get a job ,
then promptly took me to the quarters of the geology department an d
introduced me to his boss, a professor of geophysics named Maurice Ewing .
Ewing interviewed me in his office for about five minutes and
immediately hired me . I was delighted . However, as I left his office I notice d
the sign on the door that said "Professor of Geology" . My heart sank as I
suddenly feared that he had mistakenly thought that I was a graduate studen t
in geology, not physics, and had hired me on that basis. My conscience took
me back into his office . "Professor Ewing", I said, "I'd like to have that job ,
but, as you didn't ask me, I feel I must point out to you that I have never take n
a course in geology in my life ." I waited anxiously, trying to read his reactio n
and anticipating a change of heart on his part. Instead he smiled, shook my
hand, and said, "Well, that'll be two of us"! Ewing was one of the great eart h
scientists of all time, but he obtained his Ph .D. in physics and never studie d
any geology formally, although of course he knew a great deal of geology tha t
was self-taught or that he had learned from interaction with colleagues .
Conversion to earth science
The job with Ewing was a revelation . It
opened a vast and an appealing new horizon for me . Although I struggled at
first with the new subject matter, I soon recognized that the research tha t
Ewing was leading and overseeing was what I wanted to do . Here was first
class science being conducted not in a stuffy and dreary laboratory of some sor t
but in the great outdoors, often in some exotic part of the world . Furthermore ,
readily observable and physical things like rocks and waves and earthquake s
and mountains appealed to me as objects of study more than chemica l
solutions or molecular beams or photons . I was soon hooked on study of th e
earth and its phenomena that had often fascinated me and left me in awe. The
following chapters describe some of the many adventures and discoveries and
good times that followed as I become part of Ewing's research group i n
geophysics and began what would become a most satisfying career in tha t
subject.
For a time I continued my formal academic connection with the physic s
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department, taking advanced graduate courses and eventually receiving, i n

1950, an M .A. degree that did not require research in physics . Although I was
heavily involved by then in research, it was all under Ewing and in geophysics
and not, strictly speaking, physics .
During this interval, i.e ., the late 1940s, I began to take occasiona l
courses in geology, not the introductory courses (I have never taken a
beginning classroom course in geology), but rather courses at the intermediat e
or graduate level which the professors would allow students without muc h
previous geological training to attend, provided they had a science background .
The first such course taken by me was given by Walter Bucher, a
distinguished structural geologist and tectonicist who was convinced tha t
geophysics was growing in importance in geology and so encouraged physic s
students to take his courses . After his gracious welcome, I was enthusiastic ,
but I must say I was taken aback in early lectures when he used terms lik e
"Triassic red beds" . I didn't know what "Triassic" meant, had never see n
anything earthy that was "red" as I used that term at the time, and wondere d
what a word that described a piece of furniture had to do with geology . Bucher
was understanding however, and often gave the physics students specia l
attention . Sometimes we physics students found some consolation because we
were better prepared for the mathematical side of geology than were some o f
our fellow geology students who had not been so thoroughly trained in mat h
and advanced physics . We were all learning, as Bucher already knew, that a
diversity of backgrounds was an asset for a group of scientists studying majo r
earth science problems .
After completing the M .A. in Physics, I formally transferred to th e
Geology Department as a Ph .D. candidate . I discussed this move with my
physics advisor, Dr . Rabi, and he gave it his approval . At first I feared that hi s
approval came because he was just glad to be rid of me as a student of physics ,
but I learned later from others that he saw geophysics as an up-and-coming
branch of science, and commonly encouraged those who had an interest in i t
to move in that direction . Rabi was a widely known and a highly respecte d
physicist and a distinguished senior advisor to the U .S . government . I was
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pleased to find when we met occasionally in later years that he seemed to
remember me and to know that I was having some success in a career in
geophysics .
Ewing was my research advisor in geophysics, but for advice on geology
courses I was sent to Professor Charles Behre, a well-known economi c
geologist. Behre told me that, in my preparation for the Ph .D., I couldn't hope
to take all the courses that Columbia gave in geology, so I should instead try t o
take one course with each of the established professors in the department, an d
so learn how various leaders of earth science thought . I did so, found tha t
good advice, and have often recommended the same for students in a simila r
situation . My only complaint is that Behre, a modest gentleman, failed t o
enroll me into his own course, and so I missed the opportunity to know hi m
better and sometimes have had occasion to wish for a better background i n
economic geology!
Instruction by Ewing The only formal course that I ever took i n
geophysics was given by Professor Ewing . I learned beginning and exploratio n
geophysics solely by buying and studying in detail a second-hand book on tha t
subject by Nettleton, the best of its kind at the time . It was well written and
seemed straightforward and not especially difficult compared to some of th e
physics texts I had already encountered .
Ewing's course was independent learning in spades . He gave no lectures .
He assigned material and required that all students come prepared each day t o
present and lead the discussion and the critique of that material for the class ,
and then selected one of us at the last minute to do so . The four students in
the class were Chuck Officer, Bernie Luskin, Jack Heacock, and me . We
struggled through books by authors such as Bullen, Byerly, Daly, and several
others. When we got to the subject of gravity, we used a book by LeJay writte n
in French. We had to prepare and present that material regardless of whethe r
we had been previously trained to read French or not. Ewing didn't tell us how
to handle the foreign language problem. I'm not sure he knew. I still have my
copy of LeJay's book with the meanings of many words penciled in English .
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Ewing's performance in class was unpredictable . Sometimes he napped
during our presentations, catching up on sleep lost during a late research effor t
the night before . Sometimes when we students exhausted ourselves on a
particularly difficult subject, he would launch into the clearest and mos t
enlightening exposition of the matter that one could imagine . Ewing
overflowed with insight and had an exceptional intuitive "feel" for almost any
physical phenomenon . It was a joy and a maturing experience to take his
course (especially when he wasn't napping!) .
Geology in the field
Two of the geology courses that I took were in fiel d
geology, one at the "beginning" level and in the Catskills, one "advanced" an d
in Vermont. Those courses were especially valuable for those of us with
backgrounds primarily in physics, because we gained an appreciation for wha t
geologists actually observe in the field, their laboratory . Hence we acquired a
sound perspective on the nature and the basis of geological maps, perhaps th e
most important form for recording those observations . We students worked i n
small mixed teams, with the physics-trained people often better at developin g
the geometrical basis for the map and the geology-trained ones far superior in
determining just what it was that we were mapping .
A bit of sunshine
I went through one field course feeling very inferior
and often bypassed or disregarded by fellow students because I couldn't identif y
the rocks. However, near the end of the course, I regained some respect with a
(cheap) trick. I had just returned from a field trip on the floating ice pack o f
the Arctic Ocean, where we had to use solar navigation to locate ourselves .
Therefore I knew a little of that subject . One day at an outdoor lunch i n
Vermont I said, "I'll bet I can get the latitude of this place with just a Brunto n
compass" . My friends scoffed . It was "Oh, yeah" time . However, it was near
midday on about the 2 1st of June, so I knew without looking at tables wha t
the location of the sun had to be . I measured the sun's elevation angle usin g
the level bubble of the compass and the shadow of its sight on the ground (the y
thought I was reading the compass and didn't notice that I was looking at th e
shadow), and then made a quick calculation that, fortunately, gave th e
latitude of the site rather accurately . There was a good deal of awe for awhil e
until I finally explained how the whole job could be done quickly and simpl y
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and with no tables on that particular date and at that particular time . For
awhile, I got some respect, but of course after lunch the fellows who coul d
identify rocks regained the driver's seat once again .
There were no Nobel Prize winners among the geology faculty, of course ,
for Nobel Prizes are not given in the earth sciences . But I was able to take
courses with a number of prominent geologists including Bucher, Kay, Kerr ,
Strahler and, of course, Ewing . Columbia had a strong geology departmen t
and it would grow much stronger while I was there, so I was once again at th e
right place, right time .
During all six years of graduate study I was involved heavily in on e
research project or another, most of which are described or noted in th e
following pages. The research work was intertwined with course work durin g
the first four years, but the final two years were almost entirely spent o n
research . In 1953, I was awarded the Ph .D. in geophysics by Columbia
University and my formal training in science was completed . Let us now turn
away from formal coursework and focus on the apprenticeship style of graduate
student research, a rather different kind of training but a critical part of the
transition from student to scientist .
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Limerick Interlude Following Chapter 1
EDUCATION, ETC
Said the freshman, "Say, what's a
dean?"
Said the senior,"Well, one I've rarely
seen.
They occasionally make speeches,
And sometimes one teaches ,
And they make some kind of lis t
inbetween . "

Never forget"Square 2 and rhym e
right"
That's the key to life's key, it' s
"foresight"
Lots of trouble you're spared
If you're always prepared ,
If you can't remember that key, be
forthright!

In the fall on freshman day
registration,
There's a kind of parental elation .
After paying the bills,
And admiring the hills ,
They go home for a nine month s
vacation !

It's sad to say but it's so ,
Only college graduates know .
The exclusive knowledge ,
That you learn in college ,
Is that you really didn't need to go !

To avoid parental wrath ,
He followed a broad science path ,
He said, "After physics, it's chems ,
Then math theorems ,
But what happens in the aftermath? "
That wonderful knack, creativity,
Is it granted to us on nativity?
Or is it simply a quirk ,
That comes from hard work ,
To those who eschew negativity ?
He has passed the "You're getting so
tall" age ,
And is ready to travel to college ,
But the information revolutio n
Brings another solution .
Stay put, and they'll send him the
knowledge!
College to him was a joy ride fraternal,
Till he met a professor paternal,
Who said,"Your life's in the lurch .
Why don't you do some research ,
And publish it in a professiona l
journal?"

The most talented artists I know,
Create beauty with new-fallen snow .
Aesthetics they make,
In each tiny flake .
They're molecules of H20!
The publisher went through the roof.
The author, you see, made a goof.
The dessert platter flipped ,
Onto his last manuscript,
And the pudding ended up in th e
proof?
A romance is the tale of this rhyme ,
They met in an orchard one time ,
In southwestern Yemen
Amid grapefruit and lemon
.
Said she,"I find you sublime"!
Once hikers roamed through the hills ,
Amid landscapes and rainstorms and
chills
Now with the start of the fall ,

They head to the warm mall ,
Where storefronts provide scenic
thrills!
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THE SCIENCE PART
Chapter TWO
RESEARCH IN GRADUATE SCHOOL,
Doing science---A, or the, key decision---Shakespeare got it wrong---Acoustic s
and ballooning---A flying accelerometer---Dumb luck helps—Working with Crary- There's nothing like a good toolbox---On the way to the Arctic---Eureka! Air-couple d
waves---A cruise on the deep sea---The great Arctic adventure---How far is far enoug h
away from everything?---Near-shore Arctic work---Never underestimate an Eskimo/—
The beginning of the Lamont-Doherty Observatory---Exploring the geology of th e
Hudson River and Long Island areas---Granddaddy waves!---Learning how science
works---Switching to earthquake seismology---That's right, the entire Bulletin of the
SSA---A thesis, finally---Table-top seismology---Limericks

Doing science
Like most students of Ewing, during graduate study I
participated in research on a wide variety of topics . Because we were studying
the real earth there was plenty of hard and dirty physical labor involved, but
there was also and always a dazzling array of stimulating challenges to face ,
often the adventure of seeing new places on earth and observing them in way s
never before attempted, and frequent doses of the inner thrill and excitement o f
learning things about earth that no one had known before . There was a
friendly, congenial, and spirited group to work with, lots of help and advice ,
and plenty of opportunity for initiative on the part of the individual . Ewing's
crowd worked enthusiastically and relentlessly on science, regardless of th e
time of day, or day of the week . There were times when I hated the arrival of a
weekend or holiday because it meant that the support technicians or certai n
facilities would not be available to help us as we worked, and other times whe n
weekends were the best time of all because no one was around to get in the way
of our group of hard-working students .
A,or the, key decision

Ewing inspired all those around him to greater
effort, partly by being the hardest and most relentless worker of the group, an d
partly by using his exceptional vision to help his students see a light at th e
end of the tunnel that led or drove them on . I loved it. Here was something ,
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i.e. the frontier that was study of the earth, that I could devote my life to .
After a little seasoning of this sort, I recall making a major decision based o n
some very careful thought . One might say that it was a milestone in my caree r
and life . Before the time of that decision, my goals in life were vague an d
conventional- to be "successful", to have a "good" job, to make a "good" living ,
and so on . I would, I thought then, make decisions on my future on such a
basis-salary, pleasant work, opportunity for advancement, pleasan t
surroundings, etc. But at that distinct moment in time during early graduate
study, I consciously changed that orientation . My new and overriding goal
would be to do good science, partly for the fun of it of course, but also because
I had reached the conclusion that acquisition of new scientific knowledg e
would ultimately benefit humanity as a whole, and that that was a cause I
could dedicate my life to . I decided that pursuit of knowledge was a n
honorable and worthwhile objective, and that I would make future decisions
about my career so as to optimize progress toward that goal regardless o f
whether some other course offered better salary,or better benefits, or bette r
whatever.
And I am pleased to say that it seems to me that I followed that polic y
rather strictly thereafter, and made the key decisions of my career largely o n
that basis. Money, security, pleasant surroundings, became merely trapping s
and not the critical factors . Opportunity to advance science the most was th e
prime one.
Shakespeare got it wrong
I must add here with some embarrassmen t
that, ironically, decisions made on that basis left me reasonably well off, an d
"successful" in the conventional sense . I ended my career holding a named an d
tenured chair on the faculty of a major university and, so far, have had a
pleasant retirement and pleasant life . I have not suffered from dedication t o
science but rather have prospered, even if not by direct design or emphasis . If I
had it to do over again, I would have no cause not to adhere to the same
principle . Because of my experience and my success, I am fond of saying tha t
Shakespeare got it wrong. The key question of a life in science is not "to be or
not to be" . It is "to do or not to do"! And hence the title of this document .
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Acousticsand ballooning

My first research job for Ewing was on a
project that involved the flying of scientific instruments on huge, helium-filled ,
balloons . Ewing, during WWII, was the key figure in the study of the SOFAR
channel, a low velocity channel in the water column of the deep sea tha t
guides elastic waves and hence allows sound from low intensity sources t o
propagate through huge distances with little attenuation . A half pound of TNT
set off in that channel of an ocean, for example, can be detected thousands of
miles away by a hydrophone also located in the channel . The phenomenon is
used today to measure climatic change through detection of velocity, and henc e
temperature, changes in the waters of the deep oceans . The discovery of that
phenomenon in the sea raised the question of whether a similar channel might
exist in the atmosphere . If so, a balloon-borne microphone, for example, migh t
detect sound waves generated by a disturbance such as a missile passing
through the sound channel at long distances from the balloon.
As a neophyte and a newcomer to the project, I worked in New Mexic o
and Florida during the summer of 1948, helping to fly the balloons (some o f
which were sometimes reported as flying saucers), and to prepare th e
instruments that flew in them . Although I was not a key figure in the project, I
had the opportunity to observe and so to learn how dedication, perseverance ,
expertise, and often daring could affect the outcome of a research projec t
probing the untried and the unknown . Balloon flyers of those days were a n
intrepid and dauntless lot. I recall one incident in which the payload of th e
balloon crashed into the headquarters building of a military base . The whip
antenna penetrated the wall of the building just above the desk of the bas e
commander, who, fortunately, was not in his office at the time . All signs of the
event were hidden or removed before he returned .
A flying accelerometer
During the following winter, I had the task of
designing and building, in the machine shop of the Geology Department o f
Columbia, an instrument that would measure small vertical accelerations o f
the balloon as its ballasting mechanism attempted, but never quite managed ,
to hold a constant altitude . I built one such instrument and eventually had
an opportunity to fly it on a balloon that was launched from a site in Ne w
Mexico. My device recorded accelerations in the style of seismographs of th e
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day, i.e . with a pen scratching a line on smoked paper covering a drum . The
idea was that, once the smoked paper drum was recovered, the fragile record
could be made permanent by coating it with shellac . The balloon with my
instrument aboard flew from New Mexico into Texas where it landed and th e
instrument payload was recovered by a farmer . He read the notice on the
device that said that the finder would receive a monetary reward if th e
instrument was returned in good condition . He examined it and thought it
looked all right except for the dirty smoke on that drum . So he wiped off the
smoke, totally obliterating the record of my instrument's performance in the
process! Thus, I never knew how well my first scientific instrument performed ,
although subsequently I learned that the design for the device could have bee n
much better. In fact, it may be that the farmer saved my scientific career, or a t
least kept it from getting off to a bad start, when he destroyed the record of the
behavior of that device of questionable merit . Perhaps, from my perspective ,
that was a case of someone else being in the right place at the right time . I
moved on to another task and never had a chance to fly a second version o f
that instrument . I have never regretted the time I spent in that machine sho p
however. Knowing how to machine, and solder, and weld, and how to desig n
and repair instruments can be a valuable and important part of an educatio n
in science, and I have often had the opportunity to use those skills .

Dumb luck helps
on that project and on another occasion, a flight o f
a different balloon, the engineer who normally readied the electronic devices fo r
flight failed to appear . There was no one else available and experienced at tha t
task. As I had had a physics lab course in electronics, I was asked to wire th e
radio transmitter that was part of the payload . I set about the wiring job an d
all went well until I hooked the transmitter to the battery pack . Suddenly a
ball of blue flame seemed to run through the device . I was sure I had ruined it ,
but since it was the only one available, I rewired it, this time properly.
Surprisingly everything worked well at the start of the flight, but I was sure th e
misused batteries would quickly cease to function . Strangely, and much to my
surprise, that transmitter worked far longer than any of the other similar ones
we had flown earlier. I had no idea why, but the others thought I must have
done something good to it . After that I was in demand as the radio technician
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on the project! . As is often said laughingly during rugged and complex
geophysical field work, "If you're lucky, you don't have to be good! "
Working with Crary
Although my role in it was always a secondar y
one, and I never produced a scientific paper based on my work there, th e
balloon-flying project put me in touch with scientists at the Air Forc e
Cambridge Research Laboratory, the DOD sponsor of that project . One of
them was Albert Crary, Ewing's very first graduate student when Ewing was a
young man on the faculty at Lehigh during the 1930s . Crary (most called him
"Bert"or "Al") was an exceptional human being who combined the ability an d
training of a top flight scientist with incredible physical attributes such a s
strength and endurance, and with strong character traits such as perseverance ,
integrity, and desire . He excelled at withstanding hardship . He would
eventually become the Chief Scientist for the United States in Antarctica . I
was fortunate to be invited to join him on several projects as he was makin g
the geographical transition in his work in geophysics from the mid-latitud e
environment into the polar regions . I worked for him first on the balloon flyin g
project and then on a project to measure stratospheric temperatures and winds
by sending acoustic waves from TNT explosions aloft where they were refracte d
and then returned to the earth's surface at some distance from the explosion .
The latter was a fitting project for a seismologist because the ray theory used t o
analyze the wave propagation was merely the theory that seismologists use t o
probe the solid earth except that the phenomenon was turned upside down .
There was apparently a special need then to learn about stratospheric
winds at high latitudes . Little was known on that subject at the time, so one
summer (1949) Crary led a group, of which I was a member, to Alaska in orde r
to make such a study centered on Fairbanks. The source of the acoustic waves
was a TNT explosion on the surface . We listened for the sound with
instruments about 150 miles away in various directions from Fairbanks, an d
the results were fairly good . As a sideline, we took along a seismograph an d
tried to study seismic waves generated by that same explosion but travellin g
through the frozen permafrost. We had little success with that part of the
effort during that summer, but we gained some valuable experience on how t o
conduct field work in that strange northern environment . Due to low level
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temperature inversions, for example, we sometimes could hear the norma l
conversations of fellow workers at distances of a quarter of a mile or so . Our
TNT explosions were thus quite loud in the vicinity of the source as well as a t
the critical distance of 150 miles, so we sought especially remote sites for thos e
explosions. I recall overhearing, in a bar one evening, some very excited an d
puzzled conversation that indicated to me that some of our explosions had no t
been sufficiently remote! No harm was done, however .
Crary's interest in the Arctic was stimulated by that Alaskan trip and h e
soon initiated a new project, an attempt to explore the floating pack ice of th e
Arctic ocean north of Alaska . . He planned to do so partly by using flexural
waves in ice . Crary and Ewing had once observed and studied such waves i n
ice on lakes in New Jersey more than a decade earlier . He also planned to
make a variety of other types of measurements appropriate to exploring a n
environment, the Arctic pack ice, that had rarely if ever been visited or studie d
by U.S . scientists, or perhaps any humans.
There's nothing like a good toolbox
Crary soon began to involve me in
some of the preliminary stages of this work . He and I got along well together. I
think he liked the fact that, as a former and recent football player, I was rugge d
enough to accompany and almost keep up with him in some of his more
strenous activities. He also liked my toolbox which held not only tools bu t
also a variety of spare parts, so that I was often able to find in it just what w e
needed when there was a malfunction of instruments in the field . Crary used
to kid me (I think he was kidding!) that he was really inviting my toolbox t o
accompany him on his expeditions and that, if I wanted, I could go along t o
carry it !
On the way to the Arctic
As a preliminary to the major effort to probe
the Arctic ice pack, while a student at Columbia I was asked to set up a projec t
on a nearby lake to study the technique based on flexural elastic waves in ice .
I assembled the necessary gear, a seismic system with an array of geophones a s
used then by the petroleum industry . The idea was to excite the waves by
setting off a small explosion beneath the floating ice of a lake, and then recor d
the resulting waves with the geophone array . The character of the wave train
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held information on the thickness and elastic properties of the ice.
I had to find a lake where we could conduct the study. I was worried
that difficulty would arise because someone would fear, even though ou r
explosions were small, that we would kill the fish in the lake, so I sought
appropriate permission before conducting the experiment . The first lake
considered was in a park, so I dealt with the park conservation officer who wa s
a biologist . He and I spent much of one day looking at that lake, at acces s
roads, bathymetric maps, and so on . Throughout the day, whenever an
appropriate opportunity arose, I drew attention to the very small size of th e
explosion that we would use and pointed out that the tiny size almos t
guaranteed that we would not kill a single fish . Finally, at the end of the day ,
that park officer and biologist granted us permission to use the lake for ou r
experiments . Then he added "Look, I understand that you plan to use only
small explosions . But near the end of your work, could you set off a really bi g
one? I've been stocking this lake for years without apparent success, and I' d
like to know what, if anything, is living in it" !
Eureka! Air-coupled waves
As it turned out, that winter was a mil d
one . There was never enough ice on that New York lake for our studies, so w e
had to switch the site for the field experiment to Lake Superior . There we
worked on the ice offshore from the little town of Cornucopia, WI . The
underwater explosions generated the dispersive flexural waves we sought, an d
we used them as planned to measure ice thickness and other properties . That
part of the experiment turned out about as expected, but, as often happens ,
nature had a major surprise for us . When the shots were fired not in the wate r
but in the air over the ice, a completely different kind of wave train wa s
observed . The ice vibrated at a single frequency for a long time prior to th e
arrival of sound from the shot . We were puzzled at first, but finally recognize d
that, the pulselike sound of the explosion in air was selectively generating jus t
one frequency of the normal flexural wave train . The energy of the
corresponding waves in ice traveled faster than sound in air and so precede d
the boom that we heard .
Doc Ewing, and Frank Press, then still a graduate student, were workin g
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with layered wave guide theory at the time, as they went about their studies of
earthquake-generated surface waves . They were able to modify the theory to
explain the peculiar air-coupled waves in ice . The observations and theor y
were published in a paper in 1951 and I was a co-author with Press, Crary an d
Sam Katz, another grad student . It was the first such experience (with
publication) for me . Although I felt I had contributed to the study, I did no t
feel that I would have been able to complete that study on my own . That level
of theory was beyond me at the time . It was satisfying, nevertheless, to b e
associated for the first time with a reasonably important scientific discovery .
Partly as a consequence of that field study on Lake Superior, I wa s
invited and encouraged by Crary to be a part of the scientific party for some o f
the very first US plane landings on the Arctic icepack that were made fo r
scientific purposes . The Soviets had already made some landings on the ic e
pack and the US Navy began a program parallel to the one that Crary led a t
about the same time, but all of us were entering and exploring a very strang e
and exotic world. Spring, when the ice surface was still frozen hard and th e
period of daylight was substantial, was judged the best time of the year fo r
such studies, so, following our Lake Superior work, we had to wait a little over
a year for the Arctic project to begin .
A cruise on the deep sea
But of course, we didn't sit on our hand s
while waiting . Ewing always had something going to occupy, and usuall y
fascinate, his students and colleagues, and he moved me, temporarily, to a
different kind of activity. Most of Ewing's field work involved exploration of th e
ocean basins and was done from ships at sea. In those days, Columbia had no
ship, but Ewing was able to arrange for use of the Atlantis, the ocean-going
vessel of the woods Hole Oceanographic Institution . He encouraged me to
take a short cruise on the Atlantis during the summer of 1950, hoping, I think ,
that I would take to work at sea and perhaps participate regularly and so hel p
out in his marine studies . I wasn't so sure that I would like it, or want to be a
marine scientist . During my years in the Navy I had crossed the Pacific twice ,
and part of the Atlantic once, by ship, sometimes a very small ship . I knew
that, although I recovered from bouts of severe sea sickness, I never felt quit e
right, or very enthusiastic about doing something useful, while riding a rolling
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ship. Nevertheless, I went on that two-week Atlantis cruise in the vicinity o f
Bermuda and, although I never felt well at sea, it was a very worthwhil e
experience for me to see how researchers operated in the marine environment .
We had very confining quarters of course, and all members of the scientifi c
party had to work on a variety of tasks, not just those related to thei r
speciality. I helped in coring of the sea floor as well as in seismic reflectio n
profiling. The seismic effort on that cruise was one of the first attempts to d o
reflection profiling of the subocean floor of the deep sea. The technique we
used was primitive and pitifully crude compared to the elaborate an d
sophisticated methods used by scientific institutions and by the petroleu m
industry today . Small charges of TNT were tossed overboard and detonated
near the ship. One or two hydrophones near the ship recorded the energ y
reflected from the bottom and sub-bottom. Some reflecting horizons were
detected in the sub-bottom but could not be correlated from shot to sho t
because the shots were too widely-spaced . Not much useful geological
information was obtained on that cruise, but it was a valuble experience for m e
to see how development of what would become an important technique fo r
studying the sea floor evolved in its early stages . Watching Ewing in actio n
was also important . He worked long and hard at sea, rarely sleeping more tha n
a few hours at a time and inspiring all with his dedication and enthusiasm an d
ingenuity.
The great Arctic adventure
In the late winter, spring, and early
summer of 1951, although still a graduate student at Columbia, I was
employed by the Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories in order t o
accompany Crary in his first attempts, and some of the very first attempts b y
the U.S., to explore the Arctic ice pack . There were three of us in the scientifi c
party ; Crary, the leader and an experienced geophysicist ; Bob Cotell, trained as
an engineer, experienced in geophysical field work, rugged physically, and jus t
about as fine and as valuable a field worker as one might imagine ; and me, a
graduate student with a beginning understanding of the kind of science
involved, a fairly strong body, and, of course, that toolbox.
We were flown to Fairbanks in March in a conventional Air Force C-4 7
plane . There we exchanged it and its crew for a ski-equipped C-47 and a crew o f
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the 10th Rescue Squadron with some experience with plane landings on sno w
and ice . The pilot, "Smiley" Whitmer, was a midwesterner especially selecte d
for his knack for handling such a plane in unusual Arctic situations . The
initial plan called for construction of a camp on the pack ice by Air Forc e
personnel under the direction of, then Captain, Joe Fletcher . Once
established, the camp would be occupied by a scientific party consisting o f
Crary, Cotell, and me, and maintained by a few Air Force support people . That
camp was indeed set up, but, fortunately for us, before Crary's party could
occupy it, a bad storm came up and it was evacuated, supposedly as a
temporary measure . After the storm however, the camp had disappeared ,
apparently fallen into the sea during the storm! We were definitely in the righ t
place, i .e. not at the camp, at the right time . With the demise of the camp . ou r
plans were changed. We, and the ski-equipped plane and crew, were based
temporarily at Barter Island, a remote, lonely, and forlorn military base on th e
north coast of Alaska not far from the Canadian border . Air Force personnel
numbering about fifty lived there in Jamesway huts, operating radar and othe r
devices, and trying to survive and keep warm . The temperatures while we were
there were often twenty, thirty, and sometimes near forty degrees below zero F .
The Air Force food was good and we ate large quantities of high calorie food .
Our young bodies turned it into warmth rather than fat . Living conditions
were rugged but adequate, so Crary's party had a satisfactory base from which
to conduct research .
Our revised plan called for us to fly, whenever weather and othe r
logistical factors seemed favorable, from Barter Island to locations on th e
Arctic pack ice . Some of the sites were as far from land and as far north as w e
could safely go, given the load and range of our plane and other factors .
Realizing that it was likely that we might need to be rescued if something wen t
wrong, we had to stay within range of the rescue planes as well .
When we thought we were in the vicinity of a selected locatio n
(navigation was always difficult and the results uncertain in that region where
there was no radar or loran, compasses were of limited value because the
magnetic field direction was not well known, and sun shots were ofte n
obscured by clouds ), we flew around seeking a flat area free of pressure ridge s
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where we might land. Usually such areas were where recently open leads had
frozen over . Consequently there was always the question of whether the youn g
ice had yet grown thick enough to support the plane . Furthermore, we wanted
a place where the ice was not too thick, for we had to chop holes in it by hand
so as to lower instruments into the water. An ice thickness of about 3 fee t
seemed best, and 1 1 /2 feet the minimum . Our pilot claimed he could gaug e
the approximate thickness of the ice by bouncing the plane once upon the ic e
and sensng the reaction of the plane to the bounce . Then he would circle
around and land if the thickness seemed satisfactory. This technique seemed
to work in a crude way, and in any case we made a total of six landings tha t
spring with no serious problems with thin ice . The concurrent Navy project
was not so fortunate as the undercarriage of their plane broke through the ic e
and the plane had to be abandoned after the crew and scientific party wer e
rescued .
With pressure ridges most everywhere, we also had to make sure tha t
there was a length of flat ice sufficient for landing and subsequent takeoff . At
one site, after we landed, the flat ice area seemed small to me . I asked th e
pilot how much runway we needed to take off with the load we had . He said
"About 1100 feet, but maybe only 1000 feet" . During the course of our seismic
survey, Bob Cotell and I measured the runway with a tape . It was less than
900 feet long and there was a moderate pressure ridge at each end . That
caused the two of us some anxiety, but the pilot seemed calm and unconcerned
when he heard that accurate figure . In any case, we took off safely .
At each site on the pack ice we observed and measured many things ,
snow and ice properties, ice thickness and water depth by seismic means, wate r
currents or ice drift using a tethered submerged sphere, gravity, meteorologica l
parameters, etc. We rarely knew what to expect . For example, estimates o f
water depth prior to our soundings sometimes ranged from a few hundred fee t
to several or many thousands of feet at a particular site . We stayed at each
site for 5 to 10 hours and tried to fix our locations from several sun shot s
taken with a transit over the course of that time interval . Errors were large ,
particularly on overcast or cloudy days. We set up a tent which we used for
developing photographic records from the seismograph . We had to heat th e
developer in order to make it work properly in the cold, but sometimes we did
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not heat the hypo . It was a chilling experience indeed if you accidently pu t
your fingers into that hypo that was at twenty degrees below zero, thoug h
unfrozen because of the concentration of the chemical solution .
How far is far enough away from everything? An experience during on e
of those intervals on the pack ice made a lasting impression on me . Like many
young people, I had then a sense of adventure and a corresponding yearning t o
get far, as far as possible in fact, from the civilized world . The more remote the
better, I thought. As we were doing seismic work at one of our landing site s
on the polar ice pack, I had the task of taking a sled loaded with TNT to a plac e
some distance from the plane and from our temporary camp near the plane . I
had to cross, or somehow maneuver through and around, many pressur e
ridges . Soon I was completely out of sight of everyone, and everything bu t
snow and ice and overcast sky . At the appropriate place I set off the TNT a s
planned, and then headed back to the camp . With the sky overcast, the only
way I had to find my way back was to follow my own trail of footprints and sle d
tracks. Then I noticed that the wind was drifting snow over those tracks, an d
had already obscured some of them .
Suddenly I saw myself in a broader perspective . Here I was on foot on
the frozen Arctic Ocean, hundreds of miles from the nearest land, and that
land was the remote and desolate north coast of Alaska . I was walking at a
place in the world where almost certainly no human had ever walked before . It
was a cold and forlorn environment, perhaps twenty degrees below zer o
Fahrenheit, and my only tie to home and civilization was that trail of my
footprints that were rapidly being hidden by blowing snow . And those
footprints led only to a handful of people and a plane that had landed where
no plane had ever landed before . I consciously said to myself "This is it. This
is as far from civilization as I have ever been and as far as I need or want to
go." I found my way back to the plane all right, but, although I have sinc e
travelled to other exotic places, I have never again had quite that same urge t o
"get far away from everything"!
Of course, we chose days when the weather seemed favorable for ou r
flights to stations on the pack ice . Before and after that series of landings ,
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and in the intervals between landings, the weather was generally not good, an d
sometimes it was very bad. A cold wind might blow drifting snow along th e
coast steadily in one direction for a week or more at perhaps 25-50 miles pe r
hour. Sometimes the source of the drifting snow seemed to be exhausted, an d
then the wind blew sand and dirt rather than snow . Next the wind would
reverse and blow steadily in the opposite direction so that it seemed that th e
snow was being carried back to where it had originated . There wasn't much
new snow, but the old snow moved around a lot . In any case, the conditions
for working outdoors were hardly ideal .
Near shore Arctic work
During the intervals between plane trips, w e
tried to use the time to advantage by working outdoors near the base camp . An
old LST (a WW II landing ship) was inextricably frozen into the ice and sea
floor near the Barter Island base then, and I undertook to operate a long period
seismograph in the lower levels of that ship . The fierce and changing
temperatures often kept the instrument out of operation and it rarely worke d
properly although it did record a few distant quakes . Bert Crary, Bob Cotell
and I also and often worked on the floating but shorefast shallow ice tha t
extended from the beach to the huge grounded pressure ridge off shore . We
hiked to the work sites on the shallow-water ice, carrying our equipment o r
dragging it there on sleds . We wore heavy clothing to protect us from the cold ,
and had to keep it on all day . I weighed mine when I had an opportunity and i t
totalled 40 pounds! At lunchtime, we thawed our frozen sandwiches over a n
alcohol stove . At times it seemed like grueling football practice all over again .
We were tired at the end of each day, but our physical conditioning graduall y
improved . In the spring, of course, the length of the Arctic day and hence ou r
working day increased rapidly . At the shorefast ice locations, we mostly
measured ice properties (by seismic means) and ocean tides (by recording th e
vertical movement of the ice relative to the sea bottom) .
Never underestimate an Eskimo!
After the final plane landing of th e
season from our Barter Island base, Bob Cotell and I were flown west to Poin t
Barrow to make some similar measurements there and to explore the seismic
characteristics of permafrost . We had limited success as our time was short ,
but we were able to observe yet another Arctic outpost .The living quarters and
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surroundings at Barrow were more elegant and more civilized than those a t
Barter Island. On one occasion, I tried to learn a little about Eskimo life, bu t
ended up being taught about Eskimo nature and wit. Soon after our arrival, I
met and began to make friends with an older Eskimo man who worked i n
maintenance at the living quarters for scientists . One day I asked him how he
had made a living before those quarters were built (they were only a few years
old). "Oh," he said "before I get this job, I hunt ." Then the conversation
proceeded like this :
JO: "What did you hunt?"
EM: "Polar bear, on the pack ice ."
JO: "How do you find a polar bear? "
EM: "Polar bear is all white. Ice all white. But you look hard, you se e
one."
JO: (Wondering if the bear might attack) : "What does the bear do
when he sees you?"
EM: "He run away . He run very fast ."
Note : The Arctic pack ice with its pressure ridges and other deforme d
features is rugged and in places very difficult to traverse. Bears, however, have
a lumbering and floppy sort of gait that enables them to travel at good spee d
across the rough ice .
JO: "If the bear runs away, how do you get a shot at him?"
EM: "You run after him. You run as fast as you can, and you can just
keep up with him ."
JO : "Yes, but if you just keep up, how do you ever get a shot? "
EM: "Oh, after a couple of miles the bear gets tired! "
That native Eskimo was away ahead of that naive college student for the entire
conversation, and he set me up for that punch line beautifully . I enjoyed
talking to him after that incident but tried to be a little less gullible .
Our stay at Barrow was brief, just a couple of weeks in duration .
Temperatures were rising (to about zero to five degrees F), and it would soon b e
too warm for our kind of field work, so we were flown back to Massachusetts . I
returned to Columbia where Crary graciously allowed me, an inexperienced
student, to study and work up some of the data on elastic waves in the pac k
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ice. Eventually we published a paper based on those data, and Crary led th e
work on a more general report based on all of our observations . I liked the
Arctic project with its outdoor field work and the kind of science it engendered ,
and I liked working under Craw's leadership . I would have followed him t o
Antarctica, I think, if I could have found a way, in those days before contact
lenses, to prevent my eyeglasses from fogging and icing in the Arctic cold !
The beginning of the Lamont-Doherty Observatory
Back at Columbia ,
things were, as was often the case, in a state of flux. In the late 1940's ,
Ewing's group and its various activities had outgrown the quarters assigned t o
him at the main Manhattan campus of the university. Consequently, and
because of Ewing's success and promise for the future, and competition for hi m
from other universities, Columbia let him move his activities to the forme r
estate of Thomas Lamont in Palisades NY, which had recently been given to th e
university. A group in geochemistry led by Prof. Lawrence Kulp also moved
there and, in 1949, the Lamont Geological observatory was founded with
Ewing as Director . (see Shocks and Rocks for a more complete account of th e
beginning of Lamont, particularly as related to the program in earthquak e
seismology .)
At any rate, Lamont was in its infancy but in a growing mode when I
returned from the Arctic in mid-1951 . Rather promptly, I began summer fiel d
work on a quite different project, this one to explore basement rocks of th e
Hudson River valley, Long Island Sound, and offshore Long Island. I had been
involved with Chuck Drake in what turned out to be the preliminaries of that
project somewhat earlier . I tell that tale below in the hope of providing th e
reader with a sense of how projects in geophysics sometimes originated in
those days, and how young students sometimes experienced severe ups an d
downs as they made their way into the world of science .

Exploring the geology of the Hudson River and Long Island areas

As
graduate students of Ewing in the late 1940s, both Chuck Drake and I worke d
on projects initiated by our professor, and so had an opportunity to observ e
just how they came about . After awhile we developed the urge to initiate one o f
our own and set out to do so .The first requirement was to fix a goal, and so ,
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following Ewing's style of inductive science, we sought some relativel y
unknown part of the earth to explore . Ewing typically selected a huge targe t
like an ocean basin or a mid-ocean ridge, but we, as beginners, felt somethin g
of smaller scale and easier accessibility would be more appropriate . We finally
settled on the Hudson River, which was certainly accessible . In fact, Lamont
overlooked it . Furthermore, little was known of the deeper geology beneath th e
river valley.
To find out just what was known, we visited Charles Berkey, a
distinguished professor emeritus at Columbia and a widely recognized exper t
on Hudson River geology. Berkey at that time was elderly and quite frail, bu t
he kindly consulted with us and oriented us on what was known of th e
geology . of that area . His physical condition, though, was so unpredictable
that we were never quite sure when we would see or meet with him .
Berkey must have seen us as just another pair of graduate students . He
learned my name correctly, but he mistakenly called Chuck by the name of
another graduate student in geology. Because of Berkey's age and distinction ,
we were reluctant to correct him . Then that student, whose name Berkey ha d
assigned to Chuck, abruptly passed away in a campus incident that was widely
reported. Berkey was surely aware of it . Chuck and I both feared that the next
glimpse of Chuck, whom Berkey must have thought was deceased, would be too
much for him in his frail condition . I do not wish to make light of that tragic
event, but a humorous side of it was that Chuck tried to avoid Berkey b y
ducking surreptitously through the halls of the geology quarters for a time .
Eventually the misidentification was pointed out to Berkey in written form an d
the matter resolved .
We mulled over the Hudson River project for a time, but nothing much
happened until Ewing was approached by others about seismic exploration o f
the site of what would become the Tappan Zee bridge . The bridge designers
needed to know whether bedrock was shallow enough so that the bridge coul d
be built upon it . Eventually a limited study of that Hudson River site wa s
agreed upon, and our preliminary efforts began to bear fruit : Some modes t
funding was provided, and Ewing felt that more experienced leadership tha n
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Chuck and I alone could provide was needed . He put Joe Worzel, who was hi s
right hand man for many years and who would later become Associate Director
of Lamont, in charge, and, during the summer of 1951, field work was carrie d
out at the proposed site for the bridge . Two forty-foot surplus Navy boats were
used. We had a military look, but not a military style . The Navy gave us radio
call signs of "Lucifer" for the boat that carried and detonated explosives, an d
"Girl Scout" for the instrumented boat that recorded the seismic waves . Nearly
a half century later, when Chuck and I exchanged Email messages, w e
sometimes used those code names to identify ourselves! Joe, Chuck, an d
Tommy, a teen-age deck hand, manned Lucifer, and Walt Beckmann, anothe r
graduate student, and I manned Girl Scout, along with Martin, another teen age deck hand . Martin, incidentally, knew little or nothing of geology at th e
time but was inspired by the summer's experience and eventually became a
prominent geologist in the petroleum industry .
We carried out every aspect of the work on the project ourselves . It
ranged from boat operation and maintenance, to handling explosives, t o
installing and operating instruments, to scientific data analysis . It was a
summer of long and hard work, unexpected obstacles to be overcome, an d
various adventures, but eventually we demonstrated the fjord-like nature of th e
lower Hudson valley and found that the surface of the bedrock was too deep t o
serve as a foundation for the bridge. That bridge is now supported in another
manner.
Granddaddy waves! As usual, nature had a surprise for us . We
discovered some unusual and slowly-propagating seismic waves of lo w
frequency, so-called "granddaddy waves", in the soft organic-rich sediments of
parts of the river floor . Such waves, for which both gravity and a very low
elastic rigidity apparently serve as the restoring force, were novel and not wel l
understood at the time .
Later in the summer, after we became more seasoned and mor e
comfortable with the field techniques, we carried out a number of seismi c
refraction surveys at locations on Long Island Sound and offshore Long Island .
Our unusually equipped boats and our strange activities made us stand out
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from the yachting set that populated the harbors there, and we were ofte n
invited to marina parties. That was, partly at least, because, as dirty, hard working, college folk, we stirred the curiosity of the yatchman's social circle .
Chuck Drake, better trained in geology, and I, with at that time a stronge r
background in physics, had the task of working up and analyzing the Long
Island data . We did so, and finally came to the conclusion that the bedroc k
surface there, which dips away from the Connecticut shore, was not nearly s o
smooth and planar as the conventional geological view suggested . Rather, it
had relief of a few hundred feet in places .
Our first paper
Ewing encouraged us to publish those results . Chuck
and I felt some trepidation, partly because of the unconventional nature of the
results, and partly because it would be the first scientific paper for which we
had full responsibility. We were somewhat in awe, not to mention doubt, tha t
some of our work might be acceptable to a major scientific journal, and that i n
the process we might even become a part of the scientific establishment .
Nevertheless, we submitted the paper to the Bulletin of the Geological Societ y
of America, fearing that it would be quickly rejected and anxiously awaiting the
comments and recommendations of the reviewers . We did not anticipate th e
learning experience that followed .
Both reviewers were prominent geologists and both were in positions o f
considerable prestige . The first review arrived quickly . It was devastating. The
reviewer claimed that our results differed from what was already "known" abou t
the geology of the continental shelf. He said that we must have made som e
foolish errors in data analysis, or, worse yet, mishandled and incorrectly mixe d
different portions of the data. Of course, we immediately checked thoroughl y
for any such errors. We found none, and were not only perplexed but als o
severely shaken in confidence . Perhaps, I thought, I was just not cut out to b e
a scientist, and I began to consider other possible careers .
Learning how science works
After some weeks of waiting, and anguish ,
the second review arrived, this one from a very well-known geologist . He was
delighted with the results and pointed out that he had been trying to tell th e
geological profession for years that such relief had to exist on the bedroc k
surface! Now, he said, this fine paper has provided some good scientifi c
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evidence for his views. He congratulated us on our good work, and the editor
accepted his recommendation to publish . Chuck and I were, of course, elated,
and our self-confidence was restored . And, after the furor, our very first pape r
was published in the journal of a major scientific society . Somewhat
ironically, in later years we would each become president of that society !
When, in retrospect, we analyzed and pondered the incident, we realized tha t
we had learned something important about how the upper echelons of scienc e
operate, something about the differences of opinion and depths of disagreement
and uncertainty there . That was something we had not learned from our
course work or from participation, but not leadership, in research projects . We
were heartened and were left with the feeling that there was enough
controversy and sufficient opportunity in those upper levels so that, with har d
work, we could indeed join the fray and perhaps make a positive contributio n
to the world of science . The key was, as it usually is in science, to make good ,
reliable observations. Our self confidence and our self esteem blossomed as a
result of that incident .
Switching to earthquake seismology
Soon after that project ended, I
had to make an important decision concerning the type of project that I woul d
turn to next. My experience and my inclination while working on the Arcti c
and the Hudson River-Long Island projects was mostly on the seismologica l
side. Furthermore, as I observed the spectrum of activities at early Lamont, I
was attracted by the outstanding success that Maurice Ewing and Frank Pres s
were having with their studies of earthquake-generated seismic surface waves .
I also knew that, as I was somewhat prone to seasickness, marine geophysics
was not for me . Thus as it neared the time to begin research for a Ph .D . thesis
and I had to choose a suitable topic and kind of research, I began to gravitat e
towards the earthquake seismology program at Lamont . Eventually, I became a
part of it .
That program was dust getting underway and it was rapidly gainin g
momentum . Frank Press, first a graduate student a few years ahead of me an d
then a young assistant professor (a new faculty position was created by
Columbia for this promising young scientist when he graduated), oversaw the
program, and Ewing maintained a .day-to-day interest . Shortly after the
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Lamont Observatory began, a pre-existing root cellar on the grounds wa s
converted to a fine seismograph vault . It eventually held a diverse group of
instruments (including those of the Press-Ewing type) and hence became one o f
the finest seismological stations in the world . (see Shocks and Rocks, Chapter
5 on the early history of Lamont and its program in earthquake seismology) .
That's right, the entire Bulletin of the SSA
As the graduate student i n
earthquake seismology next in line following Press, I participated in almost al
l
phases of the day to day work . It ranged from reading seismograms, t o
operating a computer (just a mechanical calculator in those days), to changing
and developing photographic records, and to the delicate soldering of gold fibe r
suspensions in ultra-sensitive galvanometers . As a rather new student o f
earthquake seismology, I undertook, on my own initiative and in addition t o
the work just cited, a learning task that turned out to be very valuable . I read ,
sometimes skimming of course, the entire Bulletin of the Seismological Societ y
of America from Volume 1 to the current volume . In so doing, I learned how
ideas, concepts, programs, institutions, and even scientists, arise, survive ,
thrive, and falter in a science . It was a maturing experience that provided a
historical perspective of the science that was quite different from th e
perspective arrived at by reading only selected references . I recommend it to
students today, although the task is of course much more formidable after 5 0
more years of publication of that journal . Nevertheless, and perhaps with
some modification, such learning based on the historical approach provides a
special kind of indoctrination that can be most useful in developing strategi c
plans for the future .
Eventually, and following the Ewing-Press lead, I fixed my attention o n
seismic surface waves crossing ocean basins . Ewing and Press had explained
the dispersive, and hence oscillatory, nature of the seismic coda, or tail, as the
consequence of propagation in the near-surface wave guide . They had developed
the wave guide theory and supported the interpretation with data from selecte d
seismograms . They had used this new level of understanding to explore eart h
structure along a few paths of seismic waves, contrasting, especially, structure s
along continental and ocean paths .
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For my Ph .D. thesis, it fell to me to explore many
A thesis, finally
ocean paths, some in the western Atlantic but most in the Pacific, in order to
determine if continental crust had in places subsided to make all or parts o f
the floor of ocean basins. At the time, this concept of large vertical movement s
of the crust was a widely-known and seriously considered one . It had some
support from the observation that sedimentary rocks now on land and i n
coastal areas indicated that the sources of those sediments were at location s
that are now beneath the deep sea but that those sources must once have bee n
high above the sea surface . Other concepts, such as land bridges and ejectio n
of the moon from the Pacific, were also being considered and could be tested b y
exploring the nature of the sea floor .
For the thesis, I used some seismograms from Palisades, but most wer e
from stations elsewhere . Particular emphasis was on data from a station
operated by the US Coast and Geodetic Survey in Honolulu, Hawaii . I studied
waves recorded at this station from earthquakes widely-distributed around th e
Pacific Rim, and so explored the Pacific Basin over paths radiating in man y
directions from Hawaii, and thus sampling much of the Basin .
There was no indication that large masses of continental crust underla y
the deep Pacific . That was the principal conclusion . The Easter Island Rise was
slightly anomalous . I also observed some strange surface waves of unusua l
character and shorter periods, but had no explanation for them at the time .
They would be resolved later in studies at Lamont with others .
The study also demonstrated that the depth to bedrock, i .e . the thicknes s
of the layer of water plus low rigidity sediments, was greater in the western
Pacific than in the eastern Pacific . This observation is now readily explained by
the concept of sea-floor spreading, the western rocks being older and henc e
cooler and more dense . However, neither I, nor anyone else, thought of tha t
interpretation at the time . To have done so would indeed have require d
unusual imagination and inspiration . Furthermore, even if I had done so, I
doubt that I would have made such a radical suggestion publicly, given the
convictions of most earth scientists at that time .
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At any rate, the thesis, with Ewing and Press as co-authors, was
published in 1955 as part of a series they had initiated . Prior to publication, I
successfully defended the thesis, and was awarded the Ph .D . in 1953.
Table top seismology
As the thesis activity wound down, and with the
encouragement of Ewing and Press, I began a new project to study ultrasoni c
wave propagation in table-top models of the earth, hoping thereby to
understand better certain kinds of wave propagation that were relevant t o
interpretation of earthquake seismograms and that hence would facilitate
exploration of the interior of the earth . That project, ultrasonic modelling of
seismic waves, became the focus of my attention as I began research at Lamon t
as a research scientist rather than a graduate student . Such research is the
topic of the following chapter.
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Limerick interlude Following Chapter 2
GENERAL SCIENCE

The scientist's reaction to humorous
verse,
Is never to laugh at it first.
Instead he checks it for facts ,
The spelling and the syntax,
Then says, "Well, it could be muc h
worse" !

For aesthetics at very low cost ,
Observe early morning windowpan e
frost.
Each hydrological scaffol d
Leaves crystallographers baffle d
By dazzling beauty that nature
embossed.

The purpose of science to condense
Our data storehouse immense ,
To define nature's laws ,
And organize them because
They're an extension of plain common
sense.

They say that each snowflake's
unique,
But is that fact, or mystique ?
To find an identical twin
Amid zillions of kin,
That task leaves us snowed, so to
speak.

He investigates CO2 ,
And what an increase would do .
He said, "If it were all CO 1 ,
This job would be done ,
And so would I, and would you! "
Said the astronaut whirling through
space ,
"I represent the whole human race .
Or that's what folks say,
And I'd like it that way ,
But why do I feel that I'm just out o f
place? "
How some rivers were labelled no on e
knows.
Said stream namers in Pittsburgh ,
I suppose ,
"With Monongahela and Allegheny,
We've used up letters too many ,
All we have left are H, I, and two 0's "
Sometimes a flurry brings special
snow flakes .
Elegant structures the H2O makes .
Each flake has a duty
To build hexagonal beauty ,
A cloud's gift to the earth, heaven s
sakes!

On the shady part of the moon,
His guitar is far out of tune,
But no one seems to care ,
For since there's no air ,
They don't expect to hear from hi m
soon!
Said an atom of carbon,C ,
"I'm sympathetic to monogamy ,
But if I unite with one 0 ,
I'm toxic you know,
So I'm trying for bigamy"
Said an oxygen atom, cordially ,
"Two His are looking for me.
I find them a bore ,
But if they find two more ,
I'll introduce them to a nice C" .
Said an atom of neon, lie ,
"I'm inert, an 'I', not a 'we' ,
But though I don't combine ,
When given a sign ,
I radiate for all folks to see"
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THE SCIENCE PART
Chapter THREE
RESEARCH AT LAMONT
Seismic modeling---Think small--Another "Eureka "moment---Twodimensional modeling---An African adventure---Trying to speak a foreign tongue--- A
humbling view of lucky stars---A near catastrophe---Caught in some internationa l
intrigue---Adding administrative and leadership responsibilities---Another Eureka ,
higher modes and normal modes---And leaking modes---Seismology and the nuclea r
age---Another "Eureka"--Seismology and diplomacy---Committees, and more
committees---The famous Berkner Panel---The waves from nuclear quakes---A ne w
kind of seismograph---A seismic stethoscope---Bat quakes---Ultra-long microseisms- Making headlines in the tabloids---The media---Sonic booms as a seismic source--A
water-well seismograph---Going underground, way underground---Nationwide TV!-The Denali Fault of Alaska---Moose trouble---Summary of microseismic noise-- Summa ry of surface-wave dispersion ---The importance of simple figures---Som e
more African adventures---The Ivory Coast—Chad—Other travel and activities of the
1960s---The big stuff-Seismology and Plate Tectonics---A book on the subject—Som e
relevant early seismology---Early work by Sykes---What to do next? And how i t
worked---The great Tonga-Fiji project---How it began—1t wasn't just to go to a tropica l
isle!---Bryan, a key player---Living in Tonga---The key observations---Struck by
"Eureka"!---The down-going slab---A dream from the sycamore tree---An exciting time--Seismology and the New Global Tectonics---The lecture circuit---Earth movement s
after, or as, the ice left---On to Cornell---Limericks

Seismic modeling The step in my research that took me from the realm
of great earthquakes and waves hundreds of kilometers long to the bench i n
the laboratory, where the waves were at most a few centimeters in length ,
might easily have been characterized by some as "going from the sublime to the
ridiculous." A skeptic could very well look askance at the thought of modelin g
huge devastating earthquakes, and the seismic waves they generate, in a smal l
structure easily accommodated on a tabletop . Scientists of the early 1950s ,
however, were having trouble finding appropriate solutions to th e
mathematical equations for wave motion in the complicated structures tha t
the earth presented them, and they sought another way to investigate thos e
phenomenona .
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Think small
The idea of modeling wave propagation by using smal l
scale models and ultrasonic, or very short, elastic waves hence arose .
Furthermore, it seemed a timely step because electronic techniques recentl y
developed for radar applications during WWII could be used effectively in th e
instrumentation . The first paper on the subject that I know of appeared i n
1951 and was written by two scientists working at the Shell Developmen t
Company, S . Kaufman and W. L. Roever. Sid Kaufman, it turned out, woul d
become a good friend and play an important role in my career later on, but a t
that time we were not acquainted . That paper, and some other informatio n
from elsewhere, stimulated Ewing and Press to begin a research effort in mode l
seismology at Lamont .
A former radar technician, Charley Kershaw, was hired to develop and
build the electronic devices and, as a finishing grad student and then ne w
Ph.D., I was recruited as the day-to-day scientist . Once the device fo r
producing a pulse of elastic waves at a point and then observing the resultin g
waves at another point and depicting them on an oscilloscope worked, it was
great fun generating and measuring waves in various substances of variou s
configurations . We experimented with wave propagation in a variety o f
materials including cement, steel, marble, aluminum, wood, plastics ,
cardboard, cantaloupe, and peoples' arms, legs, and heads . The latter
experiments suggested to us the possibility of using the technique on human s
for medical purposes . Ewing mildly encouraged a move in that direction, but I
was inclined to stick with study of the earth . In retrospect, it seems clear that
I was in the right place at the right time to become a pioneer in ultrasoni c
imaging of humans, now the basis for an industry, but I passed up th e
opportunity . I have no regrets .
We quickly mastered the technique of generating and detectin g
ultrasonic waves. In making representative models of the earth however, we
soon encountered problems of fabrication . To model the entire earth we needed
something small and spherical . We tried balls cut from marble, bowling balls ,
and cannonballs (Civil War, not Revolutionary War cannon balls, worked best .
The latter were too rusty!) . However, such spheres were often too heterogeneou s
for our work, and furthermore we couldn't tailor the internal properties as w e
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would have liked . For limited parts of the earth, flat models made o f
sandwiches of thick layers of various materials would sometimes do, bu t
finding the appropriate materials was hard, and often costly, and assemblin g
them was difficult . Our project was often stymied because of the difficulty i n
building suitable models .
Another "Eureka" moment
Then one day, serendipity struck. We were
using a thick slab of aluminum found in the machine shop as a model, but w e
soon learned in sending waves through the slab that it was just not thic k
enough for our purposes . Just toying around, as I am sometimes wont to do, I
tried to make waves propagate along the edge of the slab rather than through i t
or across the face of it . It worked! Quickly I got still thinner slabs of aluminu m
from the shop and found that their edges worked even better . In a short time, I
was making seismic models with waves running along the edges of paper file
folders! The key was to work in two dimensions and use the edge of a thi n
sheet rather than the flat face of a thick sheet to represent the surface of th e
earth. We also found we could make two-dimensional models of great variety b y
gluing together strips or rings of different materials .
Two-dimensional modeling
We soon converted our modeling entirely
so as to utilize such two-dimensional models rather than the three dimensional spheres and slabs, and so had a versatile and convenien t
technique that we could use in a variety of ways . And then I also developed a
technique for making sheets with a gradient of velocity by gluing two tapere d
sheets of contrasting materials together
Two-dimensional modeling was my first discovery of an innovativ e
technique in science. The experience left me still more confident in m y
scientific capacity and ever-alert for opportunities to innovate in the future
.
The paper describing the novel technique won a citation from the scientifi c
society that published it, and for a time the technique was widely used i n
various industrial and academic laboratories . I have often thought that a
simple, inexpensive version of that device and accompanying models should be
neatly engineered and then produced at modest cost so that high school an d
college students could study and enjoy observing the phenomenona and th e
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intricacies of wave propagation as we did in those small models in ou r
laboratory.
At that time in the early 1950s, Frank Press was the head of th e
earthquake seismology program of Lamont . Maurice Ewing played an activ e
but intermittent role as he had many other interests and duties . I was a full time post-doc, and there were one or two graduate students, One, as I recall ,
was Mark Landisman, who would later marry the woman I hired to be secretary
of the seismology group and then leave to become a professor elsewhere .
Lamont was often a social place as well as a scientific one .
An African adventure
We all worked on a variety of scientific topics i n
those days. Ultrasonic modelling was not my only activity . In 1954, I made a
long trip to the Union of South Africa for the principal purpose of installing a
Press-Ewing long-period seismograph there . It was a fascinating trip, full o f
adventure and opportunities to meet scientists and see places that would pla y
a role in my career years later. Except for my wartime military experience in the
Pacific, and a few vacation jaunts across the border into Canada, it was my
first trip outside the US . The fun began early in the journey.
Trying to speak a foreign tongue
When the British Comet, the first jet powered passenger plane and the one on which I had been scheduled to fly from
Morocco to South Africa, was unexpectedly grounded for a time, I was strande d
for a few days in Casablanca . I quickly learned a little of the difficulties tha t
can arise in a strange country . A Lamont geochemist (he was studyin g
Strontium 90 fallout from nuclear explosions) had asked me to send him some
locally-made cheese from stops that I made along the way during my trip .
Consequently, I sought such cheese at a Casablanca store . Trying my college taught French for the first time in a French-speaking country, I asked the
storekeeper for "fromage marocain" (Moroccan cheese) : He replied excitedly i n
broken English, asking me to return the following day . I did so eagerly and he
proudly handed me an especially ordered package of Kraft American cheese! H e
thought that, in my broken French, I had asked for "fromage americain"! and he
made a special effort to find some . Of course, he already had an abundan t
supply of Moroccan cheese in his store and could have satisfied my reques t
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instantly and with no trouble if my pronunciation had been adequate .
Language difficulties also caused me to struggle through a plate of brains at a
restaurant one evening when I thought I had ordered something more
conventional !
In South Africa, I became acquainted in Capetown with, among others ,
Anton Hales, who would later become a prominent geophysicist in the US, i n
Johannesburg with Friedel Sellschop, later a prominent physicist an d
academician in South Africa, and in Durban with Lester King, a well-know n
geologist and a leading proponent of continental drift . Favoring continental
drift was not a popular position for an earth scientist, at least one in the US ,
at that time . It was some years before the coming of the plate tectonic s
revolution of the 1960s that incorporated continental drift, so King was
considered a rebel . However, he was on the right track . I should have learned
from him then rather then forgiving him for an idiosyncrasy as I did at the
time. Later, of course, as I played a role in the plate tectonics revolution, I
would come over to his side of that debate .
After installing the seismograph in Pietermaritzburg in Natal province ,
and after a weekend visit to one of Africa's great game reserves and another to
Zululand, I set off to return to the US, stopping for a visit with seismologis t
Jean Claude de Bremaecker at a research laboratory in the eastern portion o f
the, then, Belgian Congo . Travel in that part of the world was not alway s
straightforward in those days . I flew in small planes, making various stops
along an indirect route, and for a while I had to lay over in a small Congolese
town then called Stanleyville. I had several hours to waste and no one to talk
with because no one else in the vicinity spoke English, so I took a wal k
through a part of the town . I was stimulated to do so, of course, by memory o f
tales of Stanley and Livingston and their trips through Central Africa.
A humbling view of lucky stars
The natives of Stanleyville, both adults
and children, were sprawled in the shade and nearly motionless on that day
because the temperature was a humid 115°-120°F . As I walked past their
homes, surely they thought I was stupid to be exerting myself by moving abou t
in that oppressive weather . The song lyrics "Mad dogs and Englishmen go ou t
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in the noon day sun" came to my mind . However, that incident was an
educational one for me. I saw very clearly, and was much impressed by, ho w
fortunate and privileged I was that an accident of birth had put me in a muc h
more favorable position in life than that of a young man born in that town . It
was a matter of right place, right time, once again and I thanked my lucky
stars for my good fortune, regretted their misfortunes, and never forgot tha t
somewhat humbling lesson .
A near catastrophe
Later and on that same African trip, there was a
near serious accident to our plane on take-off from Entebbe in Uganda as a
brake locked in the heat and a gaping hole was worn in one tire just an instan t
before we became airborne . Accompanying damage to the plane, coupled with
bad weather, eventually forced us to land precariously . We had to leave th e
plane in Tel-Aviv, rather than Cairo where the plane was initially bound an d
where I had planned to disembark in order to visit another seismograp h
station .
Caught in some international intrigue
As I had a visa for Egypt, and
none for Israel, the Israelis eyed me suspiciously, sent a police detail after me ,
confiscated my passport, and confined me to the airport hotel . For a while, I
felt I was part of a James Bond spy thriller . Furthermore, the Passover was
about to begin, and so all air traffic was about to end for several day s
Eventually, and just before that air traffic shutdown, I hitched a ride on a
plane going to Europe with a pilot who asked that I never reveal his name or
the kind of plane that he flew, had my passport returned on departure, neve r
did get to Cairo, and finally flew back to the US . Who says the life of a
scientist is routine and dull?
Adding administrative and leadership responsibilities
In 1955, Press ,
already well-known in the field of seismology though still quite young, left
Lamont and Columbia to become a professor at Caltech and shortly thereafte r
the director of the Seismological Laboratory there as well . I replaced him as
head of the Lamont earthquake seismology program, and also soon became a n
assistant professor in Columbia's Department of Geology, filling the positio n
Press had vacated .
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The administrative change affected the nature and scope of my research ,
the subject of this chapter. I passed the modeling project to up-and-comin g
students, particularly Jim Brune, who would later make a fine reputation as a
scientist and achieve some major innovative advances in the field of
seismology . Among other things, I began to give careful scrutiny, daily, to th e
seismograms that the few Lamont seismograph stations then in existence wer e
producing. Shortly thereafter, and for the International Geophysical Yea r
1957-58, Lamont installed ten three-component Press-Ewing seismographs a t
stations scattered throughout the world . That was an instrumentation effor t
that Ewing and Press had initiated and that I had to oversee, but I got som e
good help in the field effort, particularly from a young Paul Pomeroy, who ha d
just arrived at Columbia as a new graduate student from MIT . The
seismograms from those stations were all sent to Lamont and I began to stud y
them as well .
Another Eureka-Higher modes and normal modes Soon another case
of right place, right time, developed . Some earthquakes happened to produce
unusual waves at some of those stations, and I was able to build on Press an d
Ewing's earlier surface waves studies and show that those previously
unexplained waves corresponded to higher modes of propagation in the near surface wave guide . That was news of interest to many seismologists . The
study was then expanded to show that, when all normal modes of propagatio n
were considered, many once disparate phases and wave trains could b e
synthesized under a single straightforward explanation based on wave guid e
theory. I was very pleased with the way all the parts of the puzzle fell togethe r
so nicely, felt it was a significant advance, and I am still proud of it, but it wa s
the kind of study that only a seismologist could love and so got little or n o
attention from other kinds of earth scientists or anyone else uninvolved i n
seismology.
And leaking modes
Nevertheless, I continued to put a part of my effor t
into this basic kind of study and made some further progress in understandin g
the seismic wave train by identifying guided waves in the sedimentary column ,
"leaking mode" waves in the crust, and the coupling of seismic body waves with
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the leaking mode waves near the surface . These studies helped to explain th e
appearance of several important parts of the seismic wave train generated b y
earthquakes . I think they were of fundamental significance, but once agai n
only of interest to seismologists .
Seismology and the nuclear age,
In fact, in those days of the mid 1950's, if non-seismologist scientists, or the general public, paid any attentio n
to seismology at all, it was usually because a large and destructive earthquak e
had occurred, or because of the application of the seismic technique to
petroleum prospecting. That relative obscurity of seismology, an d
seismologists, was about to change however, and I was caught up in that
change.
It was the time of the Cold War, and the opposing parties were eac h
testing their own nuclear weapons frequently . They were also detecting an d
analyzing the tests of their opponents by various techniques, usually in a
clandestine manner . One of the seismologists who worked for an agency that, I
assumed, was in the test detection game was Carl Romney, whom I had gotte n
to know when we were both graduate students, he at UC Berkeley and I a t
Columbia .
One day I suggested to Carl that some of the normal mode waves that I
had been studying might be generated by nuclear explosions in air and hence o f
interest to those in the detection business . We had a brief discussion tha t
prompted me to scrutinize the Lamont seismograms very carefully whenever a
nuclear explosion was detonated thereafter . Sure enough, I found some long period surface waves generated by large explosions in the air, but, at first ,
nothing especially surprising .
Another "Eureka"
Then (right place, right time again), I found a smal l
wave recorded at Palisades and generated by a small underground nuclea r
explosion in Nevada . I was able to identify it because of my experience wit h
similar waves generated by earthquakes . It was the first time anyone had eve r
seen and recognized such a wave at a long distance from a buried nuclea r
explosion . Abruptly, and with no initiative or intent on my part, I had become ,
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temporarily at least, the world's expert on detecting such explosions by thi s
method . It was a timely development because of what was about to happen in
the political world .
Seismology and diplomacy Shortly thereafter, as worldwide concer n
over nuclear weapons development and testing grew, the nuclear powers bega n
to explore the possibility and feasibility of an international nuclear test ba n
treaty. In 1958, the first conference on this topic was held in Geneva ,
Switzerland . The US, under the leadership of President Eisenhower and his
scientific advisor, James Killian, sent a delegation, composed mostly o f
scientists, to Geneva with the task of working out a scientific basis on which a
subsequent treaty could be based . The delegation was led by James Fisk of Bell
Laboratories and it was star-studded with prominent scientists, some Nobe l
Prize winners and the like. The matter of detecting possible violations of a
treaty was critical, and in as much as buried underground explosions, a s
opposed to explosions in the atmosphere, could only be detected at larg e
distances by seismic means, considerable emphasis had to be placed o n
seismology . Hence, several seismologists were included in the delegation, and I
was one of them . With the exception of Romney, the seismologists were mostl y
academics not normally in the business of detecting nuclear explosions, an d
their contribution was to help in estimating just what the capability of seismi c
detection in an era of a nuclear test ban treaty could be .
The involvement in political negotiations was a bit overwhelming for me
at first, partly because of the stature and distinction of the other scientists
involved (I was about 35 years old at the time) and partly because of the
exposure to the, for me unfamiliar, ways of the political and diplomatic world
complete with its various degrees of rhetoric, Machiavellianism, espionage, an d
good will. The atmosphere in the room at those meetings in Geneva sometimes ,
indeed, felt electrified, At times, it seemed the future of humanity might han g
on words said at those highly-tensioned meetings . They were a daily item on
the front page of leading newspapers . I was a minor player, of course, but fel t
that I occasionally got in a point of some value, usually because of my specia l
familiarity with observations made by the unconventional long perio d
seismographs of the Lamont network . For example, I had clear evidence that
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Love waves, a transverse kind of surface waves, were generated by undergroun d
nuclear explosions when, in fact, simple theory predicted that they would not
be . Thus the mere occurrence of Love waves did not prove that an event was an
earthquake and not an explosion . Eventually, and somewhat to my surpris e
after experiencing the many differences of opinions and heated arguments ,
agreement was reached by the assembled scientists on a document that turne d
out to be a reasonable assessment of what could be done about detectin g
nuclear explosions if some research effort were put into developing the
seismological techniques for doing so in the future . It was good to know that ,
even in a situation loaded with political pressures, scientists kept the initiativ e
and turned out something that I thought was sensible ,
A follow-up conference with many of the same participants was held i n
Geneva in 1959 and I participated in that as well . It was pretty much more o f
the same . For many in the general public, the conferences brought increased
hope that the parties of the Cold War were coming together and that a mor e
peaceful future hence lay ahead. For me, they were more an occasion fo r
enlightenment about the complexities and the factions and the techniques o f
the international political world, and I left those historic meetings with neithe r
a positive nor negative forecast for the future, but rather a "wait and see "
attitude .
Committees, and more committees
Participation in the test ban treat y
negotiations changed my life considerably . I became a frequent advisor to th e
US government, often being called to Washington on short notice for ye t
another meeting held by one government agency or another . After one suc h
trip, I could boast of having had lunch at the white House, but the lunc h
actually was in a small cafeteria in the basement of that building, not th e
dining room! The political world moves slowly however, and it was not until th e
1990s that a comprehensive test ban treaty seemed acceptable to at least som e
nations, including the US . Or perhaps it would be better to say that a major
step in that direction was taken .
The famous Berkner Panel
One especially critical development for the
world of seismology that followed the early nuclear test ban talks was the 196 0
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report of the "Berkner" committee, of which I was a member and which wa s
under the auspices of the President's science advisor . This committee, chaired
by Lloyd Berkner whose combination of scientific and political skills ha d
already caused him to be dubbed "Father of the IGY", produced a report tha t
recommended a major increase in emphasis on research in the field of .
seismology. That report was very influential and productive, and funding bega n
to flow through several agencies into seismological research . Seismology was
soon transformed into a more comprehensive and modernized branch of
science . Of all the many government advisory committees that I have served o n
before or since, the Berkner committee was by far the most effective, largel y
because of its political timeliness but also because of its sound base in scienc e
and Berkner's political savvy . It was another case of "right place, right time" .
The waves from nuclear quakes
At Lamont, the seismological researc h
program expanded with the new funding available under the auspices of what
would be called "Project VELA-Uniform" . Stimulated by my political
experiences, I studied and tried to identify more comprehensively the variou s
seismological wave types generated by nuclear explosions in differen t
environments. A large explosion in the stratosphere for example, an d
surprisingly to many, made large surface waves in the solid earth, apparentl y
generated when an atmospheric shock wave struck the earth's surface over a
large area .
An underwater explosion deep in the Pacific Ocean made underwate r
sound, the seismologist's "T-phase", with huge amplitudes . It also generated
some unusual guided wave trains that would not have been excited by a
natural earthquake in the solid rock beneath the sea floor at that location .
Studying strange seismic waves in the earth generated by huge nuclea r
explosions in unusual locations was in some ways analogous to, and reminde d
me of, our tabletop experiments in which we applied ultrasonic pulses to tin y
models just to see what kind of waves resulted from sources in unconventiona l
locations .
A new kind of seismograph As it was recognized that waves of long
periods were sometimes generated by nuclear explosions, the need fo r
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instruments more sensitive to such waves arose . A major problem i n
attempting to increase sensitivity was a peak in the seismic noise spectrum ,
due to storm-generated water waves at sea, that tended to obscure the waves o f
slightly longer periods that were of interest .
I suggested to Paul Pomeroy that perhaps a second galvanometer, tuned
to that peak, and included in the recording system, might "soak up" and henc e
"notch out" the interfering noise . Paul, and George Sutton, set out to test thi s
concept and to develop it if it showed promise . It did, and they did so very well .
When Paul presented their paper on the results at an AGU meeting, Merle Tuv e
quickly recognized their success and the merit of the paper, leaped to his feet ,
and led a round of applause in the middle of the talk . That is the only time I
have ever seen such spontaneous applause during presentation of a scientifi c
paper. Even though Paul and George had done all the work, I took som e
satisfaction from having been there with the idea at the initiation of the effort .
At present of course, such adjustments in instrument response ar e
commonplace and are achieved by applying computer techniques to dat a
recorded in digital form .
At Lamont during the late 1950s and early I960s, former graduat e
students like Paul Pomeroy, George Sutton, Jim Brune, Jim Dorman an d
others were maturing and becoming independent scientists in their own right ,
and they became leaders of projects that were part of the Lamont program i n
earthquake seismology that I nominally headed . I gradually was led to spread
my efforts to include more administrative and teaching tasks, as well as
various kinds of research . I tried continually to be on the lookout fo r
innovative kinds of projects in seismology, and fortunately the state of th e
subject at that time was such that there were many opportunities .
A seismic stethoscope
Having focused for years on the low frequenc y
end of the seismic spectrum and ignored the high frequency end, I was
intrigued one day to find an innovative paper on the detection of waves of ver y
high frequencies from tiny but nearby earthquakes . It was the work of Asada in
Japan. So far as I know, in the US only Alan Sanford at New Mexico Tech and I
were moved to action by Asada's paper . Sanford studied local New Mexic o
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earthquakes using a more or less fixed network of appropriate high frequenc y
seismographs . My idea was to build high-frequency instruments that were very
portable and very sensitive . Hence very small and very frequen t
microearthquakes near the seismograph might be detected . If so, one could us e
a seismograph like a stethoscope, listen for a short time here and a short tim e
there, and in that way, perhaps characterize and map an area's backgroun d
seismicity in a short time . In a seismic area, there are, of course, many, many ,
more small earthquakes than large ones. We began a small effort to test the
concept.
Bat quakes, Paul Pomeroy assembled such an instrument . Alan Ryall
and Dave Slemmons of the University of Nevada, and Jim Brune and I fro m
Lamont, conducted a field study to test the method in Nevada wher e
extraneous background noise was low and there were many seismically active
faults of the Basin and Range Province . The method worked reasonably wel
l
and was considered successful . Sometimes- over a hundred tiny microtremors
per day were detected . One difficulty arose however, when we operated an
instrument in an old mine tunnel . The background noise underground in tha t
remote location turned out to be very low through all of the day, and until
sometime in the night. Then suddenly it increased to an intolerable level . We
were initially perplexed but eventually we discovered that the noise wa s
generated by hundreds of flying bats . It was not the very high frequency signals
that bats send out as a kind of acoustical radar that caused the trouble .
Rather it was the disturbance of the air in the mine as they flapped thei r
wings. Later we attempted to chase the bats from "our", or perhaps they saw i t
as "their', tunnel, but they refused to leave so we had to go elsewhere .
Fortunately, even instruments outdoors on the surface detected th e
microearthquakes well, so we were able to bypass the bat noise! Although
there have since been a variety of studies of microearthquakes by others, I am
of the opinion that this phenomenon has not yet been fully exploited, at leas t
partly because of the huge numbers of the tiny events .
For the tasks of attending the seismograph s
and of reading the Lamont seismograms daily and preparing the seismologica l
bulletin for the Palisades station, I hired Ruth Simon, a woman who had a
Ultra-long microseisms
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strong background in the life sciences but less in the physical sciences and n o
training whatsoever in seismology. She quickly learned the ins and outs of
seismographs, and seismograms, and seismologists in their world of research .
She moonlighted for the local medical establishment by interpretin g
cardiograms, and sometimes noted in them certain similarities to seismograms!
One day Ruth drew my attention to some unusual waves on a Palisade s
seismogram. They formed a near-sinusoidal train that lasted for hours an d
that had very long periods, mostly in the 20 to 30 second range, with the perio d
generally decreasing with time . I quickly began a study and soon found tha t
this "storm" of ultra long period microseisms was also recorded by Lamon t
seismographs scattered throughout the world . The study revealed that a severe
meteorological disturbance in the South Atlantic had generated ocean swell
which traveled across the Atlantic for several days and then struck the coast of
Africa (a phenomenon known there to seafarers as "rollers") . Some of th e
energy in the swell was converted to seismic Rayleigh waves which the n
propagated worldwide and hence to our seismograph stations with detectabl e
amplitudes . It was rather startling, but also satisfying, to find tha t
seismographs scattered throughout the world were capable of detecting suc h
information on a meteorological disturbance elsewhere in the world and far
from most of them.
I think it was just after this
Making headlines in the tabloids
particular study was published that I was walking along in the metropolita n
area of New York City and passed a newspaper stand which displayed the
current issue of a popular tabloid . The headline of the tabloid said somethin g
like "Scientist Forecasts End of the World ." As I had never read that particular
tabloid before, I thought that issue with its scientific flavor might be a goo d
one to try, so I bought a copy . Astonishingly, I found in the later pages tha t
the scientist who had made the study that supposedly led to a forecast of the
end of the world was me! How that writer made a twisted interpretation like
that from my paper on long period microseisms, I don't know, but I learne d
something of science in certain news media from that incident .
The media I had other opportunities to observe the New York new s
media. As one of the better known earthquake seismologists in the New Yor k
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area, after a large and damaging earthquake somewhere, I was often asked t o
participate in a radio or TV show, or to provide information to a newspaper o r
magazine writer. One evening I was on the Dick Cavett show with two other
guests, Duke Ellington and the Flying Nun! On another occasion, this on e
related to the nuclear test ban treaty, I was on Hugh Downs' morning sho w
with Senator Hubert Humphrey . I was asked to bring a seismograph to b e
displayed to the TV audience . As I prepared the instrument to be shown, i t
occurred to me that Hugh Downs, who was a very capable host and who always
seemed to know something about every subject that came up, would surely b e
unfamiliar with seismographs . He cannot know something about everything, I
thought, and I was prepared to brief him as a neophyte on my instrument .
However, when I uncovered the seismograph for his inspection before the sho w
began, he said, "Hmm! That doesn't look quite like the one I built as a boy ."!
After considerable experience along the lines of the above, I tended ,
perhaps unjustly, to lump the media people who deal with science into tw o
categories. One group included people like Downs and Walter Sullivan of th e
New York Times, who are very bright and who truly understand just what
scientists are up to, and who try to portray the science "right", i .e. as scientists
see it, for their readers . At the other extreme were those who seemed prone to
confuse, or misinterpret, or distort, or just generally make a mess of, whateve r
subject in science they were presenting, just to get an appealing story . Surely
this is an oversimplification, and surely there is a gradation between thes e
extremes, but nevertheless I remain cautious about the articles about scienc e
that I see in popular form.
N.

Sonic booms as a seismic source
With my background of experience
with coupled waves, I began to wonder how sound in air might couple t o
seismic waves in the earth . At first, such coupling seemed likely to be minimal
because the velocity of sound in air is much slower than that of most seismi c
waves in the earth. Then it occurred to me that the velocity of waves in ai r
could be made to seem much higher if the air wave were a sonic boo m
generated by an airplane diving at a steep angle . In fact, depending on th e
angle of the dive, the boom could in principle be made to appear to travel at a n
infinite velocity along the surface, or any slower velocity above the speed of th e
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boom in air .
I promptly arranged with the Air Force to have a fast fighter plane dive
and generate such a sonic boom while we recorded with seismographs the
seismic waves that resulted. We couldn't make a boom that would strike buil t
up areas on land, of course, so we ( Bryan Isacks was a partner in th e
operation) set up our seismographs on the shallow sea floor and made the
boom impact the sea surface. The experiment did not go smoothly . We had to
cancel an early attempt when it was learned that President Kennedy would b e
flying in Air Force One through our area at about the proposed time for th e
boom! Other tries brought out the difficulties of coordinating times, locations,
and other factors between university scientists on a small boat and a fighter
pilot flying at high speed at forty thousand feet. Nevertheless, we got some
limited data that indicated, or suggested, that the coupling effect was takin g
place . We never investigated that subject further, but I continue to be uneas y
over the possibility that at sometime in the future a sonic boom striking a
sedimentary basin with low surface wave velocities might generate alarming or
possibly destructive seismic waves. When the US was considering a supersonic
passenger plane for transcontinental trips, I brought this possibility to th e
attention of the advisory committee on this matter.
A water-well seismograph
I tried to always be on the lookout for
innovative ways to study the earth and its seismic waves . At one point I came
across a most unusual seismograph operated by Elmer Rexin in the basemen t
of a shoe company in Milwaukee, WI. Rexin's seismograph was simply a floa t
on the surface of the water in a well in that basement, and some pulleys and
string and a pen and rotating drum that he used to make a record of the wate r
level in that well as a function of time . It was known then that majo r
earthquakes often affected the water level .in distant wells, but, before Rexin ,
no one had run a recorder with a speed fast enough to distinguish individua l
wave packets in the disturbance .
Elmer kindly showed me his file of records . He was an engineer, not a
seismologist, so he built his device cleverly and well, but he didn't know how to
interpret the waves as a seismologist would . I quickly recognized that the well
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was responding to many known seismic waves, and identified them. Elmer and
I, and a grad student of mine, Dave Prentiss, wrote a paper describing th e
remarkable well and the character of the waves it recorded, including some
seismological phenomena that, so far as I know, have not yet been full y
explained .
The well seismograph was a bit of an embarrassment to instrumental
seismologists who had been trying to build supersensitive long perio d
seismographs using elegant and touchy electronic devices (in those days, that
meant using electron tubes) . Rein, with his strings and pulleys, had built a
superior one with no electrical amplification whatsoever . That point was driven
home to me one day when Rexin's assistant said that if you happened to b e
working on the seismograph when a distant large earthquake occurred, you had
to "watch your fingers or the strong movements of the seismograph migh t
injure them"! And I was accustomed to worrying the other way around ,
i.e.,about whether my clumsy fingers would damage the delicate, fragile ,
galvanometers in a conventional seismograph !
Going underground-way underground,
In the very early 1960s, a s
Lamont expanded its seismological observational program, with NSF funding ,
and with the cooperation and good will of the New Jersey Zinc Company, w e
began to operate some instruments 1850 feet below the surface in a deep min e
in New Jersey. That was a major installation job for us as the instruments
included quartz rods over one hundred feet in length that served as earth
strain meters.The strain meters were patterned after those developed by Hug o
Benioff at CalTech . There were also conventional seismographs and a variety o f
other devices . A substantial section of the 1850 level was sealed from
barometric pressure fluctuations by a series of air-tight doors . George Hade ,
John Kuo, Maurice Major, and Bryan Isacks from Lamont, and Bob Metsge r
and Merrill Connor from New Jersey Zinc were some of the key people involved .
The instruments readily detected tides in the solid earth and recorded some of
the first recognized free oscillations of the earth as generated by hug e
earthquakes. While I was somewhat involved in the arrangements and early
stages of construction of that installation, I was not a key figure in th e
scientific studies that resulted . I did, however, make many visits to tha t
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fascinating deep mine which had some areas where the rocks of the walls of th e
tunnels glowed almost everywhere with brilliant colors when subjected to blac k
light. Who would have thought to seek such beauty in a hole in the ground?
Nationwide TV!
A movie based on the mine observatory was made wit h
NSF funding and was shown by Public Broadcasting stations . George Hade an d
I were the "actors", and I was the narrator . The very fine director of the Min
coached me in how to do the narration and, just as the audio recording wa s
about to begin, gave me a glass of scotch whiskey to drink . His experience, h e
said, had demonstrated to him that neophyte narrators reached just the righ t
level of relaxation with just that amount of whiskey! He was probably right . I
sounded better than I thought I would !
There was one premier showing nationwide and sporadic showing afte r
that . My mother-in-law once informed me that she had seen me on TV, an d
when she told me the time, I recognized that in that particular case our fil m
had coincided with the Rose Bowl game on another channel! I had missed it o f
course because I, and probably millions of others, were watching the game, an d
not attracted by a trip through a deep mine at the moment . That film was use d
in teaching for a number of years at Cornell, but was eventually discarde d
because it seemed . to the actor-professor that the actors in the film got younge r
with time!
The Denali Fault of Alaska After the great Good Friday Alaskan
earthquake of 1964, the Air Force Office of Scientific Research (AFOSR )
Committee on Seismology, of which I was a member, was taken to view th e
consequences of that huge event, if not the largest, certainly among the largest
in US history. During that trip, a couple of us were also flown along the grea t
Denali fault of central Alaska which, though not the source of that
earthquake, was obviously a major and an active tectonic feature. I was
impressed by what I saw on that visit and puzzled over ways to study an d
understand that fault . Shortly thereafter, in order to familiarize ourselves wit h
the terrain and with opportunities to work there, Bob Page, then a new
graduate student at Columbia who later would have an important role in th e
USGS, and I made a backpacking trip along the fault near Cantwell, Alaska . It
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was an unusual trip, much of it through trailless country .
At one point, we broke out of the wilderness to find the train tracks o f
the Alaska Railroad, and sat down along the side of the roadbed to have lunch .
By chance, the train ( there was only one train each day) came along just then ,
and it stopped near us . We thought something had broken down, but it turne d
out the engineer had seen us and just wanted to ask if we'd like a ride! Tha t
was a shocker to two fellows from the New York area where such courtesy b y
train engineers, or even taxi drivers, was unheard of . We declined politely .
Moose trouble
Later we hiked to a vantage point that overlooked on e
of the sag ponds along the fault . The sag ponds were of special interest to u s
because I thought we might core the sediments of the bottom of the pond an d
so find an historical record of earthquakes and hence of movement along th e
fault. We sat there awhile, mentally planning some way to backpack a suitabl e
coring device into the sag pond area. Just as we were arriving at a feasible
plan, a large moose came out of the underbrush and began to wade through
the sag pond, roiling and disturbing the sediments with each step . It was a
clear case of what scientists would call "bioturbation", and on a large scale! We
concluded that many generations of moose, and corresponding moose traffic ,
would have obliterated the historical record we sought, and abandoned th e
idea of a coring project on the spot . It was, I think, a case of "right place, righ t
time" for us and the moose.
Later, with Bob as the leader, we developed an effort to measure
movement along the fault by geodetic surveying, and also, with Gary Bouche r
and Tosi Matumoto leading, studied microearthquakes along the fault . After
instigating those efforts, I was not much involved . My adventures in Alask a
were not yet over, however . A later one is described in the chapter on research
at Cornell.
Summary of microseismic noise
My early studies of ultra long perio d
microseisms, and some still earlier studies of storm microseisms by Bill Donn ,
had focused some attention at Lamont on background noise in the earth . In
the early 60s, Page and others developed this subject further . Jim Brune and I,
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mostly through Jim's efforts, published a figure summarizing what was know n
of microseismic noise as a function of period at a typical site for a
seismograph . That figure was well known for awhile as seismologists strove t o
improve detection capabilities in the nuclear test ban treaty context, a matte r
in which natural earth noise was obviously a key factor .
Summary of surface wave dispersion
As the studies based on first-time
identification of wave types in the teleseismic wave train ran down a bit afte r
the decade of the 50's, with the help of Jim Brune I carried out a rather mino r
chore that would turn out to have some lasting value in seismology . Jim and I
prepared curves summarizing all the different types of surface waves that ha d
been identified then, largely by Ewing, Press, and others at Lamont, includin g
me. Initially the curves were just used informally within the halls of Lamont ,
but they were so useful that I decided to publish them with a brief descriptio n
of what they meant . Somewhat to my surprise, those curves are still around
today, and still somewhat useful .
The importance of simple figures
The broad attention given to thos e
curves, and to a few other similar figures or diagrams published at other
times, has left me firmly convinced of the great importance of putting science ,
insofar as possible, into simple, straightforward, pictures, rather than, or in
addition to, jargon-filled text . Figures, that portray the essence of the stor y
simply and at first glance send the message to a much larger audience .
Some more African adventures
In the mid 1960's, Lamont set out to
install seismographs at two locations in Africa, where they would be at a
favorable distance from Pacific seismic belts for studying certain seismic wave s
passing through the deep interior of the earth . Consequently, I had to make a
trip to the Ivory Coast, and also one to Chad, in early 1964 in order to make
arrangements for the installation of the instruments . Both trips were full o f
adventure .
The Ivory Coast
In the Ivory Coast, I first saw the partly modern an d
beautiful, and partly old and not so beautiful, city of Abidjan . From there, I
was flown by helicopter to a remote scientific laboratory deep in the interior o f
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the country. Unfamiliar with local dress convention, I was a bit anxious about
the helicopter trip because the two mechanics who attended it wore onl y
loincloths, but the aircraft performed well. When we flew over a village in a
remote area, it was interesting to see, from above, the people all run radiall y
inward toward the center of the village as we hovered there, while all th e
untethered animals ran radially outward! The return trip was made b y
automobile . Few other cars were encountered, and so the driver felt free to g o
at great speed along the narrow and primitive road, frightening people ,
animals, and at least one passenger . At the remote laboratory, I met som e
interesting people. One was a young and pretty French woman whose job was
to make sketches of exotic African plants for textbook illustrations . To do so ,
she traveled through the jungle for long intervals accompanied only by several
locals who set up and maintained camps and took care of the elephants tha t
were their means of transportation. I was also given a demonstration of th e
speed and strength of the jaws of a crocodile when a young man teased it wit h
a two-by-four that was promptly crunched into splinters . The installation of
the seismograph there followed my visit.
Chad
The trip to Chad called for a long lightplane flight from Fort
Lamy, the capital, to Abeche, hundreds of miles away . Along the way, we had to
stop at a primitive refueling station with a short dirt runway . As we descended ,
the pilot signalled to me to help him pull up a lever in the central part of th e
plane that seemed to be stuck . I thought it operated the landing gear and ,
when it failed to work, prepared myself for a belly landing . He spoke no
English, so I had to guess what the problem was . Fortunately, it turned ou t
that the landing flaps, and not the landing wheels, were inoperative and so we
made a safe but fast landing, hand-pumped some gas into the plane, and too k
off.
I was in Abeche for the second anniversary of independence of tha t
country, and so saw a fantastic parade in African style . I had an unusually
high level of anxiety during that trip because my wedding was scheduled for a
date shortly after I planned to return . The seismograph that was later installe d
near Abeche worked well for a time, but had to be abandoned when the Frenc h
military left and civil unrest made the area where the seismograph was
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installed unsafe for foreigners .
Other travel and activities_ of the i 960s
Also in the 60s, I was involved
in advisory committees on earthquake prediction, made a trip to Japan for
that purpose, and wrote some articles on the subject, but my own research o n
the subject of prediction was, and always has been, minimal . My role as leade r
of the earthquake seismology group at Lamont often put me in the position o f
formulating and stimulating other research projects and then passing them o n
to others, research scientists or graduate students, for completion. I was
somewhat involved in the early stages of placing a seismograph on the Moon
,
for example, but not in the actual operation or the data analysis as tha t
project was carried out .
The big stuff- Seismology and Plate Tectonics
Then, in the mid and
late 1960's, against the background of seismological research at Lamon t
described briefly above, a new thrust of the utmost importance developed .It
was the seismological, and a most important, component of the research i n
earth science that would lead to the concept of plate tectonics . Plate tectonic s
has been described by some as the greatest advance ever in earth science. It
was a dramatically new and different paradigm that changed huma n
understanding of earth dynamics, and made available to all a remarkabl y
simple way to understand how major features of the earth, such as -continents ,
oceans, mountains, earthquakes, volcanoes, trenches, etc ., had come about. It
was a true revolution in science, and seismology played an important role in
that revolution . And I think it is fair to say that it was seismologists at
Lamont who led the way. Lamont, it turned out, was-the right place for a
seismologist to be at that time, the right time, for early discovery research on
plate tectonics . Lamont, as a consequence of Ewing's vision and farsighte d
policies, had archives of data, facilities, and colleagues in related fields • like
geomagnetism, and marine science, that made it a favorable place for that
seismological research. I, working with other seismologists at Lamont, was abl e
to participate in that revolution, and make some key contributions to it . That
research is probably my most important and significant contribution t o
science, although in saying that I do not mean to imply that other of m y
contributions that were carried out with other scientists, were not of some ,
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though perhaps lesser, importance as well .
At the request of the Committee on the History
A book on the subject
of the American Geophysical Union, I wrote an entire book, published by AG U
in 1996 and entitled "Shocks And Rocks, on the role of seismology in the grea t
plate tectonics revolution, mostly the role of Lamont seismologists, and I refer
those with a particular interest in the subject to that book . Here I summarize
briefly those Lamont efforts of which I was a part, following the style of the rest
of this autobiography.
Some relevant early seismology
Some of the early Lamont, and even
pre-Lamont, work in seismology, though not defining it, helped to set the stag e
for the plate tectonics revolution . Marine seismic refraction studies by Ewin g
and others, and earthquake surface wave studies by Ewing and Press and the n
me, showed that the crust beneath the deep oceans was not continental i n
nature, and hence that old continents had not subsided to form the ocea n
basins . Marie Tharp, studying sea floor physiography, discovered that
earthquakes at sea typically occurred beneath the central rifts of ocean ridges ,
and Tharp, Heezen, and Ewing used this relation to map a worldwide pattern o f
such features . The global nature of that pattern may have been a factor in th e
thinking of Harry Hess at Princeton who is credited with initially proposing th e
concept of sea floor spreading. A little later, when Tuzo Wilson suggested tha t
spreading ocean ridges were offset by what he called transform faults and the n
proposed a test of the idea using earthquake data, the stage was set for Lamon t
seismologists to enter the sea floor spreading story .
Early work by Sykes
Lynn Sykes, once a student of mine and then a
research scientist in the seismology group that I led at Lamont, took u p
Wilson's suggestion and showed that the transform fault hypothesis was likel y
correct. I was aware of Lynn's work from the start, did not instigate it, but di d
have the good sense to let him pursue this topic that he had chosen whe n
others ignored it or thought it offbeat . It was a wise choice . Lynn's results drew
other Lamont seismologists, including me, into the stream of events that
would eventually become plate tectonics .
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What to do next? and how it worked
Initially we didn't know exactly
what to do to push the subject beyond what Lynn had done as a beginning, bu t
fate and fortune intervened and presented us with the opportunity to make a
major contribution that would help to lead earth science to the plate tectonic s
concept. The opportunity arose when a project we had begun without tha t
purpose in mind began to produce data that led us to a basic understanding o f
the subduction process,i.e. what occurs at the great trenches and island arcs o f
the earth. There, it turned out, surface materials once generated at the mid ocean spreading centers were being carried back into the earth's interior .
Surface area once created at the ridges was being destroyed at the trenches .
The earth was not expanding, as some had proposed, to accommodate th e
newly-formed surface area; it was compensating for it by eliminating surfac e
area elsewhere at about the same rate as it was being formed . We had found
the key to the second half of the story of the dynamics of earth's surfac e
material, and in doing so brought the role of the great lithospheric plates int o
the stream of what would come to be called "plate tectonics" .
The great Tonga-Fiji project
The observations that led us to these
important results were the product of what we called the Tonga-Fiji dee p
earthquake project . That project was begun simply and straightforwardly as an
effort to observe and understand a phenomenon poorly-known at the time, th e
phenomenon of deep earthquakes .
How it began
During the early 1960's, when a substantial part of m y
time was spent on the seismology and politics related to the proposed nuclear
test ban treaty, I began to weary over what seemed the unproductive bickerin g
of the political world . I sought to put some of my effort back into basic science .
After some careful and deliberate thought, I chose to investigate the subject of
deep earthquakes . The strategy was to follow the inductive style of Lamont, i .e.,
to observe whatever we could about the phenomenon and to trust that our ne w
information would provide clues that would lead to understanding. And that's
the way it worked out, but the enhanced understanding of those earthquake s
had ramifications far beyond the modest expectations held in the early stage s
of the effort .
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It wasn't just to go to a tropical isle!
Bryan Isacks, a former graduate
student of mine and then a young research scientist, joined me in the projec t
and played a key role in it . After exploring the scientific literature on th e
subject in a semester-long seminar involving several graduate students at
Lamont, Bryan and I settled on a plan to operate seismographs in the Tonga Fiji area of the South Pacific . We chose that area over other possible sites ,
such as the deep seismic belt of South America, for several reasons . First, dee p
earthquakes were known to be abundant in the Tonga-Fiji area . Secondly, a
strong observational effort had never before been mounted there . Thirdly, the
logistics were favorable . We had contacts that we hoped would lead to
cooperative efforts with local people . Skeptics saw yet another motive of course ,
and felt we were merely seeking a way to spend some time on idyllic tropica l
isles of the South Pacific! Those suspicions were incorrect however, I ha d
already spent some time during WWII in that part of the world and so did no t
have an unrealistic vision of it, or a need to see it for the first time, or a nee d
to return. Besides, I would not have taken grant money for such a selfis h
purpose.
The project received funding from NSF under the Upper Mantle Program .
As I had just retired from the NSF review panel, I was subjected to som e
,joshing from those who said I must have received the grant throug h
preferentially favorable treatment from those colleagues who had remained o n
the panel after I departed. Those critics had to eat their words when the projec t
was so successful that it was one of the first to be cited as such in a history o f
the entire NSF written a few years later.
Bryan, a key player
Bryan Isacks took his family to Fiji for over a year
so that he could arrange for, and participate in, the installation of ou r
seismograph network spanning Tonga and Fiji. My bride of several months and
I visited him in early January of 1965 while on a round-the-world trip during a
sabbatical leave. I left her in Fiji with Bryan's family while he and I traveled t o
Tonga .
Living in Tonga
The plane from Fiji to Tonga flew once every tw o
weeks, for Tonga at that time was a rather isolated and exotic location . There
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was only one place for visitors to stay, Bella Rickleman's boarding house, and
the company there was quite interesting. One evening there was a heate d
discussion over whether a white streak in the sky was a contrail from a je t
plane (which it was) or the track of a satellite . At that time (1964) they had
rarely seen jet planes with contrails over Tonga but they had read about th e
satellites that were dust being developed . One form of evening entertainmen t
was wagering among people in lounge chairs over which wall a gecko lizard o n
the ceiling would choose for its descent . Some customs and features of that
island nation seemed a bit anachronistic, but a modem school, built b y
Mormons, occupied part of Tongatapu, the main island . One official boasted to
me that it provided the first opportunity for Tongans to played basketball
indoors. The Tongan people were good and kind and very helpful to us . Their
friendly cooperation was a key to our success as the seismograph installe d
there was critical to the important discovery about that region that we were t o
make.
The key observations
The essence of the observations that led to the
discovery of the subduction process was that certain waves from dee p
earthquakes ( at depths as great as 700km, or 400 miles) were much, muc h
larger at Tonga than at Fiji, even though the stations at those two places wer e
about the same distance from the hypocenter . Bryan, the first to see the data ,
quickly recognized the remarkable contrast in observations .
Struck by "Eureka"!
However, it was many months before we hit o n
the correct interpretation of those data and that striking observation . It was ,
however, a great moment when we did . The so-called " Eureka Phenomenon"
which is well-known to have been a part of many major scientific discoveries
and, in fact, is often a part of the process of discovery large or small, struck us .
I was no stranger to the Eureka phenomenon, having experienced it a number
of times previously, but never before in the case of a discovery that would hav e
such widespread and significant impact on the world of science .
The down-going slab
It happened one day as Bryan and I puzzled ove r
the meaning of our data in my office at Lamont I drew a sketch on th e
blackboard that was a cross section through Fiji and Tonga. It showed the
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anomalous zone in the earth's mantle that propagated seismic waves from the
deep shocks so efficiently to Tonga . We sought to understand what it was an d
how it got there. Then I said "The efficient propagation in this deep zone is
somewhat like horizontal propagation in the shallow mantle of the Atlantic
between the Caribbean and the Palisades seismograph station . Why don't we
assume that the shallow mantle east of Tonga is similar. Then we could draw
the anomalous zone like this" . And I drew the now familiar shape of th e
lithosphere that currently appears in most textbooks . It shows the flat and
horizontal mantle east of Tonga bending at the Tonga trench and then
continuing at a clip of about 45° along the deep earthquake zone. Almost befor e
I had completed the sketch, Bryan said "Of course! It's underthrust!" . Eureka!
EUREKA! We knew almost immediately that we had the key to what was
happening at the island arcs,-the earthquakes, the volcanoes, the great ocea n
deeps, etc . And we quickly recognized that what we had revealed through stud y
of seismic wave amplitudes was related to the rheologic concepts of lithospher e
and asthenosphere. The unusual material that dipped beneath the arc an d
included the zone of seismic activity was a down-going slab of lithosphere .
Rocks of the sea floor were descending into the interior there, Combining tha t
new concept with the ideas of sea floor spreading and transform faulting at th e
ridges led us to think of great moving plates ( we called them blocks) o f
lithosphere, and hence to what we called the "mobile lithosphere concept" .
Thus we were pretty much onto the concept that would become known as
"plate tectonics", although we did not use that term then. Nor did we recogniz e
or develop the map of the global configuration of the plates . That was don e
independently by Jason Morgan at Princeton .
A dream from the sycamore . tree
The revealing of the down-going sla b
in island arcs, and hence the process of subduction and its role in global eart h
dynamics, is not the only discovery that, fortunately, I was able to be a part o f
during my career in earth science, but it is almost certainly the most importan t
one . As a boy in that sycamore tree in Ohio, it was my hope and my dream tha t
I could do something notable in science, but there were many times thereafte r
when I considered the fulfillment of such a dream unlikely . Fate was, indeed,
kind . In both of my books published previously ( "The Incomplete Guide to th e
Art of Discovery", and "Shocks and Rocks"), I gave considerable space to thi s
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particular discovery and the incidents and activities that accompanied it .
Readers with a special interest in it might wish to consult those books for a
more thorough discussion from a perspective different from thi s
autobiographical one .

An exciting time The discovery of the down-going slab as the raiso n
d'etre of island arcs, of course, made me, and Bryan, into enthusiastic
supporters of the concept of sea-floor spreading, and key participants in th e
developing saga that was becoming the plate tectonics revolution . We gave ou r
Tonga-Fiji paper at the 1967 AGU meeting that would come to be recognized a s
one of the most exciting scientific meetings ever . We became the focus o f
attention for awhile for those concerned with the relation of their specialty in
geoscience to the mechanism that produced the great arc structures . It was a
thrilling time, indeed, for all earth scientists, and we were euphoric at being in
the midst of it, largely as a result of the serendipity that brought us the story
of the descending lithosphere at the great arc structures of the earth . TongaFiji produced a case of right place-right time for us . But there was more to
come .
Lynn, Bryan, and I then
Seismology and the New Global Tectonics
joined together in an effort to relate all existing and relevant data from th e
field of earthquake seismology to the new concepts of tectonics that were
arising . We sensed that we had a very special opportunity to write a once-in-alifetime paper, and agreed that we would all work as hard as we could to finis h
it, and that once finished, we would determine the order of authors by lot . We
did so, and a footnote in the paper so states . The paper by the three of us that
resulted was entitled "Seismology and the New Global Tectonics"(The term
"plate tectonics" was not in use at the time) . It brought almost all kinds o f
observations from the field of earthquake seismology into the evolving tectoni c
story, strengthening and adding substantially to that story. That paper became
very well-known, one might call it a classic, because it was comprehensive ,
provided some important new ideas, carried much of the weight of the entir e
field of seismology, was written so as to get the principal message across easily ,
and was timely . The geoscience community was, in general, just catching on t o
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the new developments, and our paper was widely read . One of the figures in th e
paper, a simple block diagram illustrating the basic principles of plat e
tectonics, has been widely reproduced in original or slightly modified form in
textbooks and elsewhere, and is sometimes described as one of the "icons" o f
plate tectonics . The first sketch of that popular figure was made by doodlin g
during a boring committee meeting of UNESCO in Paris !
The lecture circuit
We were invited to present our story orally many
times. The essence could be given readily in a form that was intelligible t o
scientists in any field, and to non-scientists as well . I lectured on the subjec t
to Boy Scouts, top level scientists, religious groups, museum attendees, oi l
company employees, and hippy-like crowds of students, just to name a few.
And I am not a charismatic lecturer! It was the excitement of the subject that
attracted the attendees .
Other Lamont seismologists joined in the fray of fitting seismology to th e
new tectonic ideas- Barazangi, Dorman, and Molnar, to name a few. It was a
special and gratifying time for me, as I became convinced that we had indeed
done something in science that seemed an important advance in huma n
knowledge, and so satisfied a goal that I had set for myself earlier .
My last couple of years at Lamont, prior to my move to Cornell in 1971 ,
were mostly taken up by fall-out from the "New Global Tectonics" story ( Th e
paper was published in 1968 ), and by various administrative duties that I ha d
as head of the Lamont seismology program and chairman of Columbia's geology
department . However, I found time to explore a few new research topics in
science .
Earth movements after, or as, the ice left
One was post-glacial
faulting in the northeastern part of the US and adjacent Canada . In certain
kinds of rocks, many faults of small displacement offset glacial striation s
scratched into the rock as the ice advanced, and so the faulting has to be post glacial in age. A few such occurrences had been reported earlier, but I, and a
few students, particularly Tracy Johnson, found many more examples .
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It was an interesting exercise . Almost always, on seeing such faultin g
near a roadcut that exposed bedrock, a trained geologist's first interpretatio n
was that the rocks had shifted as the roadcut was excavated . However, once
the extent of such faulting, which often included sites far from any roadcut ,
was established, it was clear that nature, as opposed to humans, had cause d
the faulting . Although some investigations by others followed, because of the
difficulty, due to soil cover, in obtaining thorough observations over the entir e
region, I consider that this topic has not been exhausted, and that it stil l
holds opportunity for further study.
On to Cornell
With others, I was involved in additional research
projects at Lamont on such topics as earthquake prediction, tectonics, earth
structure, etc . during the late 1960s, but my move to Cornell in 1971 brought a
certain change in emphasis . Research at Cornell is the focus of the next
chapter .
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Limerick interlude Following Chapter 3
PHYSICS

He said, "I'm sure that I've got it right.
It happened one dark stormy night ,
Our universe's big bang,
A cosmic birth pang ,
And some evidence blown into sight! "

She never knows what her hikin g
friend's goal is ,
But she finds when they come to a
knoll his
Favorite turn's to the right.
Is that woodsman's insight?
Or response to the force Coriolis?

Said the planet, "I've made many trips,
Round the sun, in my path, this
ellipse,
But I'm not bored by the ride ,
For I have my brighter side ,
And the occasional thrill of eclipse "

Quite a neat gadget, the lens,
Rays of light that pass through it, it
bends,
After internal scrimmage ,
The rays shake out an image ,
Though oftentimes it's reversed ends
for ends!

When her car broke down, she wa s
frantic .
The repair job, it seemed, was gigantic.
Said her physicist friend ,
"A helping hand I would lend ,
But I'm strictly a quantum mechanic . "

Lightning bolts cause her to quaver ,
Static shocks she just doesn't savor,
She can't relax well
With equations Maxwell .
Doc said better grounding might save
her!

Heaven help the physicist skier .
He uses wave mechanics to steer .
On an obstacle track ,
He just tries to diffract ,
Instead of making a classical veer !

He said, I've heightened my sensitivity
To effects of Einstein's relativity .
Now, if my watch goes to Mars ,
And then to the stars ,
Will the battery have sufficien t
longevity? "

Said the atom of type radioactive ,
"I get tired of being inactive.
Today is the day
That I'd like to decay ,
But statistics prevent me from bein g
proactive!"
Said ROY G .BIV, that mnemonic
fellow,
"By properly ordering red, orange, and
yellow ,
Then green, blue and indigo ,
Violet for full spectral glow ,
White light escapes from prisms so
well-oh!"

Said an atom of carbon 14 ,
"I've been around since Late
Pleistocene .
Since half my pals went away ,
I now plan to decay ,
In a grand scintillational scene! "
The engineering style of the spide r
Enchants the taxpayer-provider.
A cheap network of strings
To catch tiny things ,
The inverse of the super-collider !
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THE SCIENCE PART
Chapter FOUR
RESEARCH AT CORNELL
A chairman's duties---The Tonga-Fiji project broadens---Some new research-- COCORP, a big one---A Eureka ?---Making it work --A field test---COCORP grows and
matures---A larger organization---Flying high, but low on gas---Deep seismic profilin g
in Tibet---COCORP and fluids---Spots and stains---Books and study---And now- Limericks

As I rose through the ranks at Columbia and became head of th e
seismology program at Lamont and also the chairman of the geology
department, I, of course, acquired broader responsibilities and sometime s
became the spokesman for those working in the parts of Columbia that I
headed . Nevertheless, it was always clear to everyone involved that the numbe r
one man in earth science at Columbia was Maurice Ewing . And deservedly so .
Through his leadership, Columbia, with its Lamont Observatory, later t o
become the Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory, had become a major factor i n
modem earth science .
A chairman's duties
At Cornell, arriving as I did with most of th e
faculty having departed or approaching retirement, as chairman of the
department as it entered a new era, I was the number one man in geoscience ,
at least so long as I was chairman . That position brought a round of duties
such as speaking to alumni and other groups, recruiting, planning, and
administering. Those activities left a still smaller fraction of my time fo r
personal research than had been the case in my latter days at Columbia.
Furthermore, during the first few years at Cornell, the number of graduate
students ready to begin new research efforts was small, and few were availabl e
to help with new projects . Nevertheless, I tried to get some research going .
The Tonga-Fiji project broadens
Bryan Isacks and I had brought wit h
us, as we moved to Cornell, the remaining efforts in the Tonga-Fiji project tha t
had been so successful at Columbia, but, at Cornell, I left most of the
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leadership of that project to Bryan, and also to Muawia Barazangi, who ha d
moved from Columbia with us . That program thrived under Bryan's leadership,
eventually moving to the New Hebrides, but I was not a part of it .
Some new research
I tried to start some new kinds of research . Partly
stimulated by the observations of post-glacial faulting in the northeastern US ,
Jim York, a new graduate student, and I studied seismicity of the eastern US .
That study went smoothly but nothing highly unusual developed .
Other new grad students, Larry Brown and Robert Re' ' ger, began t o
study slow, as opposed to seismic, earth deformation, using geodeti c
observations, mostly from leveling . That was a sound topic, and it is one
receiving much attention now with satellite GPS providing data, but in thos e
days, errors in the leveling observations left considerable uncertainty in mos t
any interpretation, except in special cases such as the glacial rebound of th e
Great Lakes area, or the subsidence associated with ground water withdrawa l
around various cities of the southwest arid regions .
I also tried to stimulate various members of the department to undertak e
other, and new, topics in research, but the efforts that resulted often did no t
include me as a participant . I saw, as part of my job at Cornell, the need to
bring some of the aggressive, hard driving, innovative style of research tha t
prevailed at Lamont to the small but rebuilding geology department of Cornell ,
and tried to do so in every way possible .
COCORP, a big one
Finally, the bolt of lightning that I hoped fo r
struck. It gave me the inspiration to initiate the COCORP project whic h
brought to earth science a new style of studying a major and an important par t
of the earth, the deep continental crust . My long experience with Ewing had
taught me some of his strategy . It was to pick a major, poorly studied, portio n
of the earth and explore it thoroughly in the inductive style . Don't worry about
having an hypothesis to lead, or mislead, you . Just get the observations and le t
them tell you about your target . Ewing's prime target was the floor of the dee p
sea. Mine became the entire deep continental crust, i .e . the crust below th e
surface and below depths normally explored by the petroleum industry, and
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extending to the top of the mantle at a depth of 40km or so . The uppermost
part of the mantle was also fair game for the technique was adequate to prob e
it as well as the entire crust .
As noted elsewhere, Bob Meyer of the University of Wisconsin and I ,
while serving on an advisory committee, had once cooked up the idea of doin g
seismic work, probably refraction seismic exploration as that was Bob' s
specialty at the time, along the railroad right of ways of the US . That
suggestion turned out to be impractical .
One fine day at Cornell however, it occurred to me that i f
A Eureka?,
the industrial vibrators were powerful enough, we could do reflection, no t
refraction, seismic profiling along the highway, or perhaps the back road ,
system of the US . In contrast to the case of explosive sources which must be
buried and detonated in holes drilled for the purpose, generating seismic wave s
with the large truck-mounted vibrators makes no permanent change in the
earth and, of course, does not require the obtaining of permits to transport an d
detonate explosives . If vibrators turned out to be satisfactory sources, we could
eventually explore and map, in three dimensions, the buried geologic structure
of the entire continental crust . Furthermore, the information obtained by that
method would be more detailed than that arrived at by refraction prong, and
hence ought to be more informative and more compatible with the geologica l
information obtained by surface mapping . Wow!
Making it work,
With that idea as a start, as noted elsewhere in thes e
pages, I enlisted the aid of Sid Kaufman, and he helped greatly to make tha t
dream a reality . Sid had just the right background of skills and experience an d
contacts, not to mention the personality, to get COCORP off and running . He
was a leader with foresight, and also a fixer, ready to make things right if the y
started to go wrong . I am one of the type that tries hard to always be on tim e
for appointments, meetings, etc . Sid is even more so . Sid is invariably early fo r
all scheduled activities . Traveling with him means nearly always catching the
plane that leaves before the one on which you and he have reservations . Being
"on the ball" to such a degree is one of the secrets to his success in his career ,
and specifically in organizing an effort like COCORP .
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A field test
To get COCORP off and running, we first had to find out i f
the vibrators could do the job of sending seismic waves through the entir e
crust to be reflected at the base of the crust and then to return with detectabl e
amplitudes . Continental Oil Company, where the Vibroseis technique
originated, was very cooperative, among other things once inviting us to see a
late night demonstration of their largest experimental vibrators in action .
With NSF funding, we set up a field test in Hardeman County, Texa s
where Amoco geophysicists told us that we were sure to find some shallo w
reflectors within the basement rocks . The key question was whether we could
also get deep reflectors as well. The test was positive and, in fact, we got
reflected energy from throughout the entire range of crustal depths! Our fiel d
effort was first class. We used a Petty-Ray commercial crew, and were assisted
in the field effort by prominent industry geophysicists including Harry Mayn e
and Milton Dobrin, both well-known for their contributions to seismi c
prospecting. The data were so convincing that it was, indeed, another "Eureka! "
moment. I wrote the first paper on the results, trying not so much to portray
the deep geology of Hardeman County as to draw to the attention o f
geoscientists that a powerful new means of exploring the earth's continenta l
geology at depth was on hand .
COCORP grows and matures
From that modest but excitin g
beginning, there grew the full-fledged COCORP project . Over the followin g
years, deep seismic reflection profiling was carried out over more than te n
thousand km in the US alone. Many scientists, from Cornell and from othe r
institutions, participated . Many tens of students cut their teeth on, and wrot e
theses based on, the COCORP observational data . Scientists in other
countries, some partly because of an article I wrote suggesting that they do so ,
began COCORP- like projects in their own countries . As noted elsewhere ,
BIRPS in Britain was one such project .
COCORP data were full of information, resolving matters, for example ,
such as the long-standing controversy over thick-skinned versus thin-skinne d
deformation in the Appalachians and the style of Laramide thrusting in th e
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Wind Rivers . And the new data, of course, brought many new questions to th e
fore and challenged current thinking on the nature of the deep crust . Modern
computing systems were acquired, and the Cornell supercomputer was ofte n
used for certain tasks . Some of the graduate students attracted to Cornell t o
work on the COCORP project came from the petroleum industry where the y
already had experience with the reflection technique and with th e
accompanying data processing. They were a great asset to the program .
A larger organization
My role soon became more and more that of a n
overseer of the entire effort, rather than that of an investigator carrying out the
detailed day-to-day activities . Graduate students, post-docs, and younge r
faculty took the lead in writing the major scientific articles . I began to write
mostly summary and review articles, and also articles to spread the news and
the potential of the new development throughout earth science . I frequently
was in the role of the visionary . Often, though I think I understood the work
in principle, I could not keep up with all the details of carrying out, on a
variety of diverse projects, such matters as sophisticated data processing . I
could not, in other words, jump into a chair at a computer terminal and carr y
. on what the student who had just vacated that chair was doing, but I coul d
grill that student sufficiently so that I was satisfied that the work was wel l
done ..
The COCORP project went well in any case . It continues at Cornell unde r
the leadership of Larry Brown, now a professor at Cornell, and Doug Nelson ,
once a post-doc at Cornell and now a professor at Syracuse University, an d
others . Similar activities, led by Cornell personnel jointly with scientists fro m
other institutions, are carried on outside the US . One example is the INDEPT H
project in Tibet .
Flying high, but low on gas
The COCORP field operation was so larg e
and so highly organized, once set in motion, that it did not foster much of th e
"young man along in a strange environment" kind of adventure that I ha d
sometimes experienced in earlier science projects . However, I found one
COCORP-related episode rather stimulating, to say the least .
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COCORP was considering a deep seismic reflection profile crossing th e
Brooks Range in northern Alaska. While in Alaska for another purpose, I
sought to examine the road from Fairbanks to the North Slope that would hav e
been used for the COCORP study . Initially, I planned to drive a rented ca r
along the road, but a friendly local geologist kindly offered to fly me along th e
road in his own small light plane .
We had some difficulty in gassing up the plane for the flight because of
uneven terrain at the fueling station, but eventually we took off and flew alon g
the .road and into part of the Brooks Range, where we landed on a small dir t
strip and had lunch. My friend, the pilot, checked the gas and found that w e
hadn't filled the tank initially as we had thought . Therefore, he said, we'd hav e
to fly to Umiat to refuel . As we flew towards Umiat along, and deep within, a
narrow valley with precipitous high peaks on both sides, he suddenly turned t o
me and said, "Oh-oh! We don't have enough gas to get to Umiat ." I looked at
the rugged valley below, and at the survival gear in the plane consisting o f
tents, sleeping bags, first aid kits, and a rifle to shoot wandering grizzly bears ,
and began to get worried . "Don't worry", he said, "We'll climb over th e
mountains and half-glide down to a truck stop and get some truck gas" .
Shortly thereafter, as we were climbing to get over the forbidding mountains ,
he said "Boy! We sure use gas a lot faster when we're climbing"! I got mor e
worried. But we made it to a truck stop area, side-slipped into a short landin g
strip, got in line with the trucks at the gas pump, and made it back to
Fairbanks with the engine overheating slightly because it didn't have hig h
octane aviation fuel . I was grateful to him for his kindness and trouble, but
also glad to depart from that plane when we landed .
Sadly, a year or so later, I learned that kindly geologist-pilot was killed i n
a crash of that same plane during another flight in Alaska, though not because
it ran out of gas . COCORP, incidentally, has not yet run that seismic line .
Deep seismic profiling in Tibet,
INDEPTH is a project of the 1990s, bu t
in a way it had its beginning in 1979 . That was the time when China was just
opening up to the western nations, and to the US in particular . In order to
foster cooperation in science between the two countries, among other thing s
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the US had the opportunity to send a delegation of geoscientists on what
turned out to be a very spectacular tour of various places of geologic interest i n
China. I was invited to be a member of that delegation . In addition to other
parts of China, we were given a tour of Tibet that was surely one of th e
highlights of my world travels, partly because of the unusual culture there an d
especially because of the geology associated with the collision of the India n
sub-continent with Asia . My purpose in going, and almost surely the reason for
my selection as a member of that delegation, was to explore prospects for dee p
seismic profiling across that unique orogen . The actual work was long in
coming about, and many attempts to initiate it were made during that interva l
that followed, but I like to think that the INDEPTH project in Tibet that i s
flourishing now in the 90s is to some degree a consequence of that first visit .
I am retired and out of any leadership position in C0C0RP or any other
research project now, although I continue to keep in touch with such activities
by attending seminars, and through other less formal contacts .
COCORP and fluids, The COCORP work in the Appalachians, in which
graduate student Fred Cook played a key role, provided the demonstration o f
the thin-skinned nature of the deformation . It also gave a strong indication of
the burial of a pre-existing continental margin, complete with sediments, in
the course of the great collision between Africa and North America . Stimulate d
by this result, and also by the work on fluids in sediments
Fyfe and others, I
began to wonder about what happened to the fluids in those margina l
sediments during and after burial.

by

Spots and stains
Eventually I developed an hypothesis, dubbed th e
"squeegee hypothesis" . It proposed that a large number of features in th e
geologic record are related to fluids expelled from the orogen . They range from
hydrocarbon distribution to paleomagnetism, to mineral deposits, t o
dolomitization, etc . I tried to synthesize all the evidence that I could uncover ,
and published the synthesis under the title "The Spots and Stains -of Plat e
Tectonics" . The subject is probably much more complex than that simple mode l
suggests, but the hypothesis remains a viable one, and also a somewha t
controversial one . It was partly my experience with the great success of plate
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tectonics that led me to attempt such a sweeping synthesis, and I look forward
eagerly to the fate of the hypothesis as new data are obtained and new tests ar e
made . That was essentially my last major effort in strictly scientific researc h
prior to retirement.
Cornell, in contrast to Lamont where there are far more earth scientists ,
provides an environment with fewer colleagues in geology, but many mor e
colleagues in other sciences, engineering, and related specialities . I have
enjoyed and profited from my colleagues and surroundings at both universities ,
and consider myself very fortunate to have been associated with, and to hav e
worked at, two of the better places in the world for conducting my kind o f
science .
Books and strategy
And, as noted elsewhere in this text, I have writte n
two books during my pre-retirement and early retirement years . I have also
given numerous talks on similar subjects in which I try to pass on to younge r
scientists some of the lessons I have learned about how to do successfu l
research in science. Strategy and tactics in science are most important i n
research, and I am surprised that scientists, in general, spend so little of thei r
time trying to understand just what strategies have succeeded in the past .
While I was at Columbia, there were times when none of the higher leve l
administrators was a scientist. During one stretch however, Polykarp Kusch, a
Nobel-prize winning physicist, and a former classroom teacher of mine, was th e
provost, and I was pleased that he worked hard at understanding the natur e
and the purposes and the intricacies of Lamont . While I was active at Cornell ,
one president was Dale Corson, a physicist who always seemed to understan d
on a scientific level what I was doing. The other president, Frank Rhodes, was
a geologist and he surely did so. Of course, no scientist wants a senior
administrator, even though a scientist, telling him precisely what to do, but i t
is encouraging at times to know that an accomplishment is recognized an d
appreciated by higher levels of the administration . .
And now At the present stage of my life, it is not clear whether I wil l
be involved in future research projects directly. Still, however, I maintain a
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fairly active and compelling interest in research. I have recently had one idea
which I will not describe here but that seems to have some potential . If I can
interest colleagues, or a student or two, in a project, perhaps I will turn bac k
to full time participation in research . Cornell, I am pleased to say, makes i t
possible for such activity by emeritus professors to take place .
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Limerick Interlude Following Chapter 4
GEOSCIENC E

Try limericking something geological ,
Twist words in style non-topological .
Bring to study of earth
A cascade of mirth ,
Slightly cryptic, and often illogical!
He said," We're way over due fo r
rejection
Of the standard Mercator projection .
As the earth isn't flat,
The trouble is that,
Everything's plotted in the wron g
direction! "
In 4.6 billion years of revolving ,
Our dynamic earth's been evolving ,
So it seems a bit strange ,
That we now oppose every change .
Are we sure there's a problem we're
solving?
Just sixteen thousand years ago
today,
As Pleistocene ice was melting away ,
Dad said,"As it turns into liquid ,
We'd better move quick, kid ,
`Cause the shoreline is coming ou r
way! "

The most enchanting sight in th e
world,
A northwoods lake with fall colors
unfurled.
When the sky is all blue ,
And you're in a canoe,
And the trees are all properly
squirreled .
It brightened the sky in the night,
That meteor turned meteorite .
With a great sonic boom,
It was cosmos in bloom ,
Enroute to a museum site !

A water droplet caught in a fast
stream ,
Danced a dance that was its life' s
dream.
It did cascades and whirls,
Made eddies and swirls ,
With a hydro-aesthetic theme !
For an eskimo north of Point Barrow ,
Between longitudes, the distance is
narrow.
In an Olympic trial,
He ran a four minute mile,
And still had two time zones to spareoh!

After finding a rich mineral deposit ,
He said, "Now, that wasn't too bad ,
was it?
Said the Aleut donning his parka,
With careful geology ,
"In this kayak, I'm going to embarka .
And geophysical methodology ,
It may take some daring ,
It's really just dumb luck that does it! " But if I don't lose my Bering ,
I'll be in Asia before it gets darka."!
He found the world's largest gold
Geology, that science historical ,
nugget,
So large it took six men to lug it,
In practice is often rhetorical,
He said, with a frown ,
But, in absence of miracle ,
"I won't melt it down,
It's, in essence, empirical,
I'll just sit in my parlor and hug it"!
Although never quite fully categorical !
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THE SCIENCE PAR T
Chapter FIVE
POSITIONS, OFFICES, ADMINISTRATION, CONIIVIITTEES, LAURELS. AND
TRAVEL.
Training for leadership?—Climbing the ladder---Sorry, Shakespeare--A fir m
policy---Joining the faculty at Columbia---A Professor---Tenure? What's that?---Offer s
from elsewhere---Dealing with the top---Striking out on our own---An offer from
Cornell—Accepted—Blessing on departure---Being a chairman---How to raise funds ,
or think you did---Taking care of the ego---Building at Cornell---The plate tectonics
crowd---More graduate students—What does "NSA' stand for?---The birth of an idea-- Can Vibroseis do it?---The birth of COCORP---The concept spreads to others--- A
super leap in the ratings— A magnificent new building---The rock parks---Keepin g
everybody happy---Other tasks and jobs---The Institute—Retirement—With a party- Teaching—Committee work---Some specific committees---Digital. What's that?---A n
early NSF panel---NAS-NRC panels---How Washington sometimes does it---Watc h
your language---Travel, lots of it---The invasion of Czechoslovakia---Escape---A
special tour of China, including Tibet---Like elephants in the circus---Globa l
communication, of a sort---The perspective of Inge---Awards and honors ( I had to pu t
this somewhere!)---Limericks

In the preceding chapters, the focus has been on the doing of science . It
is achievement in science that we seek of course, and so how such achievement
is directly attained in the field, or the laboratory, or the office, is a critical ,
probably the most critical, matter to discuss in this book .
However, there are other secondary factors that affect an individual' s
progress in science in less direct fashion . One's position, reputation, and th e
scope of one's contacts are some of them . As this book is intended to be a
more or less complete autobiography, I discuss such matters in this chapter . I
also recognize that a straightforward listing of, say, positions held an d
accompanying dates is pretty dull stuff, so I try here to recount the unusua l
and to hold the straightforward factual material to a sheltered position in th e
following.
Training for leadership?

In the Boy Scouts, I acquired a few titles,
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such as "Senior Patrol Leader" and "Assistant Camp Director", that implie d
some modest responsibility for others as well as myself, and I was once Captai n
of the Junior Police in grade school, but, in general, I did not hold responsibl e
leadership positions in high school or college . I was merely another one of th e
crowd. The same was true in the military where I was just a constructio n
worker, at times a lowly rodman on a surveying party, or a bulldozer operator ,
or a carpenter, or a truck driver . When we marched, I was a squad leader, bu t
that was only because I was taller ( I'm nearly 6' 2" tall) than the othe r
members of the squad . I was also captain of the basketball team, more or les s
for the same reason!
Climbing the ladder
At Lamont, however, and shortly after completin g
the Ph.D ., I began to move up the academic ladder, and hence acquire broader
responsibilities, for leadership and other things . How it happened that I rose
up in the heirarchy is a story worth telling, because it contrasts so markedl y
with what many modern students imagine to be the process . The point of the
story that follows, in fact, appears in the title of this autobiography.
Sorry, Shakespeare
For some young scientists today, the prim e
professional goal is to acquire a tenured faculty position at a university, an d
they see good (or at least published) scientific research primarily as a key t o
reaching that goal. With such thinking, the substance of a paper may eve n
become of secondary importance . In contrast, at that stage of my life my prim e
and only goal was not to become a tenured professor ; instead it was to do goo d
science . A faculty position, I thought, was a convenient place from which to do
research, but anything else that provided the appropriate opportunity to d o
science would have done for me as well . I never sought, or asked for, or
treasured, a faculty position . For me, it was always a matter of trying to d o
something, not of trying to "be" something . Shakespeare, I like to think, an d
am fond of saying, got it wrong .
Afirm policy

I can recall distinctly the time, almost the moment, i n
graduate school when I consciously downgraded the conventional career goal s
of salary, prestige, pleasant job, nice family, two-car garage, etc . to very low
priority, and decided that I would always make decisions in my career in favo r
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of the opportunity to do good science . I decided that contributing to human
knowledge was a worthwhile goal for a lifetime, and therefore established a
policy for guiding my career with production of such knowledge in the form of
good science as the prime and controlling facto r
Joining the faculty at Columbia Nevertheless, and somewhat to my
surprise, as a researcher at Lamont, i one day found myself named a n
Instructor on the faculty of the Geology Department at Columbia . I had not
sought such a position, but as the title required no particular classroom dutie s
and didn't interfere with my research, I let it ride without much thought .
Then, after Frank Press had moved from Columbia to Ca l
A professor
Tech, I became an Assistant Professor at Columbia, and also head of th e
earthquake seismology program at Lamont, once again without application o r
initiative on my part . As a professor, I had to take on responsibility fo r
mentoring graduate students, but that was about what I was doing anyway i n
the research effort, so that too was all right with me .
After a couple of years as an assistant professor ,
Tenure . What's that?
and again with no initiative on my part, I was surprised one day to find a lette r
from the president saying that I had been promoted to Associate Professor "a t
the pleasure of the trustees" . Some will find this hard to believe, but I didn' t
know what that phrase meant until a colleague read the letter an d
congratulated me on being appointed with tenure . Worse yet, I knew very littl e
about what "tenure" meant and had to learn about it . Prior to that time, I had
always assumed that if a university wanted to dismiss a professor on an y
grounds it could do so . Furthermore, that view didn't bother me much, as I
assumed that Columbia wouldn't act irresponsibly and would only fire me if I
deserved to be fired, and I wasn't planning to be that bad about anything .
Anyway, I was still single with no family responsibilities, lived frugally, and s o
didn't worry much about income . I was also confident that if Columbia didn' t
want me, I could find some other organization that would. As a bachelor, I
was carefree about the quality of my living style, though deadly serious abou t
my science . Thus there was no cause for concern about titles or stature . After
another couple of years, and when I was 37, I was promoted to full professor .
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Offers from elsewhere
By then I was beginning to learn more abou t
how universities operate and how they deal with faculty matters . As a result o f
some success in research, and also of my selection as a member of th e
delegation at the nuclear test ban talks, and probably also of my success i n
getting research support from sources outside the university, my reputatio n
was growing. I began to get feelers, and then interviews, and then offers o f
positions, from other universities . Many of those offers were attractive an d
flattering, but I knew that I was already in one of the best positions anywhere
for doing forefront seismological research, so I was not eager to move fro m
Lamont and Columbia . Eventually, I got one offer that was so attractive that I
had to give it serious consideration . It led me into my first, and essentially my
only, negotiation with my employer on matters of salary and other forms of
support.
Dealing with the top
The offer was the chairmanship of a large eart h
science department at a major university . It carried a much larger salary tha n
I was being paid at Columbia . Furthermore, the salary would have all com e
from university funds . The latter was most important because at Columbi a
only a small fraction of my salary then came from the university. The
remainder came from government grants or contracts that I had obtained . But
in order to get the government money, a certain university contribution had to
be made from my salary, and I was already committing all of what wa s
available from that source, and hence was unable to get additional grants fo r
research that I wanted to do.
Finally, with my departure imminent, I was taken by the Director o f
Lamont to see the President of the University. He quickly asked what it would
take to keep me at Columbia . He was fully prepared for my comparison of my
current salary with the offered one, and promptly agreed to raise my salary to a
competitive level . He seemed unprepared, however, for my complaint about th e
limitations on my solicitation of research funding from outside due to th e
small university contribution to my salary . Once he realized the situation, he
contrasted it with a problem he was more accustomed to, i .e. the professor
whose salary was fully funded by the university but who brought in no outsid e
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funds whatsoever. He dismissed me with the statement that he'd "fix it" and ,
sure enough, the university soon supplied almost all of my new, and no w
higher, salary. That was a very satisfying meeting at which I got everything I
asked for and I chose to remain at Columbia, only slightly regretting that I ha d
not asked for something additional !
That incident made me recall a statement reputedly made by a prominen t
dean at Columbia when he dealt with a rebellious faculty member who sough t
something more from the university. "Young man", said the dean, "a professo r
is not something that gets things from, a university. A professor is something
that gets things for a university ." I have often found it useful to remembe r
that bit of wisdom when dealing with higher levels of the university
administration or with younger faculty members .
I was never unhappy in my dealings with Columbia University and wit h
the Lamont observatory during the entire time that I held a job there . I
recognized that I was in one of the very best positions that a seismologist could
be in, and I thrived there . That was particularly true in the mid-1960's as we
Lamont seismologists made fundamental contributions to, and played a n
important role in the development of, the concept of plate tectonics ,
Striking out on our own . However, and particularly during th e
late 1960s, my ego began to make me a bit restless . A few of my colleagues were
also growing uneasy. Some of us on the Lamont staff who had joined Ewing a s
students before Lamont was formed, and then risen to positions of distinctio n
and success as Lamont blossomed, found ourselves subjected to a nagging selfdoubt. Had we succeeded because of what we had done well, or simply becaus e
of what Ewing had done for us? Could we make it on our own apart fro m
Ewing and Lamont? We began to consider gong elsewhere and subjecting
ourselves to the test of attempting to make it in science completely on ou r
own.
Another factor leading to the uneasiness had to do with th e
administrative jobs that we drifted, or were forced, into . I became Chairman o f
the Department of Geology and soon saw that job as an onerous, thoug h
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necessary, duty, but certainly not the delight and pleasure that research was .
Furthermore, it was obvious that the character of Lamont would likely chang e
unpredictably in the future because Ewing was nearing retirement age, and s o
a new leader would soon be in charge .
Consequently, I began to pay more attention to offers from other
institutions . At one committee meeting that I attended, and after the busines s
session closed, a small and informal group of attendees made a ranking o f
universities which seemed most promising as potential sites for new program s
in geophysics. Cornell was, somewhat prophetically, first on our list, or my lis t
at least.
An offer from Cornell
Dartmouth was also on the list and Chuc k
Drake, my close friend and contemporary in Ewing's group, and I made an
exploratory trip there . Nothing developed then, but a few years later whe n
Chuck was the chairman at Columbia, he pulled up stakes and moved t o
Dartmouth where he had a successful second half and conclusion to his
career. After I succeeded Chuck as chairman at Columbia, I was intensel y
recruited by a western university. I was almost ready to move there, but a mix up in communication on their part delayed that action . During that delay, I
was contacted by Cornell where I had given a lecture on plate tectonics a yea r
or so earlier . Cornell had, for some unfathomable reason, allowed its geology
department to shrink to a handful of faculty and students, The leaders ha d
recognized the error and the problem, and Cornell was prepared to mount a
major and innovative rebuilding effort, which I was to lead as chairman . It was
a riskier task than those I had been recruited for elsewhere, but it also offere d
greater opportunity to contribute to science by building an important an d
rejuvenated department at a prominent and first class university . .
Accepted For the reasons cited above, and also because I wanted m y
two daughters who were nearing school age to grow up in a small town awa y
from the New York City area, I accepted the Cornell offer . I was made Chairman
and given a named chair, the Irving Porter Church Professorship, at that majo r
university . As a result of my conscious effort to try to "do" something rather
than to "be" something, I had achieved a position which most scientists would ,
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I think, consider highly desirable and perhaps the top rung of the academi c
ladder . In retrospect, I can summarize briefly by noting that the move fro m
Lamont and Columbia turned out well both professionally and personally fo r
me . It also turned out well for my family . Both daughters were educated at
Cornell and my wife made many good friends in Ithaca and became president o f
one of the campus organizations .
When it became widely known that I was planning a move to Cornell ,
many colleagues, knowing of the near-demise of the geology department there,
took pains to advise me against it . What they imagined as a steep slope to
oblivion however, I saw as a "turnaround" situation with almost unlimite d
potential because of the nature and the quality of Cornell in a sense large r
than that of a single department . Cornell enjoys a fine reputation, attracts
students of high quality and has the strong science and engineering program s
that can, and do, provide on campus support for an earth science program .
Blessing on departure
when I had earlier considered other offers that
would take me from Lamont, Ewing had always moved to counter them . When
I notified him of the Cornell offer, he calmly, and mostly tacitly, gave hi s
blessing . For a time, I feared I had somehow fallen from his favor, but i t
turned out that he too was considering a move from Columbia, and althoug h
he certainly never encouraged a mass exodus, he hoped, I think, to leave his
proteges in positions of the most favorable opportunity for them .
Being a chairman
when I held the chairmanship at Columbia, the jo b
was not particularly demanding, nor was it particularly rewarding. For one
thing, I was new to, and had much to learn about, university administration a s
seen from that perspective . For awhile, the long time department secretar y
often knew more about what was needed than I did . She was alread y
experienced, in fact, with the orientation of neophyte chairmen . Secondly, th e
department was already strong, and the overall activity in earth science a t
Columbia, including Lamont of course, was almost overwhelming . The
chairman's job was therefore one of maintenance, not one of renovation o r
construction.
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At Cornell, the situation was quite different. Activity in geology was at a
low ebb. There were only five regular faculty members, three of whom were nea r
retirement. There was no prevailing theme to follow ; a new and promising
direction had to be sought . Cornell presented the chairman with both a
formidable task and a major opportunity . One event that began soon after my
arrival there is the basis for one of my favorite stories . It illustrates how the
best laid plans can sometimes go astray but still produce a happy ending .
How to raise funds, or think you did,
On arriving at Cornell, I quickly
recognized that I had to develop a solid plan for development of a rejuvenate d
department. I worked on the problem and soon had what seemed a reasonable
plan, which I then took to the dean for his advice and approval (and some
additional funding!) . He liked the plan as it stood, but when I made th e
request for funds, he replied that he had no money that he could use for that
purpose. However, he promised to try to put me in touch with a wealthy alu m
who, if he could be sold on the plan, might provide the money . True to his
word, the dean arranged a meeting with such a gentleman, and I had th e
opportunity, in a hotel room, to present and to sell him on my plan . I did my
best to do so. At the end of the meeting he was noncommittal, but a few days
later I received word that he was providing the financial support requested . Of
course I was pleased, and my ego was inflated somewhat because of m y
apparently successful piece of salesmanship .
Taking care of the ego
After that incident, the benefactor and I became
friends, and maintained contact so that I could brief him annually on the stat e
and progress of geology at Cornell. Then on an occasion about eight or ten
years after our first meeting, he confided to me that there was something h e
felt he had to tell me . "Do you remember our first meeting when you presente d
your plan for the future of geology at Cornell?" he asked. Of course, I did.
"Well," he said, "I don't know anything about geology, and I really didn' t
understand much of what you were telling me ." That line took care of any
problems I might have been having with my ego based on self-satisfaction wit h
my salesmanship. Then he said, "But once I found out that you played football
on that sensational high school team in Massillon, Ohio, I knew somethin g
good would happen in geology here, so I gave you the money!" Then he reveale d
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what I had never imagined . Years before he had regularly traveled 100 miles o n
Friday nights in the fall to see my high school football team in action . Though
he didn't remember me personally, he liked the special "winning spirit" tha t
went with that team .
There is some sort of message in this story about how a seemingly remot e
and almost unrelated incident can affect a decision on another matter . It
defies those who make decisions solely based on rational thinking and carefu l
forethought and planning! In any case, it was another example of good fortun e
and "right place, right time" for me .
Building at Cornell
My plan at Cornell was to build up the facult y
with those who could put some emphasis on the forefront research in eart h
science which, with a few exceptions, had not been thriving there . I also
sought to build up Cornell's image to the outside world in order to attract
funding .and outstanding graduate students . It was 1971, only a few years afte r
plate tectonics had burst upon the scene, so I tried to recruit new faculty wh o
had already made a name in some aspect of plate tectonics and sought thereby
to bring Cornell the reputation of a, or the, leading institution in that subject .
It turned out to be a favorable time to make such a move at Cornell .
Support from the university was strong at all levels . It came from the top ,
President Dale Corson and the Trustees, the Vice President, and the Dean o f
the College of Engineering, Andrew Schultz initially and then his successo r
Edmund Cranch, Cranch had been directly involved in recruiting me when h e
was an Associate Dean and he would see Cornell Geology through it s
rejuvenation before moving on to become President of Worcester Polytechni c
Institute .
Concurrently with my move to Cornell, the Geology Department becam e
an intercollege department, a part of the College of Arts and Sciences where i t
had previously and solely resided, and a part of the College of Engineering, a
new connection . Furthermore, the quarters of the department were move d
from the Arts quadrangle to the Engineering quad, and the control of the
budget was passed to the Engineering College . Andrew Schultz, the
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Engineering Dean, assumed greater and prime responsibility, but we als o
received solid support from the Dean of Arts and Sciences, Fred Kahn wh o
would later hold a prominent position in Washington during the Carte r
administration .
Many, both outside and within Cornell, looked askance at the move of a
pure science department into an engineering college environment, but th e
decision was not made casually and as it turned out, it worked very well . The
Engineering College had many activities that interacted with and supported
research in geology, and certain aspects of the research and research style o f
the rejuvenated geology department proved stimulating to parts of th e
engineering college as well .
The plate tectonics crowd
To fill the newly-available faculty positions ,
a number of scientists already with reputations in plate tectonics wer e
recruited. Bryan Isacks and Muawia Barazangi, geophysicists already wellknown from studies in seismology as it bore on plate tectonics, followed m e
from Columbia . Jack Bird, co-author with John Dewey of a classic paper o n
the geology of mountain belts and plate tectonics, came from SUNY Albany .
Dan Karig who had made an important discovery about the nature of island
arcs, came from UC Santa Barbara . Bob Kay, a young post-doc geochemistpetrologist who wrote a key paper on magma generation at ocean spreading
centers, moved into his first faculty position at Cornell. Don Turcotte, wellknown for his work on flow in the earth's interior related to plate tectonics ,
moved from the Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering a t
Cornell into the Department of Geological Sciences . These moves came over a
short interval of time and so caught the immediate attention of the geological
community outside Cornell .
More graduate students
Soon the enhanced image of the departmen t
began to attract good graduate students . It was high time. Shortly after I
committed myself to Cornell, I asked the acting chairman of geology, Frank
Drake, an astronomer(!), if I could see the applications from prospective
graduate students for the following year. There were about ten of them, bu t
only one (!) of sufficient merit to be acceptable . He came to Cornell that fall
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(and eventually went on to a fine career in earth science) . The only othe r
entrant was a last minute walk-on, a well-qualified young lady who also did
well, but together they made up only a very small entering class . That had to
change. In a few years, we went from a mere handful to a total of 50 to 6 0
well-qualified graduate students covering a broad spectrum of interests and
specialties . Financial support for research from sources outside the university
was one of the key factors in such growth .
What does "NSF" stand for? When I arrived at Cornell, there was a
great deal of scientific research going on in various parts of Cornell, but ver y
little in the geology department. It was obvious that that had to change and I
set out to stimulate a much expanded research program in the department .
On one of the first days in my office, before we moved to our new quarters, I
wanted to investigate ways to develop new research funding for various parts of
the departnient. I asked the secretary of the department, who had had
considerable experience in its operation, to bring me the file on research
opportunities at NSF. On first try, she couldn't find one . I persisted and sh e
tried again . This time she had a question. It was "What does NSF stand for?" !
That question was a shocker for someone who had gust come from Lamon t
where it seemed every last individual was aggressive about developing research
opportunities, and was familiar with all possible funding agencies . I knew the n
and there that we had to build a research program from scratch, and I also saw
one good reason why Cornell had hired someone from that high-powered
research environment at Lamont .
Of course I began to encourage research, and with the new members o f
the faculty who were just arriving that was easy to sell because research was
part of what they had come to Cornell for . Research began to flourish, and the
department took on a modem tone . Faculty members began their own researc h
projects, raised funding, supported graduate students, post-does, an d
technicians, and equipped their laboratories and field operations .
The birth of anidea
I tried to see our situation in still, broader an d
still more far-sighted perspective and consciously tried to develop a strategy
and a style that would give Cornell a positive and a special role in earth
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science . At Lamont, I had seen Ewing build a major and very productive
research effort around exploration of a particular frontier, the floors of th e
ocean basins, So, as also noted elsewhere in this document, I sought ye t
another such frontier that was ready for scientific exploration, and finally hi t
upon the deep continental crust . I repeat that story here (see also Ch .4) as it
involves both administrative and scientific strategies . My thinking along these
lines was stimulated partly by participation in a Washington-based committee
on the future of geophysics . On one occasion, Bob Meyer of the U . of
Wisconsin and I had suggested using the railroad right of ways to develop a
grid of seismic lines spanning the US and so to explore the continental crust .
Privately, we called it the "seismic wave train" concept! It was an impractical
suggestion and never came to fruition .
Then, one day at Cornell, it occurred to me that we might do somethin g
like that, not on the railroad tracks but on the highway system of the U .S. ,
provided the big truck-mounted vibrators that the petroleum industry used a s
seismic wave sources were powerful enough to send waves to the base of the
crust and back . The alternate, explosive sources, of course could not be used
on the highway system .
Can Vibroseis do it?
I had no direct experience with such large
vibrators so I sought some solid advice . At the next meeting of the Society o f
Exploration Geophysicists (most of whose members were in prospecting fo r
hydrocarbons), I ran into Sid Kaufman, a friend whom I had met throug h
government committee work, and a top scientist with the Shell Developmen t
Company. I told Sid about my idea for using vibrators, actually the whol e
Vibroseis technique developed by Conoco, and asked him if he thought th e
vibrator-generated waves would penetrate the entire crust .
Sid was intrigued by the concept . He thought carefully about th e
question, Then he replied that the vibrators might do the job but he couldn' t
be sure. Then he said "Look, we're sitting here in a hallway with some of th e
very best geophysicists in the world walking by us, and I know most of them .
Let's just take a poll." So, one by one, we asked that question of a substantial
number of geophysicists . In technical terms, it was "Can we get reflection s
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from the Mohorovicic discontinuity by using the Vibroseis technique?' Th e
results were interesting. About half of those who were questioned, and wh o
had an opinion, said we could . The other half said we couldn't! So we didn' t
come up with a definite answer, but that activity left Sid interested in th e
possibility and he quickly grasped the huge potential for earth science if th e
technique would operate as hoped .
Shortly thereafter Sid, a Cornell alum with a Ph .D. In physics, reached
retirement age at Shell, and joined the Cornell geology department . Hiring Sid
was one of the (few) master strokes of my career . With his breadth of
understanding of earth science, his experience and wide range of friends in the
petroleum industry, and his ability to organize and get things done, he was th e
ideal person for taking the dreams of academics and turning them int o
something real and rewarding .
The birth of COCORP
Working together, and with NSF support (by
then the department secretary knew what NSF stood for!) and cooperatio n
from a number of companies in the petroleum industry, we ran a trial of th e
technique in Texas . It was successful and a major program for exploring the
deep crust of the US was born . The project was called COCORP (Consortiu m
for Continental Reflection Profiling), and academics from various universitie s
advised and participated as did some geophysicists from industry . Advisory
committees recommended and approved the activities, and Cornell, led by Sid
and me, was the operating center .
Important scientific results were quickly obtained, as documented i n
earlier chapters . The project was a major success and an innovative one, an d
scientists throughout the world followed the lead of COCORP and then bega n
to develop similar projects with new variations of their own making .
The concept spreads to others
Drummond Matthews of Cambridge
University in England, for example, saw the first COCORP publication an d
recognized the enormous potential if indeed the technique was working a s
COCORP claimed . He promptly arranged to spend a month at Cornell ,
investigated thoroughly every step of the COCORP procedure, and left
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convinced that the results being obtained were real . He returned to Englan d
and established the BIRPS program which was patterned after COCORP bu t
which made its seismic observations in the shallow sea areas around th e
British Isles, still exploring deep continental crust but at a place where some o f
the continental crust was covered with a thin layer of water. That was a smar t
move by Matthews because working in water-covered areas was easier and les s
expensive than working on land, and Britain is blessed with many such areas .
Canada also developed a very strong program, as did Australia and some othe r
countries in Europe and Africa .
In 1979, as China had just opened its doors to westerners, as note d
earlier, I was a member of the U .S . delegation of earth scientists that made a n
official visit to parts of China, including Tibet, with the hope of developing
joint projects involving U .S . and Chinese scientists . This visit began
negotiations that, among other things, have produced some important seismic
lines, done in COCORP fashion, in Tibet where the major collision zon e
between India and Asia is observed . COCORP and certain variants of i t
continue to flourish under the leadership of Larry Brown, Douglas Nelson and
James Knapp working partly in the U.S ., and partly in other parts of the world .
A super leap in the ratings , During the 1970s, activity in research an d
teaching in solid earth science at Cornell increased markedly, not only wit h
COCORP which I led with Sid Kaufman, but also with research activities led b y
other, and mostly new, faculty . Near the end of that decade a report came ou t
of Washington rating science departments across the full spectrum of science ,
not just earth science . Those ratings permitted one to see how a departmen t
had fared relative to its competition during that period . The Department of
Geological Sciences at Cornell, I am proud to say, made a leap in the rating s
bigger than that of any other science department . That achievement was no t
noted specifically or singled out in the text, but it can be demonstrated clearl y
from the published figures.
A magnificent new building
The upward mobility of the Departmen t
and its prospects for the future had another important and striking effect . One
alumnus, William Snee, had a special interest in geology while at Cornell .
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Though not a geology major, he studied geology by taking courses and, on hi s
own initiative, reading geology books in the library . He graduated from Cornel
l
with a different major, and then had a successful career in the petroleu m
business. Because of his interest in geology, the development office kept hi m
aware of the progress that the rejuvenated geology department was making an d
he made a bequest of a substantial fraction of his estate to Cornell specifically
for the department. Notice of this splendid gift arrived as I was nearing the end
of my ten-year term as chairman . A beautiful and efficient new building wa s
constructed shortly thereafter and Snee Hall is now the home of th e
Department. I am eternally grateful to Mr. William Snee for this very tangibl e
evidence of progress in the earth sciences at Cornell .
The rock parks
The Department has had many other benefactors as
well, of course . One, Meyer (Mike) Bender, stood out because of his consisten t
generosity and his personal interest in the activities of students and faculty .
As an example of how such gifts can help to keep a department running
smoothly (and ease the burden on the department chairman in the process! ), I
cite the following . When the geology department made its move to quarters o n
the Engineering quadrangle in 1971, it vacated space on the Arts quadrangl e
that had been its home for many years . Many stored and almost forgotten, bu t
nevertheless valuable, collections of rocks had to be moved . That was not a
difficult task so long as the collections were in drawers, or file cabinets, o r
boxes. There were, however, a few large rock specimens, several feet across in
size, that occupied open spaces in the halls of the old quarters . There was
insufficient room for them in the halls or the rooms of the new quarters .
I asked if those specimens could withstand outdoor weather
satisfactorily, was told they could, and so had a small "rock park" set u p
outside the building housing the new quarters . It seemed a good idea as the
rocks in the park were readily available for inspection by all students passin g
by, not just those entering the geology quarters . The initial park was quite
modest in size .
As winter came, some trouble developed . One of the specimens ,
apparently a favorite with former students, began to crumble and disintegrate
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in the wet and freezing weather . I soon began to get criticism from some of the
department's alumni who were fond of that particular specimen, and who wer e
in the process of forming an opinion of the new chairman in any case . I feared
that I had made an unfortunate misstep . As I sought to keep the alumni happy
and supportive, I looked for a way to quell the criticism .
Keeping everybody happy
For a time, I hoped to bring the rocks from
the rock park indoors but that was impractical . Finally I hit upon a solutio n
and that was to add many new and large specimens to the collection and henc e
build a much larger and still more impressive rock park outdoors . Then we
would have a fine teaching museum as well as a prominent and visible emble m
of geology on the campus . Furthermore, the small number of rocks from th e
old quarters would be such a minor part of the new park that they would no
longer be the focus of attention.
Large rock specimens were collected from a variety of sources throughou t
New York State such as an Adirondack quarry and an excavation fo r
construction on Manhattan Island. Ted Snedden, an undergraduate at th e
time, did an especially fine job of soliciting and collecting the rocks . A much
expanded rock park was built with the financial support of Bender and othe r
alums. It is regularly used for teaching and clearly supplements the "drawe r
full of hand specimens" conventionally used in introductory geology courses .
Furthermore, the idea of building such rock parks has spread and others have
sprung up elsewhere . They seem good for geology . My remaining concern is
that they may not sit well with those artistic folk who are accustomed t o
seeing such large blocks of rock carved into graceful sculptures rather than on
display as irregular blocks, but geologists think of nature as a fine artist as
well, and like the way they appear in the earth !
Other tasks and jobs
As chairman, I often gave presentations on th e
Department's efforts to Cornell clubs in various parts of the country . One
such club in Alaska put considerable thought into a gift for its geologically oriented speaker, and gave me an engraved pan for gold-mining ! So far I have
not found any gold with it, but it sits in our living room ornamentally, an d
does remind me of my favorite poet, Robert Service .
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The Institute
After completing ten years as chairman, I left that job in
1981, and soon became Director of a newly formed unit, the Institute for th e
Study of Continents. The institute was set up as a home for the many non faculty, research scientists in solid earth sciences at Cornell . They added a
great deal of vitality and leadership in research to the university, an d
consequently attracted outside funding from government and industry sources .
My hope was that the Institute might blossom into something like the Lamon t
I knew . During my term as director, we made a good start . What the future
holds for that organization remains to be seen, and is no longer for me to say .
One of the achievements for the Institute, using COCORP as a base and the
prime attraction, was the formation of a group of industrial associates who
contributed not only financially but also by bringing industrial scientists
regularly to the campus and into close contact with students and academi c
scientists .
Retirement, In 1993, after 22 years at Cornell, I retired and became a
professor emeritus . Since then, I have tried consciously to leave all
management and leadership decisions, and even opinions, to others who hav e
taken on the burden, although I continue to take an interest in departmen t
activities in science and other matters . Graciously, Cornell has allowed me t o
use an office and has provided various facilities and services, and I try t o
reciprocate by supplying services when called upon .
With a party
My retirement party, put on by the university, was a fin e
one. Former students and guests came from many parts of the country .
President Rhodes, Frank Press, and Chuck Drake gave talks after which th e
group moved to one of the local parks for a picnic . The best Dixieland band in
the area played my kind of music, Dixieland jazz .
Teaching The preceding summaries of research and administration d o
not do justice to some of the other activities that I was involved in, at both
Cornell and Columbia . One was teaching, of course . Most of my universit y
teaching involved students at the graduate level, either in research or forma l
courses, mostly in seismology. However, in later years and at about the tim e
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my book on the subject was published, I gave a seminar on "discovery i n
science" . I also gave a course during my last few pre-retirement years at
Cornell on "knowing the earth" for non-science majors . The most satisfying
aspect of that course was the term paper for which students could write on an y
subject they selected, so long as it had some geological content . The bright
Cornell students saw this as a challenge to their capacity for innovation, an d
some wrote fascinating papers about topics they had chosen in ver y
imaginative fashion . I never considered reading and grading a stack of such
papers as a chore but rather as a sort of delightful adventure . One of the
greatest benefits of being a professor at a first-class university is the continual
stimulation that comes from association with students of high quality .
Committee work A modem scientist, of course, is a part of a
community of scientists that extends well beyond a particular university
department, or even the entire university, and that includes others of that
specialty throughout the nation and the world . Communication throughou t
this community is maintained in a variety of ways, through national an d
international scientific meetings, scientific publications, some now electronic ,
and regular mail, and e-mail . A less obvious but nevertheless important for m
of communication with those in a particular specialty and with others i n
related subjects, scientific or not, is the network of advisory committees tha t
come in a great variety . Often such committees are set up to advise a
government agency, or some other entity, and so are a means for bringin g
expertise from the broad scientific community to bear on a particular problem .
In a secondary but nevertheless important function, such committees als o
serve to introduce the committee members to one another, to bring them into
into close personal contact, and so to broaden the contexts and the purview s
of all of the participants .
I have served on a large number and wide variety of committees, far to o
many to cite and describe individually here. In fact, I do not even have a
complete written record of all such services . In the following, I mention som e
examples and recount some tales to give the flavor of this important activity .
As modem science works, incidentally, the contribution of a scientist to suc h
committee work is normally provided as a service by the scientist's hom e
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organization, be it a university, a company, or a government organization.
Consulting fees are rare ; expenses for travel are common .
Some specific committees, At an early stage in my career, when I had
published only a handful of papers I was appointed, unexpectedly, to the
editorial committee of the Seismological Society of America . I was somewhat
in awe because the other member was a very distinguished seismologist .
However, I did my best, and as a result of that service as well as publication o f
additional scientific papers, and also participation in the Nuclear Test Ba n
Treaty negotiations, I became so well known in the society so that I was mad e
president in 1964-65 . The society was small then and the job was at least as
much an honor as a task . Years later, in 1984, I was further honored by th e
Society as the eighth recipient of the organization's medal, an award that I
treasure because it came from those colleagues who know my contributions t o
science best, and because it put me in the company of some of the mos t
distinguished seismologists ever .
As one of the handful of seismological advisors on the nuclear test ban
treaty, not only as a member of the first two delegations to talks in Geneva (in
1958 and 1959), but also on innumerable related advisory committees before ,
during, and after the time of those talks, I met and dealt with not only
seismologists but also senior scientists, mostly physicists, of distinction ,
diplomats, intelligence specialists, and military leaders . Such service was a
very broadening, though not always a completely satisfying, experience .
One committee that was an offshoot of the test ban treaty activities wa s
the so-called Berkner panel, chaired by Lloyd Berkner . It was by far the most
effective panel that I have ever served on, as it greatly changed the course and
the level of activity in the science of seismology . The panel turned out a soli d
and visionary report (as many other committees have done) and it did so when ,
because of the treaty negotiations, the time was ripe for the increase i n
seismological research. The report triggered that increase . It was a clear case
of right place, right time .

Digital,What's that?

One of the Berkner panel members from industr y
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wrote a section of the panel's report on the potential for digital data recordin g
and processing. That was an introduction to the subject for me and most
other earthquake seismologists . The seeds of the digital revolution in
earthquake seismology were planted there, but I doubt that anyone on th e
panel then foresaw what the full impact would be . Digital seismology was not a
factor in the plate tectonic revolution of the 1960s, but, beginning in the 70s ,
its role grew and it has since became prominent and predominant .
An early NSF panel In the early 1960's, I was a member, and a
relatively young member, of the National Science Foundation's Panel on Eart h
Sciences . Once again, I was in with some very distinguished scientists, an d
the panel covered the entire spectrum of the solid earth sciences . I worked
hard and conscientiously to help the panel make the right decisions, this tim e
on submitted proposals, and I tried to do that important job well and for th e
good of the earth science community . The experience was also a great help t o
me in strengthening and broadening my view of earth science and of the eart h
science community, and so made me better qualified for administrativ e
positions I would hold later . My opinion, and my conviction, is that that earl y
NSF panel was more favorably inclined to both inductive and deductiv e
research than are some of our modern panels which tend to stress deductive
research . As a consequence, risky projects were more likely then, and so wer e
major discoveries . As other examples in this book indicate, I am a strong
proponent of inductive (and not solely deductive ) science, and I find panels to o
timid when they recommend funding only for the safe and "well-defined "
problem.
NAS-NRC panels, Many of the committees I served on, such as th e
Commission on Physical Sciences, Mathematics and Resources, the Board o n
Earth Sciences, and the Geodynamics Committee (of which I was Chairman for
a time) were under the auspices of the National Research Council of th e
National Academy of Sciences . For a time I was Chairman of the Office o f
Earth Sciences of the NRC, and among other things, played a role in th e
formation of the Board on Earth Sciences . I hasten to add, however, tha t
much of the credit for the good things that happened there should go to Jo e
Berg, the late Executive Director of that office .
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How Washington sometimes does it
Frequent trips to Washington by
a variety of different modes of transpiration were a part of committee service .
On one trip, I learned something about Washington bureaucracy and politics .
I happened to ride on a small light plane with a government bureaucrat who, i t
turned out, was drawing up a set of environmental regulations for the Nort h
Slope of Alaska . As I had worked in that part of Alaska as a graduate student,
I was interested in what he was doing . To stimulate conversation, I aske d
where he had traveled on the North Slope . "Oh", he said, "I've never been
there. I only draw up regulations on how to occupy that environment"! I wa s
astounded. The Arctic is a special place, -forlorn, desolate, beautiful an d
unique. It seemed ridiculous to me then, and still does, that someone who ha d
never even seen it was writing regulations on how people should behave there .
That incident reminded me of the time when a civil servant granted ou r
Arctic field party permission to store some scientific instruments at a remote
Arctic location . Then he added as a qualifier ; "It'll be outdoor space, of course" !
With thousand of square miles of cold and uninhabitable open space there, h e
thought he was being gracious by allowing us to use 200 square feet of it t o
store some instruments for a few weeks, What we sought, of course, was indoo r
space in one of the government's huts . He had never been to the Arctic either .
We asked someone else who had, and immediately got the permission .
I also participated in other interesting committee activities including the
one that discussed the "seismic wave train" mentioned earlier, and was onc e
chairman of the US portion of a committee on earthquake prediction tha t
traveled to Japan and Taiwan for joint meetings with scientists there .
Watch your language,
Travel to foreign countries nearly alway s
produced some unexpected event that lightened the burden with some humor .
In Santiago, Chile, after a full day of meetings, I went to dinner in our hotel i n
a party of four, a Jesuit seismologist, a US diplomat assigned to Santiago, a
friend from NSF, and me . Of all things, a group of top-flight fashion model s
from Paris happened to be staying in the same hotel . Some of them sat at a
table near ours . They chatted busily in French, and, of course, attracted the
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eyes of all others in the restaurant. The diplomat at our table knew the win e
steward personally, and so our table, and particularly the diplomat, had mor e
wine than was necessary, or even desirable . He soon began to talk in a very
loud voice, and promptly put down the beautiful models as wasting their tim e
and being in a line of work that was not a useful contribution to society. My
friend and I tried to get him to moderate his views, as well as the intensity o f
his voice, but the wine prevailed, and we failed . It seemed everyone in tha t
classy restaurant could hear him . The models, however, seemed not to
understand English and kept on chattering in French . Finally, they got up to
leave and walked out one at a time . As they left, all eyes in the restauran t
watched every movement of those beautiful, and supposedly French, youn g
women . As the last one passed our table, she leaned over, smiled, and said, i n
plain American English, "Hey! You guys oughta watch it . We're not all Frenc h
you know! " . The diplomat, who had thought they couldn't understand his
tirade, was aghast and embarrassed and seemed to sink down to the floor . The
model resumed her modeling gait, and all eyes followed her with approval a s
she left the restaurant . We said good-bye to the diplomat, hoping secretly that
he would not again combine wine with diplomacy during the remainder of hi s
career .
Travel, lots of it Attendance at various international committe e
meetings as well as international scientific meetings, plus participation in fiel d
work or instrument installation work at various and sometimes exoti c
locations throughout the world, travel in the military in WW II, plus a limite d
and almost negligible amount of vacation travel (and vacation!), have taken m e
throughout much of the world . I have been in all 50 states and over 5 0
countries or regions and have visited all continents except Antarctica . The
dreams of that small boy in the sycamore tree in Ohio to see unusual parts of
the world have been fulfilled. I have lived in everything from very elegant t o
very, very, primitive accommodations, and have had some exciting near accidents, but fortunately never a serious accident . In retirement, my wife and
I continue to travel, but not, for me, with quite the enthusiasm and sense o f
adventure of my youth .
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Countries or Regions Visited by Jack Olive r
US
Argentina
Australia
Azore s
Belgiu m
Bermuda
Canada
Chad
Chile
China
Congo
Czechoslovakia
Denmark
England
Fij i
Finland

France
Georgia
Germany
Greece
Holland
Hong Kong
India
Iceland
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Ivory Coast
Japan
Jordan
Luxembourg
Mexico

Micronesia
Morocco
New Zealan d
Norway
Panama
Philippines
Portugal
Puerto Rico
Russia
Saudi Arabia
Scotland
Singapore
South Africa
Spain
Sweden
Syria

Switzerlan d
Taiwan
Thailand
Tibet
Tonga
Turkey
Uganda

The invasion of Czechoslovakia,
In August of 1968, I began a trip to
Kenya to deliver and install a portable seismograph there . On the way, I
stopped in Prague, Czechoslovakia to attend a major international scientifi c
meeting in geology. I arrived there in early evening, checked my seismograph at
the airport, and then went peacefully to my hotel and retired for the night . The
next morning I awoke to find Russian tanks driving through the street next t o
the hotel. I went to the lobby, found someone who could speak English, an d
quickly learned that the Russians were invading the country . It was an exciting
time, but also a depressing one. We could hear gunfire and see commotion in
the streets . The local radio station announced that when they played th e
national anthem, it would be the sign that the country had been taken over.
Shortly thereafter we heard the anthem and then gunfire with the soun d
traveling through the air outside . We could also hear the very same gun shots
over the radio as the station was not far from .us. It was a sad and tearful
moment indeed for the native Czechoslovakians assembled in the hotel lobby ,
and a frightening time for all of us . I ventured out onto the streets briefly, sa w
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some bloody patriots, and then returned to the hotel . The American embass y
advised all Americans to stay inside the hotel for that day and not to attemp t
to leave the city . Fortunately, our hotel had thick stone walls, because rifle
and machine gun bullets ricocheted off it during the evening. That was how the
Russians signaled that they wished to have the streets cleared . By morning ,
things had quieted somewhat and the embassy advised Americans to leave th e
country by whatever means available to them .
Escape
My roommate, an American geologist whom I had just met ,
arranged for me to ride with him and two other American geologists, one of
whom had a car, in an attempt to get to Germany, a hundred or so miles away.
I loaded my clothes into the car, but had to abandon my seismograph at the
airport because that was a center of the Russian military effort . We wove ou r
way anxiously through Prague, often confronted by a Russian tank with a
young soldier in the turret pointing a pair of machine guns at us . Such a
situation does not leave one with a comfortable feeling! We eventually reache d
the outskirts of the city, and then drove through the country to the Germa n
border as part of a small group of cars mostly carrying Americans, including ,
we were told, Shirley Temple!
Unlike the other cars, ours had a sign saying "USA" on it . When the local
Czechs saw that sign, whether they were in the fields, or in small towns, o r
cities, they associated us with opposition to the Soviets, dropped what they
were doing, and leaped to their feet to cheer. It was a very emotional experienc e
for us . The image of Eisenhower during his triumphal tour of Europe (a part o f
which I had seen years before in Madrid) came to my mind . Anyway we made i t
to Germany and safety. I cancelled the remainder of my trip because I had lost
the seismograph, but, in fact, I was able to recover the instrument throug h
diplomatic circles later. The Prague adventure would have been a good one to
relate at parties, but many of my friends who are geologists were also there an d
had similar experiences, so parties for scientists for awhile were full of suc h
stories.
A special tour of China, including Tibet
In 1979, I was privileged to be
a member of the official US delegation to China on the subject of geology an d
tectonics. We were one of the first such groups to enter and then visit certai n
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parts of that country after it opened to westerners in the late 1970s . We were
treated graciously and very hospitably by our hosts, and shown som e
exceptional geology such as the collision zone between the subcontinent of
India and Eurasia . It was a memorable trip . As noted elsewhere, that trip may
be thought of as the beginning of some of the cooperative research efforts i n
earth science that continue today .
In addition to the spectacular geology, we were also, of course, treated t o
sights of cities and other locales and features that are now tourist attractions ,
such as Be j ing, Chengdu, Lhasa, Shigatse, and the Great Wall . China was
then unaffected by the degree of western influence that it has today . . The
Chinese people, male and female, at that time all wore the same drab uniform .
Brightly colored clothing was almost non-existent, except in Tibet where
traditional and often colorful Tibetan dress was common .
Like elephants in the circus We westerners were such novelties on the
streets or in the field that we were often surrounded by a crowd of curiou s
onlookers . They smiled and stared at us, and sometimes tried to feel our
clothing or inspect our cameras from a distance of a foot or two . We stood out
because we were mostly taller and bigger than all of them, dressed differently ,
and also, of course, because we spoke a foreign tongue, English, that none o f
them did. Or so it seemed. I had one delightful moment of enlightenment o n
that score however, that I still don't fully understand. The incident went like
this .
Global communication, of a sort
The setting was on a street i n
downtown Kunming, a fairly large city known as the "place of eternal spring "
for its good weather . I had wandered away from the group of my colleagues, an d
was soon surrounded by my own circle of onlookers several persons deep . None
seemed to speak English; they simply stared and observed my every move . After
awhile, I noticed two young men of about college age on the outer edge of th e
crowd watching me carefully and occasionally discussing me with one another .
Then one of them approached me and it became apparent that he wanted to try
out his English . He got my attention, and then struggled to pronounce tw o
words,"Where
from?" . I smiled and replied immediately, United States" . He
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retreated to the back of the group to discuss that response with his friend .
After a delay, he returned prepared for the next round of conversation . He said,
haltingly,"what----part? . I didn't want to say "Ithaca, New York" as that
seemed too detailed, so I said simply,"New York" . He immediately retreated
again to discuss this answer with his friend . Finally he returned once more ,
and this time forced out a phrase that astounded, and delighted, me . He
said,"Ah----the-big----apple"! I could hardly believe my ears . I wonder to this
day how those two young men living in that town long isolated from th e
western world and with at best a most rudimentary knowledge of English ,
somehow were aware of the American insider's nickname for New York City . It
seems there must be some sort of a message in pre-Internet global
communication there! I have many other stories from that trip and other trip s
to China, but the "big apple" story is my favorite .
The perspective of Inge
As I was making the transition from graduate
student to research scientist at Lamont, I sometimes shared my office with a
foreign visitor. One visitor of some duration was Inge Lehmann, a senio r
Danish woman seismologist famous for countering conventional seismologica l
knowledge and thereby discovering the earth's inner core during the 1930s . We
became good friends . One day I learned that Inge, who had already received
many awards and honors for her accomplishments, was about to receive ye t
another award, and I warmly congratulated her . She was pleased of course ,
but made the observation that once one has received the first award, one i s
envisioned and characterized as an honoree and hence receives many others ,
even though there is no formal coordination among the award-granting
organizations .
Awards and honors ( I had to put this somewhere!)
I thought her
statement was just another manifestation of Inge's characteristic modesty, bu t
sure enough, when it was my good fortune to receive the Bucher Medal of th e
AGU in 1981, that award was quickly followed by others . Yet the sources and
nature of the awards were so diverse that I cannot subscribe completely to th e
implication of Inge's statement that suggests that awardees are selecte d
through a copycat procedure .
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My awards include the Kaufmann Gold Medal of the Society o f
Exploration Geophysicists in 1983, the Eighth Medal of the Seismological
Society of America in 1984, the Hedberg Award of the Institute for the Study o f
Earth and Man of Southern Methodist University in 1990, the Woollard Awar d
of the Geological Society of America in 1990, and the Penrose Medal of th e
Geological Society of America, its highest honor, in 1998 .
In 1984, I was elected a member of the National Academy of Sciences an d
in 1988 I received an honorary Doctor of Sciences degree from Hamilto n
College . I was made an Honorary Foreign Fellow of the European Union o f
Geosciences in 1986 and an Honorary Fellow of the Geological Society o f
London in 1989 . In 1988, Washington High School of Massillon, Ohio, m y
alma mater, began a "Distinguished Citizen" program to honor graduates wh o
had achieved some success in their careers and to bring them back to speak t o
and perhaps inspire current students . I was one of the group of three selected
for that first year.
After being President of the Seismological Society of America in 1964-65 ,
I was President of the Geological Society of America in 1987 . For me, from
1981 to 1990 was some decade from the awards and honors standpoint!
I am especially pleased by the scientific and geographic diversity of th e
organizations making the awards . I received a medal, or held an office, o r
both, in every scientific society, save one, that I belong to . I find it somewhat
embarrassing and self-centered to write about these honors, and I do s o
because this is an autobiography requested of me by others. However, if a sign ,
or more than a sign, of personal pleasure at being recognized by colleagues an d
their organizations comes through in the preceding few paragraphs, I mus t
acknowledge that that interpretation is correct . It is very satisfying to know
that others have some regard for one's accomplishments whose worth may be
difficult to evaluate from the perspective of the accomplisher . And, of course, I
can state with certainty a fact that every good scientist knows . There are very
many scientists deserving of honors who, somehow, and regretfully, are passe d
over in the awarding process .
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Well, so much for the administrative and other activities that are at th e
fringes of real science and that are described in this chapter . Let us now move
on to other topics.
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Limerick Interlude Following Chapter 5
GEOSCIENCE

On the rock surface he found a
striation,
Which he blamed on Pleistocen e
glaciation .
But one question poser
Asked if it came from a dozer ,
During the epoch of civilization!

As Pleistocene ice spread over the
land,
The sea took a much lower stand.
But sea level rose,
As the ice sheet unfroze,
And the coast moved much farther
inland.
The mysterious land of Tibet,
As enchanting as enchanting can get .
For an explorer quixotic,
There's a culture exotic,
And each new day brings lots of
kismet !

The pack ice of the Arctic ocean ,
Thick and thin and incessant in
motion,
A place for explorers' deeds ,
Mid pressure ridges and leads ,
It's a kind of frozen commotion!
Most everyone will celebrate th e
millennium,
But not geologists, no, hardly any o f
'em.
A thousand years is so brief,
Geologically, there'd be relief,
If, in fact, there weren't so many of
'em.
By movie stars he once was
glamoured .
Now with geology he's been
enamoured .
His favorite cutie s
No longer are beauties ,
But rocks that are properly hammered !

He said, "What makes this Canyon so
Grand,
Is that it's such a big ditch in th e
land.
No nuclear explosion ,
It's an effect of erosion ,
By tiny droplets of water unmanned! "

There's scientific and philosophica l
worth,
In knowing the age of the earth .
A figure corrective
Of human perspective:
4 1 /2 billion years since its birth !

A Finger Lakes waterfall,
Is a kind of artistic ball .
Gracefully each water drople t
Cavorts without stop, yet ,
Responds to gravity's call .

The tectonic plates are a-driftin' ,
The ocean floors are a- ' ' ' .
Continents ride ,
Until they collide ,
And mountains find that upliftin' .

Alone on the Arctic ice pack,
Your footprints the only track ,
Don't tarry but go,
Before drifting snow ,
Obscures the only way back.

He said,"Why is earth so complex ?
We never know what we'll find next .
Are things geological,
Teleological ,
Their purpose to geoperplex? "
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THE SCIENCE PART
Chapter SIX
GRADUATE STUDENTS AND UNDERGRADUATE TEACHIN G
The joys of teaching---Lots of good students---Emphasis on research---From ,
and to, all over---Apprenticeship---Learning from Bucher---Non-science students- Let's cut the jargon---Limericks

The joys of teaching One of the prime blessings of being a professor at
a major university is, of course, association with many fine students . They
stimulate and challenge . They grow and broaden and deepen as they become
familiar with the frontiers and the basics of knowledge in their discipline . They
seek help and encouragement and opportunity. And often they do much of th e
work of the science . The university life that blends energetic and questionin g
students with established practitioners of a science surely provides a highl y
favorable environment for the conduct of discovery science of basic nature . To
educate promising young scientists, the apprenticeship style is surely the wa y
to go.
Lots of good students,
I have been fortunate throughout my scientifi c
career to have been associated continually with stimulating and provocativ e
students . As a faculty member at Columbia, my ties were mostly with graduat e
students, and with many of them . Normally I had about five to ten, thoug h
often more, graduate students working under my direction, and I have turne d
out, at Columbia and Cornell, a total of about thirty-five to forty doctora l
students, about one per year . Other students, though not so many, terminated
at the master's level . Rarely did one of my graduate students leave without a n
advanced degree of some sort . In the early planning of this autobiography, I
hoped to discuss my interaction with each and every student in detail . That
hope was unrealistic, partly because records are incomplete or my access t o
them limited, partly because my memories are spotty, but largely because I
could not in a few paragraphs give each student his or her due, nor could a
suitable balance among students be built into such accounts . Therefore, in
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this autobiography, the names of some students appear as participants in on e
of the various stories I tell, but I hope no one will fudge any students, or th e
strength of my regard for them, based strictly on the words each gets here . I
mean no less regard for those whose work is glossed over or whose names do
not appear prominently here . They simply did not happen to be a part of one o f
the stories I chose to tell . Suffice it to say that I have learned and profited fro m
all of my former students and that I enjoy very much the reflected gory tha t
quietly comes to me as one of them does something notable as part of a caree r
in science, or elsewhere .
Emphasis on research
Most of my association with students has com e
as they served, in apprenticeship fashion, on research projects that I led o r
oversaw. Sometimes I also taught them in formal graduate courses in m y
specialty, but most of the students were primarily engaged in research wit h
me. Although I occasionally lectured in undergraduate courses while a t
Columbia, and also at Cornell, I did not teach undergraduate courses a t
Columbia nor during part of my time at Cornell . My emphasis was on
research . That was what I was hired for, and that is what I did . It is
fashionable in some circles these days to be critical of professors who do no t
devote their time largely to teaching at the beginning college level, i .e . the
barely past high school level . However, it is a universitys role to not only
disseminate old knowledge but also to develop new knowledge, and the latte r
received emphasis in my case .
From, and to, all over My graduate students had a wide variety of
backgrounds and training before working with me . Some came from first- clas s
technical schools, some from large public universities, some from small libera l
arts colleges, some from abroad- Europe, India, China, the Philippines ,
Australia, Canada, and elsewhere . And, after study, they dispersed to diverse
occupations in science and to places scattered throughout the world. I monito r
their exploits and achievements as best I can, and do so with pride and wit h
satisfaction . To see them succeed and so contribute to society is to reap th e
rewards of being a teacher .
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Learning from Bucher
As a graduate student at Columbia, I took
courses with Walter Bucher, a distinguished professor and a prominent figure
in earth science . Bucher once wrote an out-of-the-ordinary book tha t
attempted to organize earth science in innovative ways . In his later years, he
taught students from that book, using the places where he had gone wrong as
prime examples in his teaching . It was both big and wise of him to do so . A
lesser man might have kept those missteps hidden . As Bucher taught, he
radiated boundless enthusiasm for his subject, earth science. I learned from
him that enthusiasm is perhaps the most important quality that a teacher ca n
have . When my career reached the award-winning stage, I was happy an d
especially honored that the first medal I received was the Walter Bucher Awar d
of the American Geophysical Union .
Apprenticeship I think of graduate study mostly as an apprenticeship .
Students begin graduate work with various degrees of training and experience .
When they finish, they should be ready to take their places as professionals i n
science . As they progress, they should come to see and know faculty, not a s
their teachers or mentors or superiors, but as their colleagues . They should be
aware of the great scope of opportunity in science that extends well beyond th e
scope of a particular research project . As they face difficult tasks, if their ow n
vision is limited, they should be made to see the light at the end of the tunnel ,
and made confident that, with dedication and work and thought they ca n
reach it. They should be inspired to reach the top of the mountain in spite o f
the difficulties in getting there .
Non-science students
At Cornell, as noted elsewhere, in my later year s
I taught a course in earth science for non-science majors . It was not a n
assigned task; I volunteered to do so, partly at least, in order to understan d
just what those "non-science" students thought about science . What I learned
was no surprise, of course . It was, in essence, that students are diverse in
talents, interest, and most other characteristics . Some students, headed for
other professions, clearly had the potential to be good scientists had they
chosen that route . Some were not so endowed, and, in my opinion, woul d
probably never have been able to become scientists (even though they mostly
managed to pass the course!) . Most fell somewhere between those two
extremes . Some were apprehensive about science because of tales they ha d
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heard that made it seem forbidding, or, perhaps, dull . Some had grown up with
religious backgrounds that seemed to make them reluctant to learn science fo r
fear that it would shake their religious beliefs or training, a misplaced concer n
in my opinion, but nevertheless a factor in their thinking . Some shied away
from science because they held in awe certain classmates who were "good a t
science" .
Let's cut the jargon
I hope the students in my class all learned
something about science, and earth science in particular . I, on the other hand ,
came away from that course for non-science majors more convinced than eve r
that misunderstanding or limited understanding of what science is all about
on the part of the general public is largely the fault of scientists . Like those in
many professions, scientists commonly speak and write in obscure fashion ,
intelligible only to other members of the "club",i .e. other scientists or, more
often, only other scientists in that particular specialty . Science can be, and
should be, and sometimes is, presented in a style that makes understanding o f
the essence of science (not necessarily the doing of it) intelligible to an y
thinking and reasoning person, and that is most all of us . I am pleased to see ,
at this time, a growing effort on the part of scientists to make the essence o f
science available to all . I hope this trend will continue and that the effort will
expand . The information age is offering innumerable new ways to do so an d
many remain unexploited at this time .
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Limerick Interlude Following Chapter 6
GEOSCIENCE

Said he,"An icecap, chillng and
spatial,
Revamped parts of the earth in time s
glacial,
In that Pleistocene cleaning ,
I see cosmetic meaning,
Earth was having a kind of a facial! "

"There's no need here for crim e
deterrent.
Our environment's so quiet it's
aberrant ,
Except for foraminiferal rain, "
Said the great abyssal plain ,
"And an occasional turbidity current".
Fossil parts of creatures once vital,
Were found in a sandstone, detrital .
Her fine presentation
Of their identification
Was a sort of an organ recital .
Said a dinosaur in the Cretaceous,
"I'm sorry I'm often voracious .
Something inside says,'DON' T
STARVE! '
`RIP AND TEAR AS YOU CARVE! '
But the rest of the time I'm quit e
gracious!
Said the dinosaur, "Before we leave,
Let's celebrate New Era's Eve.
We'll be cheerful and stoic ,
About Cenozoic ,
Though it's something we'll neve r
perceive."
What an artistic molecule H20 ,
From windowpane frost and hexed
flakes of snow ,
To sculpting glaciers and waves ,
Dripped stalactites in caves ,
And the mist, and the double rainbow!

It was the geologist's turn to exalt .
He'd discovered a new kind of fault .
With the top down below ,
And rotational flow,

It's the mark of an earth somersault !

In cases of violent crime ,
Blood as evidence appears all th e
time .
Geologists need to envision
Fluids in land mass collision .
Is this a place for a new paradigm ?
Said a petrographer,"To make a
selection ,
For the upcoming Presidential
election,
I don't trust media news,
I won't know which one to choose ,
Till I see a mounted thin section" !
The geologist couldn't get enough ,
Of a rock made of volcanic stuff.
Asked to reconcile ,
His need for a pile ,
He said, "If folks don't like it, that' s
tuff' !
A well-rounded erratic boulder,
Is always considered much olde r
Than the ice sheet that brought it ,
Or the sediment that caught it ,
To make a geological kind of fil e
folder .
He said,"These fossils I must reconcile
`em,
And find for them some kind o f
phylum.
To paleontologists pacify
One must classify ,
Otherwise they don't know where t o
pile `em! "
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THE OTHER PAR T
Chapter SEVE N
ANCESTORS, PARENTS, AND FAMILY
The Ertle side---Soda pop---The reunions---The continental drift connection? —
The Oliver side---Grandparents Oliver---Father---And Mother---My first memory---The
early years and some tough times---My mother's sacrifices---Parental influence---Th e
family together again---The misery of the Depression---Improvement and then stability--Brother Bill---Limericks

From the age of two until I left for college at ag e
The Ertle Side
seventeen, I resided with my family at 316 Ertle Avenue in Massillon, Ohio .
That the name of that street is also my middle name, and my mother's maide n
name, is no coincidence . My great grandfather, Martin Ertle, was an early
settler in Massillon . He acquired a substantial piece of property which he late r
parceled out to his descendants . Those of my mother's generation received a
building lot, and much of the street, Ertle Avenue, which was of course name d
after Martin, was inhabited by cousins of one kind or another who had als o
received a lot . It was an Ertle neighborhood .
The Martin Ertles were a part of the group of Germa n
Soda pop
Catholics who arrived in the US in the mid - 1800s and were from, I think ,
Bavaria . My grandfather, Andrew Ertle, was born in the US . He owned a smal l
bottling works that made "Ertle Beverages", all one kind or another of sod a
pop, and distributed the pop and a local beer throughout the area . It was a
colorful operation . I can even remember a little of when the delivery vehicle s
went from horse-drawn wagons to gasoline engine-powered trucks . The early
trucks were not very reliable, and the then new bottling machine regularly
caused bottles of soda to burst, so there was often a lot of action and
excitement and repair work at the bottling plant . I liked to go there, hoping fo r
a ride on a delivery truck, or at least a free bottle of pop . The plant has long
since closed and the bottles, those that did not burst, are now a collectors '
item. One of my grandfather's brothers was a prominent roofer in town, and
another the local chief of police . His sisters were mothers and homemakers .
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Grandparents Ertle had four children, only two of whom married . They
produced three grandchildren, two, my brother and me from my mother, the
eldest, and my cousin, Nancy Ertle Halter, the daughter of Elmer Ertle who
was next in line . Nancy is a prominent citizen of Massillon, and continues t o
live on Ertle Avenue, across the street from where she was born .
The reunions
As a boy, I attended "Ertle reunions" that brough t
together relatives from near and far . German songs, German food like
sauerkraut, pickled beets and eggs, pickled pig's feet, and potato salad, and lot s
of German beer, or any kind of beer, prevailed . Sometimes a fresh site had t o
be found for the reunion each year because of loud singing or rowdy behavior a t
the previous year's site . My mother always seemed to recognize all th e
attendees at the reunions and to know just how the Ertles were related to on e
another, but I never could get it all straight . I was just one of the "kids", and
never a prominent figure in the crowd .
The continental drift connection?
Later in life, and after playing a part
in the plate tectonics revolution in earth science, I suddenly had occasion to b e
fascinated and intrigued by my Ertle connection. First, I discovered that
Abraham Ortelius, the famed 16th century cartographer who made the firs t
reasonably good atlas of the world, used the Latinized version of his name .
The German version was "Ortel", not far from "Ertle" . Perhaps, I thought, th e
spelling has been twisted and I'm a descendant of that well-know n
cartographer. Then the plot thickened . In 1994, it was discovered that
Ortelius published, in 1596, one of the great ideas of earth science . He
suggested that continents surrounding the Atlantic had once been together an d
drifted apart! That was the first publication of the concept of continental drift
so far as is known, and it is reasonable to think that Ortelius was the very firs t
to have the idea because he must have been the first, or among the very first ,
to see reasonably good maps of the Atlantic coasts of Africa and South Americ a
on which the idea was initially based .
I was thrilled by the possibility that I might be a descendant of Ortelius .
After some modest efforts to trace my ancestry, I now think that my ancestors
and his came from the same part of Germany, namely Bavaria . However, his
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father moved from there to Antwerp, and Antwerp is where Abraham Ortelius
was born and lived. There is no sign of Antwerp in my family's records . Thus it
seems that Ortelius and I may have common ancestors from Germany but tha t
I am not a direct descendant of Abraham Ortelius . Too bad . I would have
enjoyed that status and would have wondered if his interest in the earth, an d
how it got to be as it is, had somehow been passed along to me . A more
thorough genealogical study could be made however, and might provide som e
surprises.
The Oliver side
For the Oliver side of the family, my information on
genealogy is even more sketchy. My grandparents lived in Canton, Ohio, eight
miles east of Massillon, and my father grew up there . My grandfather's name
was George Washington Oliver Jr. The name "Oliver" at first glance appears t o
be English in origin, but in this case it seems to have been converted fro m
something else . My grandfather told me that it was French and was onc e
spelled "Alver" . However, the family lived in the Pennsylvania Dutch country
for a time (though they were not strictly Pennsylvania Dutch, who are reall y
German) and the name "Olver" is found there, so I suspect a connection o f
some sort . At any rate, the Oliver tree, as I know it, suggests a complex mix o f
German, Irish, English and others . My grandfather once told me that there
may be an American Indian in the tree, but that is uncertain . That side of th e
family, in so far as I know it, seems best described as American .
On one occasion, after all my grandparents were deceased, my wife ,
children, and I took a trip to the Gettysburg battlefield of the Civil War . We
selected at random one of the many monuments there and left the car to mak e
a closer inspection of it . Of all things, it chanced to be for a military unit fro m
Pennsylvania, and there, carved in stone with the names of other soldiers, wa s
the name "George Washington Oliver", almost certainly that of my great grandfather !
Grandparents Oliver
My grandfather, George ( he rarely mentioned the
"Washington") Oliver, Jr. worked in construction, often as the boss of a project
or a gang, in the Canton area . He was not highly educated ( he may not hav e
finished high school), but he was smart and very rugged physically . He and my
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grandmother, Mary, or "Mellie", Snyder Oliver, lived comfortably but frugally ,
and indoctrinated me as a child with a "waste not, want not" philosophy that
seemed a part of their Pennsylvania Dutch association .
Father My father, Chester Lawrence Oliver, grew up in Canton . He was
a track star, a sprinter and middle distance runner in school, but did no t
complete his high school education, leaving to work instead in the local stee l
mill . He was severely burned in an accident there and, as a consequence, di d
not serve in the military in WW1 . He left the steel mill after the accident an d
was, I think, a salesman in a shoe store when he and Marie Ertle were married .
And mother My mother, born in Massillon, attended nearby Mount
Marie Academy, an all-girls school, instead of the local high school, an d
completed her education there with flying colors . She received some sort o f
certificate in business training, but it was not the equivalent of a normal hig h
school diploma and the time of study was less than the normal four years o f
high school. Prior to marriage, she worked in an office in Massillon . She
occasionally sang publicly at weddings and the like, sometimes accompanyin g
herself on the piano. My father's family was areligious so far as I know. He
converted to Catholicism to marry my mother, a strict and devout Catholic ,
but actively practiced that religion for only a short time . At the time of th e
marriage, it was formally agreed that all children would be brought up in tha t
faith and so my brother and I were .
My first memory After I was born, our family lived briefly in one half o f
a duplex on Commonwealth Avenue, not far from where our permanent hom e
on Ertle Avenue would be . I mention the duplex specifically because it was th e
site of what I think of as my earliest memory. That memory has me waking to
the front door of the other occupants' part of the house, and being teased by
the man there who raised and lowered the blind on the window of his fron t
door, and so alternately hid or peered out . That memory is vivid, but
unfortunately for those with an interest in age at the time of earlies t
memories, I don't know if it happened while we lived there and I was at mos t
two years old, or later when we returned for a visit when I was three or so .
The house next door to the duplex was occupied by the De Long family who
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had a son dust my age . Jim and I would become lifelong friends and we walked
together regularly to grade school and high school through those school years .
The early years and some tough times When I was two, the house that
would be the long term home of our family was built on the Ertle Avenue lot
contributed by grandparents Ertle, and with the financial assistance o f
grandparents Oliver . It was, and still is, a respectable house in a respectable
neighborhood, but my memories of my early years there are not all pleasan t
ones. My father had not found his niche in life . He moved from one job to
another, and so our family's income was often meager . The difficulties wer e
compounded when he and my mother were effectively separated for a time an d
he lived and worked in Pennsylvania, leaving my mother and me alone on Effi e
Avenue, with only sporadic and minimal financial support .
My mother's sacrifices,
I can recall vividly some very difficult times
when I was 4, 5 and 6 and before my brother was born when I was almost 7 .
We sometimes had no fire in the furnace until outdoor temperatures were s o
cold that water pipes in the house were threatened with freezing . Even then we
occasionally had no coal to burn and had to scrounge
in neighboring fields fo r
odd bits of wood . A few coins sometimes had to be "borrowed" from a relative ,
who knew there was little chance of repayment . Hand-me-downs were th e
style . A new piece of clothing was rare, and was sized to last at least two year s
on a growing boy . Many meals consisted of crackers and Campbell's tomat o
soup, mixed with milk in the "good" times, and water on other occasions . My
grandparents Ertle, who lived about a block away, regularly invited us for
Sunday dinner that was usually based on a single roast chicken for six o r
seven. It was the best meal of the week . My grandmother, Bertha Mauger
Ertle, was a fine cook . As the smallest and youngest, I was always given a
drumstick . Later, as I grew to where I could walk to my grandmother's hous e
alone, I often visited her and came away with a doughnut or other treat, bu t
that was not an option in earlier years . Instead, my mother scrimped an d
sacrificed to keep me going, with little concern for her own welfare . She always
felt that she was doing so in order to make life better for her children, and i n
that she succeeded . Though young and virtually helpless, I at least felt a sens e
of our predicament and of responsibility to help and cooperate .
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Parental influence
As a consequence of sharing with her a very
difficult period in her life, and also as a consequence of her continua l
encouragement and support and guidance as I went through my youth, I thin k
it is fair to say that she had the greater influence on my life and my career . My
father made some important contributions as well . However, his obvious
difficulties in finding his niche in early life, and some habits that didn't appea l
to me such as heavy smoking, kept him from being a complete role model in m y
young eyes.
The family together again, In the late 1920s, as I reached school age ,
my father returned to Ohio to live with us, and my brother, William Kennet h
Oliver, was born as I neared the age of seven . That was just after the great
stock market crash of 1929, and at the beginning of the Great Depression . For
a time my father could not find a job locally and we were still in a fi x
financially. Eventually, he helped in an election campaign and, when th e
candidate he supported won, was rewarded with a job on a road gang
maintaining roads for the county. The pay, as I recall, was initially four, o r
maybe it was six, dollars per week, not much even in an era when a hamburger
was fifteen cents, and a ton of coal three or four dollars .
The misery of the Depression
Those times were tough . I can remember
incidents during the depression when honorable but destitute men knocked o n
the back door of our house to ask for some food of any kind, and my mother ,
who sympathized with them and wanted to help, had to tell them, ofte n
tearfully, that she had none to spare. She remained saddened and depresse d
long after they had gone elsewher e
Improvement and then stability
Fortunately, as time went on, thing s
gradually got better, but not without occasional rough spots along the way .
My father hurt his back while working on road maintenance and so sough t
another occupation . Finally, and thankfully, he found something that brought
him some satisfaction, some recognition, and a little more income . He was put
in charge of the sporting goods section of the local hardware store (it wa s
almost a department store), in downtown Massillon . He built it into the best
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such facility in the area, made many friends among the hunting, fishing, an d
competitive sports crowd, and eventually was elected to the city council . We
had a car, better food, and a heated home during the winter. Things were
adequate if not luxurious . He held that job until after I started college and
after WW H began. He left it to become a taxi cab driver for a time . Finally, he
found a job that he loved and held until he retired in his mid 70's . In that job ,
he drove the countryside of Ohio and Pennsylvania almost daily, selling silos t o
farmers and supervising the construction of the silos he sold . Working on
commission he did well, and he and my mother, and for a time my younge r
brother, enjoyed the most prosperous years of the family . I was away at college
and supporting myself on my own by that time, and that probably eased th e
burden on him somewhat!
Brother Bill,
My brother, William Kenneth (Bill) Oliver, because he is
seven years younger than I am, missed, or was less aware of, some of the mor e
difficult early times that the family faced. Bill was a good student and a fine
basketball player in high school, but he chose not to get a college education .
After some travel, and some time in the military, he returned to live in ou r
hometown and married Patricia McGuire . They have produced nine children ,
and many grandchildren . Bill is a solid and respected citizen of Massillon, bu t
he doesn't live on Ertle Avenue !
It was against the background outlined above in this chapter that I
attended grade school and high school, and began to learn the things I neede d
for a career in science . I also began to play organized sports, an activity tha t
would be crucial in that career . These topics are covered in the followin g
chapters .
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Limerick interlude Following Chapter 7
EARTH SCIENC E

To overcome geological impediments ,
Just peruse a column of sediments .
A fossilized kind of history ,
Layered rocks remove mystery .
They're soap operas in old sea floo r
tenements !

Said he,"I'm trying to find an oil seep
On the floor of this great ocean deep .
I hope the trip by submersible
Is fully reversible,
`Cause the swim coming back is quite
steep!
Said a conscientious modest-size d
cavity,
"Being idle can lead to depravity .
Though I'm nothing at all ,
I can still carry the ball .
Today, I'll make an anomaly i n
gravity! "
---- Scientists seek the cause of El Nino ,
Ocean warmth with a bad weather
scene-yo .
Can it be that Mexican ships ,
On trans-Pacific trips ,
Throw overboard too much jalapeno ?
The earth's core is like a great lens .
A focussed seismic message it sends .
Amplitudes increase by degree s
Near quakes' antipodes ,
A product of spherical bends .
We're distraught; we've become
fraught with drought .
We're caught in what nature ha s
wrought.
The data we sought
Taught no pleasant thought ,
Last month's rainfall brought naught
point naught naught!

To assist a prof studying quakes ,
Find the records the seismograph
makes .
Calculate some version
Of seismic wave dispersion ,
And tell him when it looks like grea t
shakes!
For TV weathermen, mostly I clap ,
But once in a while, make a figurativ e
slap.
Although I'm fairly sure ,
They don't mean to obscure,
Why do they stand between me an d
the map?
He bought a powerful snow throwe r
To pile snow higher not lower ,
But it built a huge dom e
Right over his home ,
Now he can't get in the front dower!

River said, "Though they call me a
flood,
I'm really a factory for mud ,
My goal is emplacemen t
Of soil in each basement,
A sort of scab from my dried-u p
blood"!
They say that they get a lotta
Morning fog in Damariscotta.
Sometimes it's so thick ,
It becomes quite a trick ,
To distinguish the air from the wotta !
When the giraffe came down with th e
flu
They said,"There's nothing to do .
His temperature's all right ,
When corrected for height ,
And his sore throat is far out of view ."
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Chapter EIGHT
GRADE SCHOOL AND HIGH SCHOOL
Starting school---Discipline---Skipping, then de-skipping a grade---The merit s
of de-skipping---Avoiding that bow-tie---Boy Scouts---Boy Scout football---- Scouts on
the move---Avoiding some trauma, through fate---Nicknames, and innovation---A n
information explosion---That wonderful sycamore tree---Some dreams come true--- A
missed opportunity--,Dynamics of the class of 1937---The social side---9th grade and

public school---High school and growing up—The academic side---The social side-- Trying to find a date for the Frolic---lt didn't go smoothly at Columbia either---Limerick s

Starting schpol, In the fall of 1929, I began my formal education at St .
Mary's, a parochial school run by our church in Massillon . My mother had to
get special permission for me to enter then, because members of the enterin g
class were supposed to have turned six by the first of September, and m y
birthday was the 26th of that month . However, my mother thought, perhaps
with some bias(!), that I was "smart" for my age and so belonged in that class ,
and she prevailed . As a consequence, I was always among the youngest of m y
classmates and not as mature physically as some of them .
Discipline The school was supported by the parish; there was no
tuition, at least for those who could afford none . Few children attende d
kindergarten in those days, and there was no such class at St . Mary's . With
one or two exceptions, the teachers of all eight grades were nuns, all dedicate d
to their lifestyle and to their teaching . They ran their classrooms with a level
of discipline that ranged from strict to very strict . There was no nonsense ,
unless it was organized by the teacher . Misbehavior was punished in variou s
ways including, for serious cases of which there were few, whacks with a ruler ,
or even spanking . There is nothing quite like a nun, smart, educated, dedicate d
to teaching, and equipped with a stout ruler to prevent sin from interferin g
with education . What resulted was proper behavior and a serious attitude
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toward study and learning . I feel that I received a strong background in th e
fundamentals at that school, one that served me well throughout my career .
While a university professor teaching graduate students who had alread y
passed through a prestigious college, I often had occasion to instruct them i n
something I had learned in that grade school . Some of them, on the other
hand, could have instructed me in a few less-constructive things that I had not
learned in that parochial school in which personal behavior was so well
regulated .
Skipping,, then de-skipping, a grade A day in grade school began wit h
attendance at mass followed by a brief lesson in bible history and behavior ,
followed in turn by the purely academic subjects . Because of my youth, m y
beginning weeks in the first grade were considered a test to see if I could kee p
up with slightly older classmates, but I had no trouble . That year went
smoothly. I truly liked school and especially the opportunity to learn abou t
things new to me . The small boy in me came out in the one subject that wa s
my worst, penmanship . I tended to be sloppy and smeary at both writing an d
erasing!
As my second year began, I must have impressed someone, because afte r
a few weeks, and with no initiative on my part, I was skipped past second grad e
and into the third grade, and so joined a group of still older classmates . There
was a transition period of course, but after awhile I could perform at that leve l
with no real difficulty, and the year went smoothly. The most substantive ste p
in third grade was learning the multiplication tables, and I took readily to tha t
task. At the end of the year there was no doubt that I was ready for the next ,
i.e. fourth grade, level of instruction . Fortunately, fate intervened, and I did
not make that advance at the scheduled time . That year a new pastor arrive d
at the church and in that position he also oversaw the school . He quickly
declared that students were not permitted to be in grades above that of thei r
normal age level, and I promptly found myself beginning the third grade ove r
again. That apparent demotion caused some distress to my mother and he r
friends, and they sought to have that decision reversed, but to no avail . I
spent another year, an easy one as I already knew the multiplication tables, i n
the third grade .
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The merits of de-skipping As it turned out, that decision by the pastor
to put me back with my own age group was a critically important factor in m y
career. Had I remained in a class with all of the other students a year or tw o
older than I was, I would not have done well in sports, and surely would no t
have been a part of the fabulous football team at Massillon's Washington Hig h
School. Yet, being on that team led to an athletic scholarship that was my ke y
to a college education at a first-class university, and hence to a career i n
science and academia . I'm forever grateful to that pastor who had the courage
to make a wise and farsighted decision about placement of students in hi s
school, and who did what he felt was right rather than popular . (And I never
forgot the multiplication tables that I was drilled in for two years, even though
modem electronic devices have eliminated some of the need for memorizatio n
of them!)
Avoiding that bow-tie
When I reached the fourth grade, boys in th e
class were given a choice between two options . They could sing in the choir, o r
serve as altar boys . For me that meant deciding between wearing a high colla r
with a large ribbon made into a bow-tie, or memorizing a lot of prayers i n
Latin. That bow-tie just didn't seem mannish, or even boyish, to me, so I
opted for the Latin . I was an altar boy throughout grade school, and eve n
occasionally while in high school . The worst part of that fob was assignment
to the early morning mass at 6 AM on weekdays during the winter . Even when
I was still very young, I had to walk alone from home to church in the dark ,
through snow and ice, and worst of all, past the large graveyard while it wa s
still nighttime and no one else was up and about . As an imagined form of
protection, I used to whistle a tune, hoping that if someone or something from
the graveyard attacked me, somebody in the neighborhood and dust awakenin g
would hear the interruption of the whistling and come to my rescue (or at leas t
frighten the something away!) . That was decidedly a young boy's dream an d
not a realistic plan. Some careful observations made later revealed that th e
apparent animation in the graveyard that frightened me was really street ligh t
or headlight illumination reflected by the polished surfaces of the man y
tombstones, and detected by a moving viewer, but I didn't know how to mak e
such an analysis at that early age .
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Boy Scouts,
With the exception of games on the playground during
recess and an occasional class picnic, there was little outdoor activity
associated with normal class work at that school . For the boys however ,
beginning at about age eleven, there was an opportunity, and som e
encouragement, to be part of the Boy Scout troop sponsored by the parish . I
joined the Scouting movement and quickly took to it . It was a chance to learn
about a range of new topics, from knot-tying to map-making, that were no t
covered in school, and to hike and camp in the outdoors . I worked hard at
scouting and gradually rose through the ranks . My progress was slowed briefl y
while I learned swimming and lifesaving, but I eventually became an Eagl e
Scout and served as a leader and then an assistant director at scout cam p
during the summer . It was a job in which I began to learn something abou t
leading a group of individuals .
Boy Scout football
On Sundays our troop would often hike severa l
miles to the scout camp located in the country outside of town, and then pla y
a pickup game of football in a meadow there . The troop leader, a middle-age d
adult, would play with us and sometimes used his superior size and strength t o
overwhelm the smaller scouts and so win the game for his team . I was one o f
those punished and outdone by his physical prowess for several years . But
then I grew larger and stronger, and also made the junior high football team
and began to learn how the game of block and tackle is played . The next time
the scout troop "got up a game", I tackled the scoutmaster near the edge of the
meadow and drove him out of bounds and backwards into a thorny bush ( I
didn't know about the thorns!) . There was no malice involved, but he arose
with his shirtless back covered with scratches and blood so that score wa s
evened. He never played against our group of older scouts again . He ran his
troop well though, and I learned and profited a lot from the scouting experienc e
that he gave us. The Scout's motto "Be prepared" has stuck with me
throughout life . And so has : Trustworthy, Loyal, Helpful, Friendly, Courteous ,
Kind, Obedient, Cheerful, Thrifty, Brave, Clean, and Reverent!
Scouts on the move
Our troop made one trip each year, usually to th e
Cleveland airport some 50 miles away where the National Air Races were held .
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Money was scarce . The scoutmaster drove a vehicle that carried innumerable
scouts and we . slept out in a park. We couldn't afford to sit in the grandstand .
so we'd just find a spot in the non-paying area and watch the planes from afar .
The trips were made on a shoestring, but were memorable nevertheless . One
year, after the summer camp season ended, the leaders made a camping trip b y
truck through Kentucky, Tennessee, Virginia, and then Washington, DC wher e
we slept in one of the parks. That was my first visit to Washington . I had no
inkling then, of course, of what my future visits to the nation's capitol woul d
be like!
Avoiding some trauma, through fate
At summer scout camp, for
several years I was a lifeguard at the pool and was in charge of water safety fo r
a couple of those years . The pool was simply an unlined excavation in th e
earth, and so the water was muddy and the bottom usually not visible .
Occasionally we had to pull a struggling young swimmer from the pool, bu t
there were no serious accidents while I was there . The year after I left however ,
a young man with a disability sank unseen to the bottom and drowned . It was
not the fault of the lifeguard, but he, of course, was scarred emotionally . Fate
alone kept me from being in that position at that time and spared me from th e
trauma that accompanied that sad accident .
Nicknames, and innovation
Most kids of my era had a nicknam e
bestowed upon them by other kids . Mine, used mostly in scouting activities ,
was "Liver" . It was obviously derived from my last name, and I was comfortabl e
with it . For awhile, in certain circles I was called by another nickname,"Batsy" ,
and I would like to tell the story of the origin and demise of that name as it
may have some bearing on my scientific career .
My cousin, Paul Miller, a year or two older than I, lived a few doors fro m
us, on Ertle Avenue, of course . We played together often . He loved tennis, an d
when I was about 11 or 12 years old, his father decided to build a tennis cour t
next to their house . A lot of preparatory work had to be done, and much of i t
consisted of removing boulders from the soil and levelling the land . The soil in
that part of Ohio was glacial till. Paul and I, as kids, worked through the da y
doing whatever we were capable of, and then Paul's father and a neighbo r
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would do the more difficult jobs after they returned home from work in the
evening. The boulders that we encountered were sometimes so large that we
had to move them with steel bars used as levers . I soon became fascinated by
the way levers worked, singly or in some compound fashion, so that we coul d
move even the very large boulders . After awhile, I began to make suggestions o n
new configurations of levers to be used on a particular boulder . When I began
to get outspoken on the subject in the evening when the men, who thought
they already knew all about levers, were working, my suggestions, particularly
the ones that were somewhat offbeat, began to annoy them . So, to keep me in
my place and to let it be known that they didn't think much of my ideas, the y
began to call me "Batsy", and after awhile the name stuck and was used by all
in the tennis court circle .
After the court was finished, a high U-shaped fence was built around it
to keep the balls from flying into the neighbor's yard . The two posts at the end
of the fence became a major problem . The fence tugged on them so that they
leaned badly and sometimes were uprooted . The men made several major
attempts to fix the problem but all were failures, Finally, one evening I
suggested in front of the whole tennis court crowd that a wire simply be pu t
from the top of one pole to the top of the other, so that they would mutually
support each other . Cries of "There goes Batsy again with another wild idea "
rang out, and I was the butt of some joking . However, that night Paul's fathe r
thought the matter over and decided my idea merited a try . The next day he
installed that wire and the problem was solved! After that incident, the "Batsy "
nickname was quietly dropped . I gained some confidence from that experience ,
and I like to think that it was a forerunner to what seemed to me to b e
innovative ideas in science that arose after I grew beyond boyhood and bega n
my career. I'm glad that my scientific colleagues never knew of the nickname ,
though . It might have caught on!
An information explosion
At an early age in school, a seemingly trivia l
incident in the local public library was a memorable one for me. It had a
lasting impact. I must have been in about the third or fourth grade, and m y
reading skill was reaching the point where I was ready to read an entire youth' s
book on, say, sports. Students at that level were encouraged by the teacher t o
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visit the public library for the first time, and to take a book home and read it .
I did so, at first uncertain that I could complete it and without wondering
where or how the librarian got the book she handed me . Somewhat to my
surprise and satisfaction, I was able to finish the entire book . I took it back
and promptly received another . Days later, when I returned the second book s o
obtained and read, the kindly librarian asked if I would like to help her retur n
it to its place . She took me into the stacks, showed me the gap where my book
belonged, and replaced it . Then she pointed out that the entire shelf was .full
of similar books that I could choose from . I was surprised that there were s o
many books . She left me alone there to look at and through them . As I did so ,
it suddenly dawned on me that, in as much as I had already finished two o f
them, with some additional effort I might finish all of the books on that shelf.
That was a moment of enlightenment about quantity and storage an d
communication of knowledge for a young boy who till then had mostly had a
single book or two selected for him by teachers, a book that lasted through th e
entire school year. Overwhelmed, I looked not only at that shelf but at tha t
entire stack, and then the surrounding stacks, realizing suddenly that I migh t
in my Metime read many, many books, and so learn many things not taught i n
school. No one else knew at the time of that sudden expansion of my world ,
but it was a maturing incident that I have never forgotten . Before long, and o n
my own, I hit upon the technique of "skimming" those unsubstantive sport s
books, and so read very many of them, sometimes finishing one in a day or
two . When I later began to read scientific literature for which almost ever y
word must be dwelled upon, I found I had to discipline my mind to shift gears
consciously from skimming speed to painstaking speed as appropriate .
That wonderful sycamore tree , During those middle and late grade
school years, my world expanded in another, mostly imaginary, fashion . The
lot next to our house was vacant and, in a remote part of it, there was a
sycamore tree of modest size . Eventually, I grew to where I could climb tha t
tree . High up on the tree I found a branch on which I could sit comfortably ,
hidden by the foliage from other humans . It was there that I went when I
wanted to be alone, and it was there that I turned my imagination loose an d
dreamed of my future . There was no limit to what I could dream about, and so
I had a sparkling series of adventures and successes in that sycamore perch .
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Sometimes I was a medical doctor who found a cure for a terrible disease lik e
the TB that plagued humanity then . Sometimes I was an explorer lik e
Columbus, or Magellan, or Byrd, who probed a part of the earth not penetrate d
before by humans . Often I was an athlete who, like Frank Merriwell, th e
legendary :comic strip figure of that era, performed superbly just when the gam e
seemed lost, and turned an imminent defeat into victory . Sometimes in that
seat on the branch, I grew instantaneously from a spindly, awkward kid into a
tall, handsome, well-built, well-coordinated athlete whom everyone admire d
and cheered on. And sometimes, of course, I met the beautiful girl who would .
become my wife and the mother of my children, and with whom I would liv e
happily forever after. My string of achievements and triumphs on that branc h
was nearly endless, interrupted only when my mother ( somehow she seemed t o
know when I was there) called me for dinner from the kitchen door .
Some dreams come true
And now, some six decades later, as I loo k
back on my life and contrast it with those dreams, I find, of course, that no t
all of them have come true . But, and somewhat to my surprise, some of them
have., more of them in fact than I would have guessed possible . I did .become
an athlete, a kind7 ofn explorer, a scientistr who discoveredt some things that,, I
hope, will benefit the human race, and I found that beautiful girl and sh e
produced two fine daughters . And somehow it seems that the very process of
dreaming was a catalyst, or a preliminary, for fulfilling those dreams : I would
like to draw special attention here to one dream that never materialized bu t
that I wish had. If I had it to do over, I would put special emphasis on th e
matter and try harder to make it a reality .
A missed opportunity As I made some early progress in reading, I soon
recognized that the books I selected were mostly about kids of my age, but the y
were always written by adults. Often what the kids in the book thought abou t
did not include many of the things that I thought about then, nor did thos e
kids think about them in the same manner that I did . The trouble, I thought ,
was that the adult writers had forgotten how kids think and what they thin k
about. Wouldn't it be great if some kid (and, of course, I had myself in mind)
kept a :record of all the things that occurred to him and what he thought abou t
them? I seriously considered taking that task on, but soon rejected the idea ,
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partly because of the work load, partly because it seemed a bit presumptuou s
for a young kid to think that way, and partly because I couldn't have afforde d
the paper to write it all on at that time .
That idea occurred to me independently, but of course others may wel l
have had similar thoughts . And others have taken on a similar but somewha t
lesser task by keeping a diary . But I had something more thorough than th e
average diary in mind, and I still think there is an opportunity there for som e
young persons to record their thoughts accurately and as they have them, and
so make others better informed of what goes on in an adolescent, and even pre adolescent, brain.
Dynamics of the class of 1937, My class, which numbered about 30 t o
35 and which remained largely intact through the eight years of grade school ,
graduated in the spring of 1937 . During those eight years, I was nearly alway s
ranked at or near the head of the class . My chief rival was a girl who was ver y
bright, very thorough, and highly organized . We both read a great deal outsid e
of school, although our choices of reading material surely differed . She was
inclined more toward the arts and social studies, as I saw it, and I to natur e
and adventure . And she certainly outdid me in neatness . Her writte n
materials were always carefully and beautifully done, whereas mine wer e
usually a scribbled mess complete with smears of erasure . Penmanship was -my
worst subject, and sometime after completing college I switched my writing
style from script to hand printing so that somebody else could read it . My
brain . seemed always to be impatient and to want to go faster than my fingers .
The rivalry was clouded by the fact that everyone could notice that she was
growing into an attractive young lady while I was just another less than kerupt
y who was "good at arithmetic" . Traditionally the best student in the
graduating class received a gold medal, and one was so awarded to me, but tha t
year .a.. special and comparable award was provided for her. . We went to different
schools following grade school and so the rivalry ended .
The social side As noted earlier, the training in academic
fundamentals in that school was, in my opinion, very strong, and so, becaus e
of the religious tie, was training in moral behavior . We were taught right fro m
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wrong, with no tolerance for laxity or indecision . There was limited training,
however, .in the social graces . The boys and the girls were kept pretty well
separated most of the time. By the end of grade school I knew little about ho w
to behave in a mixed society . Partly that was my fault . When the school gave
some instruction in ballroom dancing, several of the fellows, including me ,
would sneak out of the dance hall and watch the proceedings with derisio n
through a window. Ah, young manhood . We weren't going to let them get us
into a sissified activity like dancing! That youthful show of independence too k
its toll. I never did learn the art of ballroom dancing !
My grade school years also included my introduction to athletics, an
activity of considerable importance in my early life, and that subject is covere d
separately in another chapter .
9th grade and public school After completing the eighth grade, I
entered public school for the first time and spent the next year at Longfello w
Junior nior High School where, as noted elsewhere, I began to learn about science
and about math at the level of beginning algebra. It was a year of transitio n
for me as, after eight years in a single classroom with the same group o f
students, I had to find my way in a new social circle, and had to learn t o
switch teachers and classmates and classrooms on the hour . I had no real
difficulty with the school work, played on the football team, and otherwis e
weathered the change by doing, nothing, particularly good or particularly bad . I
shied away from the girls. My mother had in mind that her son would marry
someone who "was somebody", and so tried to match me up at ever y
opportunity with daughters of prominent citizens . I silently rebelled . I had
nothing against the girls but was hardly ready for a long term connection {I
was 140, and so took pains to steer clear of the ones who "seemed nice" to her .
High schoolandgrowing up,
The transition from junior high school (o f
which there were three in town) to high school (only one) was straightforwar d
for me, once I became a member of the high school football team . In that
football-crazed town, even those who, like me, barely made the squad of 35 ,
became a part of an elite known and held in high regard by fellow students a s
well as the townspeople . The players paid a price for that distinction, o f
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course, but did so willingly. Smoking, drinking or other misbehavior wa s
forbidden year round, as were dates with girls during the season . And the
penalty for transgression of those rules was the wrath of the coach, dismissal
from the team (the worst of all possible fates!), and disgrace for life in tha t
town. The rules were rarely broken .
With the 35 most rugged and aggressive young men of that school hel d
'tightly in line, and made into finer people in the process, there was littl e
misbehavior elsewhere in the school . And the rewards of that strict lifestyle
.sports) ,victoryegnadchivemnt,wrsoga(echptrn
that all students of that school profited immeasureably . There were lessons o f
honor, of dedication, of determination, and of success, lessons that are often
overlooked by modem educational institutions bent on protecting individua l
rights and democratic decision making.
The academic side
Academically things went smoothly for me in hig h
school . I took the college preparation route, all possible math and science, an d
did well, finishing 5th in a class of about 400 . That strong academic
performance, plus my modest potential as a college football player, became th e
key to my education at the university level, and that education was in turn th e
key to my successful career in science . My chief regret about my high schoo l
education is that I failed to take typing and so am not now fully pm .p ~ _. x , r
the information and computer age . I have to hunt and peck my way through it ,
and I recently bought the first "voice recognition" program seen in -my .circle .
The social side, Socially, my activities in high school were mostly at a
rather low level, partly because of very limited funds, partly because o f
inexperience, and partly because of shyness and adolescence . Furthermore I
had, and have always had, a nervous habit of blinking my eyes that made me
less than the handsome ideal for the girls who at that age were seeking mic e
Charming. And I was never the sparkling star or hero of the high schoo l
football team who attracted a prom queen or a giggling fan club . When dances ,
or proms, or other social events took place, I simply declined and .-put the
money that I did not spend into my savings for college . There was one social
event that I couldn't avoid however . At the end of the football season, th e
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Football Frolic was held . It was a grand affair, a dance in the most elegan t
style, once with music by one of the finest bands in the country led by Harr y
James. Football players were required to attend with a young lady . Failure to
do so meant dismissal from the team . Nothing more horrible could have .
happened to a young.-nan.
Tryingto find a date for the Frolic

At that age the task of finding a
date was an overwhelming one . It made the period preceding that event th e
most miserable of my high school days . It was always near the last minut e
when I found someone to accompany me, and always after weeks of anxiety .
During my sophomore year, as the night of the Frolic neared and I . had no date,
an old lend from my grade school class recognized my predicament, struck u p
a conversation, maneuvered it around until it appeared that I had invited her ,
and quickly accepted . She rescued me, and I was grateful . For the followin g
year's event, my mother sensed the problem and arranged for me to take th e
daughter of a friend of hers . She was a respectable date and the matter wa s
resolved, but what teenage boy wants his mother to select his dates for him ?
For the Frolic of my senior year, it seemed I finally had the situation in hand ,
I had a girlfriend who, I thought, would accompany me . Indeed she would
have, but before r invited her, a former high school student and college football
star asked her to accompany him . She refused, but then didn't feel free to
accept my invitation when I finally got around to making it . I was distraught.
Nevertheless, I still had to attend in order to avoid offending the coach whos e
recommendation was an important factor in obtaining an athletic scholarship .
Once again I was rescued from a trying situation, this time when a fello w
football player found himself with two girlfriends that wanted to accompan y
him to the dance, but, of course, he could only take one . I took the second on e
for him and so solved his problem and mine . She, of course, was much more
interested in him that evening than in me . Those trials and troubles
connected with the high school Football Frolic essentially marked the end o f
terpsichorean activities for me . I rarely stepped on a dance floor again until
the weddings of my daughters some decades later .
It didn't go smoothly at Columbia either
To some extent, the basic
problem with my social life in high school came about because. at 16 years old ,
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the girls all seemed to be young women, while I, at the same age, was still a n
adolescent kid . That was not the only problem, however, as was illustrate d
graphically when I began college in the fall of 1941 . . Before the school yea r
officially began, a social was held at Columbia for the purpose of introducing
incoming freshman of Columbia College to the incoming frosh students at
Barnard, the women's college . I didn't want to go, but I was dragged along to i t
by fellow football players . I spent the early part of the social trying to escape ,
but then I met a tall and very attractive girl . We talked for a long time and hi t
it off very well . I left slightly enchanted with the dream that I might be one o f
those fellows who went through college with a steady, and beautiful, girlfrien d
who accompanied him regularly (and cheered for him at the football games) .
However, as I returned to my room and undressed for bed, I threw the money i n
my pocket on the bedspread. I had thirty-five cents . I looked at those coin s
and thought "Well, I can ask her out and if she only wants a coke, I'll be OK .
But, if she orders a hamburger, I'll be embarrassed ." My prospects for having
more money than that at any time in the near future were bleak, so I faced th e
facts, never called her, and never saw her again . Just getting through college ,
financially as well as academically, was my highest priority then, and I had t o
sacrifice many other things to reach that goal. That incident set the tone for
my social life in college . Girlfriends were rarely a part of my world that wa s
then almost entirely study, work for pay, and athletics .
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Limerick Interlude Following Chapter 8
BIO AND MATH

He often wonders just ho w
Evolution evolved the cow.
He says," It is scary,
That that lumbering dairy ,
Survived as the fittest, somehow! "
A worrisome bovine travelogue :
Bossie lost in a hen house in fog.
"At least," said the farmer ,
"It seemed not to harm her .
Though the milk she gives now i s
eggnog! "

Said the mouse,"Pa got caught in a
trap.
He tried for cheese and got a bum rap ,
The strength of that spring . ,
Was most depressing.
The whole affair was a bit of a flap! "
Said a graceful and large red-taile d
hawk,
As he caught a rabbit just out for a
walk,
"I know it looks gory,
But I'm a bird predatory .
I can't soar around and just talk! "
How evolved the beak of the puffin ?
Did it grow slowly from uncontrolle d
stuffin'
Or was it specifically tailored ,
On garbage scows, British sailored ,
To accomodate an entire English
muffin ?
After he called them"old squishy
worms"
Said their leader,"We must come to
terms.
Please tell that fella th e
Name of our phylum's Annelida .
We're world leaders at wiggles and
squirms"!

Spring snows accumulated until,
"Too bad",said the young daffodil,
"I'm designed for flower s
Amid April showers,
Beneath snow, I just make a small
hill! "
He feared that he'd never know why
They named such a strange numbe r
0,,
But mathematical seasoning,
Revealed circular reasoning,
Placating that round number guy!
Heaven help the mathematical skier ,
In the complex plane, he has no fear ,
But he skis to reinvent,
The method of steepest descent ,
And integrates chaos and poles an d
pure shear!
His campaign speech was too near th e
equator ,
For he was consumed by a giant
alligator .
That gator's rejection,
Of his bid for reelection ,
Made it a least common de nominator!
Farmers' bookkeeping has taken a flip ,
Now no vegetable gives them the slip .
They can track every tuber,
With a new kind of computer ,
Based on a silicon potato chip!
THE FIRST DIGITAL LIMERIC K
110010
0111100
001 1
101 1
110101 0
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THE OTHER PART
Chapter NINE
SPORTS AND ATHLETICS ,
Sports and science---Football in Massillon---Sports for kids---Grade school
teams---Beginning football---Making the team---The incredible Massillon Tigers-- Massillon's winning spirit---The leader---Football starts with an IQ test---Making th e
Tiger team---The sensational 1940 team---Paul Brown, and how he did it---Beyon d
football---Brown, the mentor---Football, a ticket to college---Selecting the right college--A decision, Columbia---Freshman football---Varsity football---Football and
academics---A side line, basketball---Basketball in the military---Shipping out---Th e
Battalion team, a winner---Underestimating an opponent---Football on the court-- Post-war varsity football, playing the best---Football, the confidence builder---Leaving
the gridiron---Basketball and academics conflict---The end of formal athletics for me-- Limericks

Sports and science Viewed casually, the world of sports and the world
of science, particularly earth science, seem at best distantly related . It is no t
immediately obvious how recovering a fumble, or scoring a basket, or hitting a
single may lead to a better understanding of earthquakes in a distant land .
For me however, participation in sports was critical to the development of m y
scientific career, bringing me the opportunity to attend a fine university an d
preparing me with the attitudes, the self-confidence, and the physical prowess
that would prove to be assets in various scientific endeavors that I was to b e
part of. In the following, I describe my athletic career, drawing attentio n
especially to those aspects of it that bore, directly or indirectly, on subsequen t
efforts in science . A few similar points also appear in other parts of this book .
Football in Massillon It was, and still is, next to impossible to gro w
up in my hometown of Massillon, Ohio and be unaware of athletics ,
particularly football . In my youth, Massillon was primarily a steel town ,
populated, in the American style, by old-timers, rurals moved to town, blacks
and whites, immigrants of various vintages and various backgrounds, and th e
first generation or so of offspring of those immigrants . The people were tough ,
hard-working, indomitable, and struggling for a better status in life .
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For recreation, they liked watching a rugged and sometimes brutal spor t
like football, and they loved seeing their youth succeed in competition wit h
those from other towns . Massillon was the home of one of the first
professional football teams, and tales of that team, and the scholasticallybased teams that followed, filled the air incessantly as old-timers sat on th e
porch on a summer evening and discussed their favorite topic, football.
Massillon is, without question, a "football town ."
Sports for kids, I received an early indoctrination in sports simply b y
walking to school with my long time friend, Jim Delong . Jim, a respectable bu t
never a great athlete himself, had the ability to pack his head full o f
information on sports, even when we were still in the middle grade school
years . He knew batting averages, yards gained, honorable mention All Americans, and the like, in quantity and depth that surpassed what anyone
else that I ever knew could claim . Our conversations as we walked to school
were hence mostly about sports . After school we would often play catch with a
baseball or a football, or try to make baskets using a hoop clumsily fastened b y
us to a nearby building . Sports was not just a topic. It was a part of our lives .
Even though we were too young to join in any organized competition wit h
others, we hoped and dreamed that we would do well when we reached tha t
level of athletic endeavor . It was not long in coming .
Grade school teams
Other boys in our grade school class were als o
interested in sports, of course . One was Francis (Joe) Scharon, who always
had the appropriate clothes and equipment, and who always knew more tha n
the rest of us about what went on in the local sports leagues . One day he
announced to our fourth grade class that the St . Mary's team had a basketbal l
game scheduled with another parochial school . I was surprised because I
didn't know that our school had a team . In fact, we didn't . Francis jus t
assembled some guys and we went to play the game at the other school acros s
town. It was my first experience with a real gym, a referee, substitutions, etc .
We were all so small that we could hardly get the ball to the basket . Scoring
was very infrequent because mostly we missed the "shots ." However, as luck
would have it, my first shot went up, bounced around awhile, and then fell in .
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My confidence grew. Later in the game I made another basket and also a fou l
shot or two. That made me one of the high scorers. I left that gym thinkin g
"How about that? I'm a basketball player!" My enthusiasm bounded and I
began to practice assiduously. Years, many years, later I became, indeed, a
pretty good basketball player . It was my kind of sport.
At about sixth grade time, Francis ran a baseball team that played in a
regular league, and that gave me a chance to test myself as a baseball player . I
failed. I had a very good batting average but was a somewhat inept fielde r
without the natural "strong arm" that some of the other players had . On on e
occasion I was tried as a pitcher, and we won, but the score was 22 to 21 ,
hardly a pitcher's battle! The end of that season was the end of my career i n
baseball . I was not cut out for that game .
Beginning football
In the seventh and eighth grades, our crowd "got
up" a game of sandlot football in a vacant lot on most Saturdays in the fall .
We had no uniforms or equipment, and the size and ability of the player s
varied greatly, but we got a taste of that contact sport by operating i n
unorganized fashion .
Making the team Then in the spring of my eighth grade year, Francis
passed the news that Longfellow Junior High School was holding tryouts fo r
that fall's team . I knew that, at 125 pounds, I was fairly big but not as stron g
and rugged as some classmates, and that I might, or might not, make the
team. However, I also knew that making the junior high team was the firs t
step to being on the high school team, and that was my goal . For years, adult
friends who found out that I was good at schoolwork and who knew that m y
folks couldn't afford to put me through college, encouraged me to play football
as a way to support attendance at college . Thus from the very first day o f
practice, my prime goal in playing football was a college education . And that
goal was attained .
There was one critical early moment . After the first few days of spring
football practice, I was discouraged and considered quitting, but my father
talked me out of that, again using college as the reward, and I stuck it out an d
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made the junior high squad . As the fall season began for that junior high
eleven, I was on the second team, but after a few games I became the center o n
the first team, and had my best performance of the year in the season finale
against our principal rivals from across town . That performance got me a
tryout for the high school team, the famed Massillon Tigers . Right place, right
time struck again.
The incredible Massillon Tigers
It was a time, to my good fortune an d
the good fortune of many, of one of the great eras of Massillon football, and, i n
fact, high school football anywhere . As it turned out, the team when my clas s
was in its senior year provided the climax of that era . It is still hard for me to
believe, having observed many high school football games since then, that on e
school could have managed to stand out and do so well as Massillo n
Washington High School did in football during that era. During the seasons
when my class was in school (1938-40), we played the best teams in that regio n
of the country and won every game, usually by a big margin, We were always
state champions, and also the mythical national champions although thei r
was no formal designation of that title at that time . One year, during spring
training, we were scheduled to play practice games against the varsities of thre e
Ohio colleges, one of which would win the Ohio Conference championship th e
following fall. We played that team first, and the Massillon Tigers won by a
score of46-0! The other two schools promptly cancelled their games with us .
We had a magnificent band that put on a spectacular show before and at th e
half-time of the game . In a town of 30,000, the Friday night games drew nearly
20,000, many of whom traveled long distances to see the team play . We
outdrew all other teams in the state, high school or college, with the exceptio n
of Ohio State. We were a "phenomenon . "
Massillon's winning spirit
Most of all, and best of all, a very special
"winning spirit" pervaded that school and that town as a consequence of th e
success in football . It went well beyond athletics . Speech students ,
musicians, debaters, actors and actresses, etc . all sensed that they could exce l
with hard work and dedication, and did so . Massillon, and especially
Washington High School, was in the business of producing winners .
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The leader
The key to the success of the football team, and th e
magnificent era that the success of that team brought, was Paul Brown, th e
head coach . Brown was a young man in his early thirties at the time . He was
extremely intelligent and a born leader . In my estimation, he could hav e
excelled in any of the intellectual circles of universities or government o r
business that I have witnessed during my career in academia . He would move
on from Massillon to become one of the giants of professional football and, i n
fact, has sometimes been called the "inventor of modern football. "
Brown ran Massillon football with his customary brilliance and
determination, and with an iron hand. He was, in a sense, a kind of
benevolent dictator . Things had to be done "his way," but "his way" was always
based on decisions that were right and, somehow, the best ones possible .
Furthermore, his policies were designed to benefit optimally not only hi s
organization but also the community and everyone in it . He did not prey o n
others but rather built his success and his team's success within the normal
bounds of decency and mutual respect. He played the game of football and the
game of life honorably and strictly within the rules, but he strove relentlessl y
and with all his might to win that game, and through his success and example ,
was an inspiration to those around him, young and old . He'd say, "We'll play
strictly within the rules . We'll just do everything better than our opponent s
do ." And we did !
Football starts with an Ifs test
When I "went out" for the high schoo l
football team, Brown's unconventional style was immediately evident. On the
first day, instead of strapping on pads and scrimmaging, or being measured fo r
physical prowess, the candidates for that team were directed into a classroo m
and given a lengthy IQ test . Poor performers on that test were dropped from th e
squad . Brown demanded that his players learn, not just play, the game . He
insisted that they work hard and do well as students as well as athletes, an d
he strongly encouraged, one might say insisted upon, entrance into college for
his players following completion of their high school studies .
In those days the squad numbered thirty-five players. All went "both
ways" i.e . played offense and defense . That number meant that only about a
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dozen new players could be added each year. After some early practice s
complete with scrimmaging that permitted some evaluation of one' s
competitors, I was fairly certain that, if I made the team at all, I would b e
about number 33 or 34 or 35 on the list . At that age I didn't have the strength ,
or the coordination, or the crushing competitiveness of some of my fello w
players, nor was I as old and physically mature as some of my classmates . I
was clearly not in line to be a team leader and was at best marginal as a playe r
during that first year.
Making the Tiger team,
Then came the crucial day when the list of
those who "made" the team was posted . I looked anxiously through the last
few names on the bottom of the list and failed to find my name, I was about t o
leave in disappointment when a friend pounded me on the back and yelle d
"Congratulations, Oliver, you made it!" Of all things, my name was number
one on the list! For a moment I thought Brown had become irrational as I
was surely not the number one man on that team . Finally, it turned out that I
had tied with two seniors for high score on the IQ test, and adjustments for my
age made me first on that list . Brown had used that list to promote again his
emphasis on academic performance by his players . He was never constrained
by confidentiality.
So I made the squad and managed to stay on it for three years, but I
warmed the bench and didn't get to play much until I was a senior . Even then
I was not on the first eleven, though I was usually the first, or one of the first ,
substitutes. I was an adequate but certainly not an outstanding player, an d
what happened to that team was hardly critically dependent on what I did.
What happened was the following .
The sensational 1940 team
That 1940 Massillon Tiger team won al l
ten games and scored a total of about 450 points in doing so . The ten
opponents scored a total of 6 points . Those six points came in the last game o f
the season against our biggest rival, Canton McKinley . McKinley scored first
but Massillon went on to win handily. Some were sorry to see that six poin t
blemish on our record, but others said that the early lead by the opponent s
just gave us a chance, our only chance during the entire year, to show that w e
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could come from behind! . ,Our team was widely acclaimed in local, regional ,
and national publications .: We were called the mythical national champion s
(there was no official champion at that time) . A very popular national
magazine, Life, did a photographic story on us .
Paul Brown, and how he did it
There were some fine athletes on tha t
team but the critical ingredient was the coach, Paul Brown . He always mad e
the right move at the right time . He knew the principles of football and it s
complexities, and he was a master on the psychological side of coaching, a s
illustrated by the following story.
By the middle of the 1939 season, our team was undefeated an d
scheduled to play another Ohio team that was blessed with a truly grea t
athlete . I'll call him Superman here . He was big, strong, fast, athletic, an d
smart, and widely considered the best athlete in Ohio . He was at the level of a
modern professional footballer, but still playing in high school . He was a
major hurdle that lay ahead of us .
Brown knew just what to do . During the week before the game, he
covered the walls of the locker room with newspaper clippings that describe d
Superman with a sort of awe that gave him an air of invincibility . As game
time neared, Brown had all of our players fearing that our winning strea k
would soon end because of this one incredible athlete . We anxiously awaited
advice from the coach At the team meeting on the day before the game, we set
about, as usual, to decide on our first play from scrimmage. Brown asked fo r
suggestions, Some thought we should throw a long pass over Superman' s
head. "No," the others said, "he'll run back and intercept it . Let's run a sweep
around the opposite end from Superman ." "No, he'll catch us from behind" was
the rejoinder . Others thought a reverse Wright fool him . Finally, Brown said "I
have another idea. Let's not fool around. Let's just run our power off-tackle
play right over this so-called Superman ." We gasped, but were buoyed by his
confidence in his team. That became the plan, especially when the two players
assigned to block Superman said, with some bravado, that they thought they
could do it.
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The game began and we got the ball for the first play from scrimmage .
Every eye in the stadium was on Superman . Our fans, their fans, our players ,
~-n~o
♦t rae
r how ~ Superman would cnr~~r~1~
and their
lei players wanted
seen
e if or
ushfl the the 11/~nncr ;Y~ nn
juggcrnaut . The two Massillon Mockers exploded from their stances, hit hi m
hard, carried him 15 yards back from the line, dropped him on his back, and
i+ gained about .20 ~~wd
bulled llllll . Th l" ball ca+r:ier
y wi d w . Everyone w.~~~
scWr thei►
instantaneous demise of Superman and the game was over then and there . We
won handily . Brown had done again what he seemed always able . to do.
we

l

l!f wUrse, DIUWf Was 11Ut tloUihardy nor did he rely completely on menta l
tricks. One of the players who blocked Superman on that play was named th e
outstanding player in Ohio the following year, and the other later became an
all-time defensive halfbac k for the Cleveland Browns!
i foresight and wisdomd solely 4oelto
Beyond football
Brown did not imit his
V
athletic matters . When the school board purchased some land to be used fo r
construction of a new football stadium (completed in 1939 and ultimately
named after Brown) Brown insisted that a very large additional tract of th e
land in that suburban location, far more than needed for parking at the
stadium, be included . He was criticized heavily for wasting the town's money.
Now, however, a beautiful new high school building sits on that land, replacing
the antiquated one located in the downtown area . Brown's foresight and
intuition paid off again, many years later .
Tales of Brown's success at Massillon, and later at Ohio State and in th e
National Football League in Cleveland (the Browns are named after him) and
Cincinnati (the Bengals, another tiger!), are almost endless . I cite the above to
demonstrate the kind of exceptional person he was, and to draw attention to
the point that follows .
Brown, the mentor
Almost anyone who has some success in life ha s
been especially influenced along the way, often in youth, by one or a few highly
successful people who serve as mentors, or role models, or examples, and s o
spur the individual to higher achievement than he or she might otherwise hav e
attained . Paul Brown was that kind of person for me and for many others . His
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winning spirit, his integrity, his wisdom and common sense, and hi s
determination, all rubbed off to some degree on me and influenced my career .
It may seem hard to believe that that football team in Ohio somehow affected
the course of earth science decades later, but I am convinced that to some
degree it did. That critical intangible, the "winning spirit ", is applicable in
many walks of life . An unusual number of former players or coaching
associates of Brown went on to distinguished careers in coaching . There was
something contagious about that spirit that Paul Brown radiated .
Football, a ticket to college
After the season ended, Brown kept clos e
tabs on the players who were graduating seniors to insure that they would tak e
advantage of the best college opportunity that became available to them . The
Massillon Tiger team was so well known in athletic circles that many college s
attempted to recruit its players . The best and most-talented players got the
attention of major football powers like Ohio State . Players of lesser physical
ability but with Massillon football savvy were contacted by smaller schools .
Even though I was not a starter on the team, because of my very good academic
record and Brown's strong support ( he said that I would have been a starter o n
any other high school team in the country), I was contacted or recruited by ,
among others, top Ivy League schools like Cornell, Harvard, and Columbia an d
the best engineering college in Ohio, Case (then not yet merged with Wester n
Reserve) .
Selecting the right college,
Paul Brown's choice for me, as relayed t o
me through my father, would have been Harvard because of its prestige an d
because he would have liked to point to a former player in that top-ranke d
school. I couldn't see myself converting into anything like the stereotype d
image of a Harvard student that I held in my mind, and so was never keen o n
that school . Because of its strong program in chemical engineering and the
idyllic surroundings pictured in the brochure mailed to me, I initially preferred
Cornell, but after a visit there I changed my mind . I was put up in a fraternity
house with several convertibles parked outside and other signs of wealth tha t
left me thinking I didn't belong there . (I didn't realise at the time that there
were many other students at Cornell struggling financially and stayin g
elsewhere on campus) . Furthermore, Cornell had done very well in football in
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the preceding years, and I was afraid I wouldn't make the team . Another
negative factor was that Cornell planned to arrange for a wealthy alumnus t o
pay my way through the four years there . Such support would be illegal today
but it was perfectly legal then . However, after thinking it over, I decided that I
didn't want to be indebted psychologically to that individual throughout m y
life, and so looked elsewhere . Case looked attractive, but the scholarship wa s
small and the coach said he would arrange for me to sleep in a small room tha t
was part of the gymnasium . That arrangement hardly seemed conducive to
study when the gym was in use .
A decision-Columbia Finally, after much agony over the decision, I
settled on Columbia. Columbia offered me a scholarship and two jobs, eac h
two hours per day, to pay for room and board. Furthermore, there were two
other former Massillon players already there, studying engineering, playin g
football, and earning their way through college successfully . High school
teachers who had studied there gave Columbia a strong endorsement . The
location in New York City was both an attraction and a drawback . My choice
of Columbia for study ultimately turned out to be a wise one . It was anothe r
case of right place, right time . I was there when earth science experienced it s
great revolution in the 1960s that led to plate tectonics and was able to play
an important part in that revolution because of the activities at Columbia' s
Lamont Observatory . The other schools on my list, Harvard, Cornell, and
Case, were not appropriately oriented for that revolution. Columbia was by far
the better place to be at that special time in earth science history, although o f
course neither I nor anyone else had any way to know that when I wa s
selecting a college .
Freshman football During my first year at Columbia, I made th e
freshman football team with no trouble and started most or all of the games a t
left tackle. There were many good athletes on the squad but the quality o f
team play was not up to what I had experienced in high school . As described
earlier, I worked hard and struggled academically for a time . At the annual
football dinner after the season ended, the coach complimented the freshme n
squad because only one player had been in danger of academic probation that
year. He didn't mention my name, but I was, of course, that player. Columbia
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football players, in general, were also good students .
Varsity football
During my sophomore year, with WWII the n
underway, I made the varsity, started a number of games, and played a grea t
deal. It was an unsettled year as players sometimes left to ,loin the service
during the season . We played one team from a military base in addition to th e
usual colleges. We only won a few games, but when we beat Cornell in the las t
few seconds, my earlier fears about not being able to make the Cornell tea m
had I gone there were allayed . One of our players, Paul Governali, was an All American halfback and passer . We were the most prominent college footbal
l
team of the New York City area at that time .
Football and academics
At the football dinner following that season ,
the coach, Lou Little, awarded me the Class of 1913 cup that was given to th e
football player with the best grades during that season . So, at both football
dinners I stood out, once at the bottom of the team academically, and once a t
the top.
A sideline-basketball
In high school, at an early tryout, I had failed t o
make the basketball team. At Columbia, I tried again and made the freshma n
basketball team, but I did not play on the varsity during my sophomore year . It
was very difficult to play two sports and also take a heavy load of pre engineering courses .
Basketball in the military
After completing my sophomore year, I
entered the service and quickly, and with little initiative on my part, foun d
myself back in athletics again . After boot camp in Virginia, my outfit was sen t
to a Navy base in Rhode Island . There I was quickly assigned to the basketball
team of the base camp. It was college athletics all over again . We played a full
schedule against other service teams and at various colleges including Yale ,
Harvard, Dartmouth, and, yes, Columbia . Our team had some fine players
with college basketball experience . I didn't play much at first, but graduall y
moved into more playing time as I improved and some of the stars wer e
assigned to other duties overseas .
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Shipping out Eventually I was asked if I wanted to be transferred to
the staff of the base camp so that I could stay there and play for the athleti c
teams year round . That didn't seem a proper way to spend a war in which
other young men were fighting and dying, so I declined and remained with my
outfit that was only at that base temporarily for training . Shortly thereafter
my outfit was shipped to Hawaii for about a year and then the Philippines fo r
most of another year during which the war ended .
The battalion team- a winner
our battalion, the 129th Seabees, had a
basketball team that, when the opportunity arose, played against other servic e
units to provide some entertainment for servicemen . Our team didn't look very
impressive at first glance . We had no supertall players and none with such bi g
reputations as some of our opponents had . However, we had a bunch of
winners who wouldn't give up, and we were quite successful when playin g
teams from comparable military outfits . We won thirty-some games in a row at
one point. I was the captain and was named the "Most Valuable Player" in the
Central Pacific Seabee Basketball League during one season in Hawaii .
Underestimating an opponent,
On a certain occasion one night in th e
Philippines I learned an important lesson . We played a team whose players
were unknown to us . My opponent was not impressive physically, and, as we
lined up, I sized him up and anticipated that I would have a big night . Instead,
he played with incredible skill and ability, and clearly outplayed me . After the
war ended, his name, which I had only learned after the game was over ,
cropped up again . He became an All-American basketball player, was voted th e
outstanding athlete to play basketball in Madison Square Garden that year ,
and was Rookie of the Year when he turned professional! The lesson tha t
episode brought home to me the hard way was to be wary of underestimatin g
the ability of someone based solely on first appearances .
Football on the court
On another occasion in the Philippines I played
against a very rugged and aggressive man who tried to bully his way around the
court. However, I was the better player this time, and as the game went on I
outscored and outrebounded him badly . His frustration rose and eventually
made him lose control . As I drove for the basket and leaped high in the air, h e
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eschewed blocking the shot as a basketball player should, and instead thre w
himself into my legs in a football-style block. I tumbled, of course, and landed
with a loud crash on the concrete floor . At first I was dazed and thought I ha d
broken my arm, but, surrounded by players and the coach, I gradually
recovered, and, after some time, I found that I was not badly injured . Then my
thoughts turned to my opponent . There he was, completely unconscious an d
stretched out on the floor . Then I recalled what had happened . In mid-air, as I
recognized what he was trying to do, i .e. destroy or at least injure me, I
responded instinctively as a football player does, that is I brought my knee up
sharply to defend myself and to make it uncomfortable for the aggressor to
carry out his deed . My opponent was carried from the floor unconscious that
night and I never saw him conscious again . I assume he recovered but I neve r
felt overly sorry for him.
Post-war varsity football, playing the best , I returned to Columbia after
the war and played on the football team during the season of 1946 . It was a
year of tough, hard, football because colleges everywhere were bristling wit h
veterans who were older and more mature than typical college students, and
many of them had played football in the service, sometimes with experienced
professionals, for several years during the war . I made the Columbia team an d
was often a starter even though I missed practices often because of a
conflicting academic schedule . My science courses often included lab s
scheduled at the same time as football practice . It was my best year of
football . Our team won six and lost three, sometimes playing against wha t
were then some of the best teams in the country (and losing to them bu t
beating some others) . In two games, one against Navy and one against Yale ,
when we were behind in the fourth quarter I was able to block a punt that se t
up the winning score for us . Those two experiences fulfilled some of th e
dreams of athletic triumphs that I had had in the sycamore tree . Against the
great Army team led by Davis and Blanchard, we lost, but I was able to make a
number of tackles on each of those great athletes . Among others, I once hi t
Blanchard head-on on a buck into the line, tackled Davis in the open field o n
a punt return, and caught Davis from behind (he had slowed up for his
blockers . I couldn't have come close to him in a foot race) . Those things didn't
help us to avert defeat, but at least I got some satisfaction from, on occasion ,
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holding my own against some of the best in college football .
Football, the confidence builder
That football season was a selfconfidence builder for me . In previous years of football, I had played some i n
high school, and even more in college, but I had never felt that I was a n
element of the inner core of the team (readers who have been athletes wil l
recognize my meaning here). In 1946, stronger, more mature, faster, and bette r
coordinated than I had been in the war and pre-war years, I felt that I was a
respectable though not outstanding college player, and carried that feeling wit h
me through post-athletic life . I was never an outwardly aggressive, or a
bullying, kind of individual, or a bar-room brawler, but after that year of good
football, I was fully confident that I could stand up to most any aggressor i f
need be.
Leaving the gridiron
I was not ready for, or capable of playing ,
professional football, however . At 6' 1-3 /4»and 200 pounds, I lacked the weigh t
and strength to play tackle for a professional team. That was made perfectly
clear to me and everybody else when the Columbia team "scrimmaged" the Ne w
York Giants one afternoon . It was obvious to me that I was not in their class
physically. Also, following my punt-blocking exploits, a professional coac h
gave me a brief test workout one day, and it was clear to both him and me tha t
I was not a candidate for his team. My football career ended with that 1946
season, as, even though I had another year of eligibility, I chose to graduate a
year early. Football had been a lot of hard work for me, a lot of fun, and a n
important factor in my development. I'm glad and thankful that I playe d
football to the extent that I did .
Basketball and academics conflict
After the football season ended, I
went out for the basketball team . Columbia had a fine team that year an d
played in the major season-ending tournament, losing eventually to th e
national champions . With my reasonable athletic ability, and my wartim e
basketball experience, I made the Columbia varsity team easily, but had t o
drop out by Christmas time in order to get my grades in physics up to a leve l
satisfactory for entering graduate school the following year . It was of some
satisfaction to me that, as I left, the coach told me that, had I stayed, I would
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have made the first five . In the post WWII years, I used to watch the Knicks ,
New York's professional team, play in those days and felt inwardly that, give n
the chance, I could have played with them also, but that was a biased view an d
furthermore the quality of professional basketball in those days was not nearl y
so high as it is today . I have no illusions that I could have played on a mode m
NBA team .
The end of formal athletics for me ; From that time on, my forma l
athletic career deteriorated into a scattering of intramural teams, backyar d
arenas, and pickup games, particularly at Lamont . With my training an d
experience, I was often able to excel in such games, but they were a world apart
from the organized sports I had known . I hope that this chapter demonstrate s
that I feel that I benefitted greatly from participation in athletics, and that I
did so in a way that enhanced my career in science as well as other aspects of
my life.
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Limerick Interlude Following Chapter 9
SPORT S

Football players have grown out of
His skills were more than gymnastic .
sight,
His speed just short of fantastic .
With power and poundage and might ,
When the passer dropped back ,
Quite soon, I am sure ,
And he went in for a sack ,
The game they'll obscure,
He said,"Do you want him in paper or
Through gravitational bending of light! plastic?"
Linebackers say it's not an obsession,
It's merely a form of expression .
When they lay a stunner ,
On some fancy Dan runner ,
They're just trying to make a n
impression!

The basketball crowd let out a howl ,
When on the hoop there landed a n
owl.
It turned out that predator
Belonged to a competitor,
Who was called for a personal fowl !

In spite of X's and 0's the coach drew,
The passer was sacked as he threw .
Said coach,"You must take more care ,
As you somersault through the air ,
So that you still get a good follow through." !

The golf pro to the duffer said, Gee ,
You're doing much better, I see .
That time the ball was among ,
What you hit when you swung ,
And it carried as far as the tee!"

The offensive tackle so tall ,
His physique much like a brick wall ,
When asked how he came ,
To play in every ball game,
Said, "You mean it's played with a
ball?»!
The fullback studied creative writing
So he could compose something very
exciting,
He designed a tatto o
For his sweet pattoo,
But she found his long words too
backbiting!
Ski trails have plenty of branches ,
Hence there's no need to take risky
chances .
By playing it cute ,
And carefully choosing the route ,
You avoid two out of thre e
avalanches!

He said, Those are the two most
heavenly eyes ,
An invitation to pure paradise."
She nearly succumbed to this gent ,
Till she found out what he meant .
It was the two vowels in "skiing" h e
prized!
----The most unconventional fellow in
town ,
His invention spins things around ,
A tumbling skillet ,
Which, although it won't spill it,
Cooks an egg with sunnyside down!
There was a fat lady from Maine ,
Who would buy three seats on a
plane.
She'd sit in the middle,
Overflow each way a little ,
And eat lunch once, and again, an d
again!
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THE OTHER PART
Chapter TEN
MILITARY SERVICE IN WWII,
A version for my high school class---The ways of the military---Bulldozing an d
surveying---One step from rodman to this?---Experienced at seasickness ---Basketball
in Rizal---The view from the plane---The Philippine fault---No earthquakes on Samar- -Thanks to the GI Bill---Going home, the long way---North Platte, a special place---Out,
and back to school---Limericks

My high school class, the Class of `41, was the last to graduate before
the start of World War II . The impact of that war on the class was profound .
Most of the young men and some of the young women spent years in th e
military, often in remote foreign locations that they might otherwise never have
seen. Those who remained civilians had their lives modified in various ways .
All were a part of what has become known as the World War II generation .
A version for my high school class,
For the 50th reunion o f
Washington High School Class of `41, one of our classmates asked severa l
members of the class to write articles on the topics of (a) where that individual
was when he or she first heard the news of the attack on Pearl Harbor and (b )
how the war then affected them . He was a writer and editor and I think h e
intended to write an article for publication based on the material he received ,
but he passed away before he could do so .
For this chapter therefore, I begin with a reproduction of my contributio n
to that effort because it describes some of my experiences of WWII and some o f
my reactions to it . Readers should bear in mind that it was written for that
special audience of high school classmates and may find parts of it especially
interesting in that light. Later in this chapter I add some comments on aspect s
of my service in WWII that bear some special relevance to my scientific career
that is the focus of this autobiography .
(The Article for High School Classmates )
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Some Tho

s

is on the Effects of World War II on the Class of `41 of
Washington High School,
Ohio

Dillon,

During the fall of 1941, and dust a few months after graduating fro m
Washington High School, I became a freshman at Columbia University . The
transition was not a smooth one . For a small-town boy, life on that New York
City campus was tough-going at first . I had to contend with challengin g
college courses, two jobs, and seemingly endless football practice . And then
there was the difficult task of fitting into a completely new social circle
At one point, I tried to solve the social problem by pledging a fraternity .
That was a misstep. I could neither afford the costs nor endure the pretense o f
fraternity life . I rectified the error by resigning a few months later.
For a time, however, I participated in the usual fraternal activities ,
including the traditional "hell week" initiation . During that week, pledges wer e
forced into various kinds of inane and supposedly humorous behavior .' For the
climax of hell week, on Saturday evening pledges were divided into smal l
groups, blindfolded, and driven by car from the Manhattan campus to variou s
remote locations . My group was taken to a rural area of Connecticut . We were
abandoned on a farmer's field at about 2 am with no information on ou r
whereabouts, no money, no transportation, no food, and only light clothing,
and we had to somehow make our way back to the campus We did it by
hitchhiking rides with a series of drivers headed more or less in the right
direction.
And so it was that I found myself about midday on that Sunday of early
December 1941 in the rear seat of a car of a middle-aged gentleman who wa s
kind enough to offer a ride to three bedraggled, sleepless, and penniless young
men . We were headed for New York on one of the suburban parkways ; it must
have been in Westchester or an adjoining county. After the driver heard ou r
story, and laughed with and at us for awhile, we students began to doze off . To
break the boredom that followed, he switched on the car radio .
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Within the next few minutes, we all learned for the first time of th e
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor . We didn't know where Pearl Harbor was, or
even that much about Hawaii, but we recognized quickly that the news was o f
major importance, that the United States was in a war, and that the lives of all
of us would likely be much different as a consequence . There was an abrupt
change of mood in that car as we quickly abandoned the world of pranks and
hazing and sophomoric humor for the deadly serious matters of December 7 ,
1941.
We eventually made it back to the college campus where the students ,
like almost everyone else in the United States on that day, had already begu n
to see the future in a new light . In a few days, the initial shock dissipated, bu t
a major transformation of the campus began . Over the following months ,
students departed in growing numbers to loin the services . Before long, neatly
uniformed officer candidates, marching in platoons and studying the art o f
war, replaced them . We were all caught up in the spirit of the war effort .
Although we were apprehensive about our personal futures, we nevertheles s
supported that effort wholeheartedly . I can recall no protesters on campus i n
the days after Pearl Harbor, certainly none like the loud-mouthed, selfrighteous, guilt-dispensing ones of today .
At one point, together with some fellow students, I tried to join a nava l
training program, but I was rejected because my eyesight fell short of US Nav y
standards. After that experience, I decided that, in as much as I seeme d
destined for the Army, I would await my turn to be drafted . For a time I was
deferred from the draft as a student of engineering, and so I had some extra
months on campus in 1942 and part of 1943 .
Although news of the war was everywhere, during this period the direct
effect of the war on my activities was limited, but not zero . At one point,
Howard Cooper, a former chemistry and history teacher from WHS, appeared
on the Columbia campus as a naval officer trainee. We spent a little of his fre e
time talking, mostly about Massillon, but I was still too young to feel full y
comfortable with a former teacher .
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Don Shoemaker, a good friend of mine from the class of `41 at WHS, was
assigned to an Army officers training unit in New Jersey . He visited me a few
times in New York while on weekend leaves . On one Saturday evening, we had
an unforgettable, Damon Runyon-like escapade that also involved Broadway
Rose, the most famous and perhaps the most wealthy New York City stree t
beggar of that era .
On another occasion, while on his way to meet me, Don was struck by a
car. His leg was broken and his military career was interrupted an d
rescheduled as a consequence . It was a short-term setback for him, but a long term blessing. After recovering, Don was rerouted to California where h e
promptly met and married the woman who would be his companion until h e
passed away a few years ago . A few weeks after the wedding ceremony, Caro l
moved alone to Massillon, an area previously unknown to her, to wait for Do n
to return from an overseas tour of about two years duration . It was not only
those in the service whose lives were changed abruptly by the war . Don was
one of the few from the WHS Class of `41 to become a commissioned officer i n
WWII. He had an exceptionally interesting set of assignments and experience s
in various parts of the Pacific as a communications officer on the persona l
staff of General Douglas MacArthur .
In mid-1943, I was drafted. Strangely, and much to my surprise after m y
earlier failure of the eye exam, I was put into the 129th Naval Constructio n
Battalion (the Seabees) where the requirements on vision were by that time no t
so severe as they were in the fleet. The Seabees were mostly older, experienced
construction men who had enlisted with advanced ratings, but a contingent o f
young draftees was assigned to help in various ways .
At first, I wasn't sure I was helping much as I was temporarily attached
to the basketball team of the base camp in Rhode Island. It was almost college
athletics as usual as we played a full schedule against schools in the East ,
presumably to entertain the troops- or somebody .
However, by mid-winter my outfit was shipped to Hawaii for a year an d
after that to the Philippines for nearly another year, during which the wa r
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ended. At both places, I did construction work- mostly surveying, bull-dozing ,
and carpentry- and of course, some more basketball to entertain the troops . I
ultimately attained an enlisted man's rating of "third-class carpenter's mate," a
term that described my carpentry quite accurately .
In Hawaii, I brought down a plane with a bulldozer, perhaps the onl y
time that feat was accomplished during the war . Unfortunately, the plane was
one of ours, not one of theirs . Fortunately, it was not my fault. In my very
first day of bull-dozing, the tongue of sheep-foot roller I was towing broke, an d
so I was ordered to push the roller to a designated out-of-the-way spot and t o
leave it for the night . I did so . That night after landing his fighter plane o n
the runway, a red-hot young pilot decided to skip the usual taxi strip and tak e
a shortcut from the runway to the hangar . As fate would have it, he manage d
to collide with my roller in the dark . The sheep-foot roller was . undamaged, but
not the plane! I don't know what happened to the pilot but I doubt that h e
ever bypassed another taxi strip . I came out of the incident unscathed .
In the Philippines, our outfit, along with a number of other Navy units ,
was stationed on the island of Samar . Our letters were all scrutinized by
censors and we were not permitted to reveal our location to the folks at home .
My parents knew only that I was "somewhere in the Pacific ." On one occasion ,
my mother wrote to me about a conversation she had had with the mother o f
Dick Paul, Class of `43 at WHS and a good friend of mine . Dick was no t
allowed to report his whereabouts either, but he had written to his mother tha t
his outfit was the only Air Corps unit on a Pacific Island otherwise populate d
by natives and US Navy personnel . From this one piece of information I
deduced that Dick was living in some tents just down the road from me . I
walked over to the quarters of the only Air Corps unit of the island and, sur e
enough, there he was!
Being in contact with Dick brought the shooting war a little closer t o
me. Our island was secure and in no danger of attack . We had fever, jungle,
fungus, and cobra, but no bullets . In fact, during my 31 months o f
construction work (and basketball) with the Seabees I was never in danger of
being attacked or shot at . Many Seabees were but not those in my outfit . Dick
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on the other hand, was a tail gunner in a bomber that flew from our island t o
bomb Japanese installations on other islands and troops that did, indeed, fir e
back. Just listening to the nervous banter in the tents of Dick's outfit brough t
home to me the good fortune that my outfit had experienced as we missed ,
through no action or intent on our part, the bloodshed of the war.
Of course, the strategic plans for the future of my unit were neve r
revealed to us, but there were many rumors about that subject . We all felt,
and in retrospect it seems we were correct in doing so, that we were bein g
staged in the Philippines for the invasion of Japan . It seemed certain to be a
bloody affair. Consequently we were delighted when the atomic bombs were
dropped and the war ended shortly thereafter . It would be hypocritical to
pretend that we were dismayed, as some have claimed we should have been, b y
the first use of that powerful and awesome new weapon .
After the war ended, some of us returned to the US on a small destroye r
escort that somehow managed to survive the typhoon that engulfed us enroute.
Except for the seasickness that accompanied the typhoon, everyone had a
joyful attitude on the return trip, of course . After two years we were goin g
HOME! Most of the fellows were looking forward to marriage and families and
settling into a peaceful home life somewhere . "The girls are waiting for us t o
return," they said with considerable enthusiasm .
For awhile I was caught up in that kind of thinking and saw myself
leaving the service and settling into the good family life with the two-car
garage, the Sunday newspaper, and kids in the playpen. However, it turned out
that the girls were waiting all right, but they weren't waiting for me !
So, unattached and unencumbered, I returned to college seeking som e
interesting and useful occupation. It was a good time to be on a campus .
Probably the ex-GI's of WWII were collectively the most dedicated, serious ,
determined, and hard working group of college students ever . I make that
statement based on almost 50 years of experience on the campuses o f
Columbia, Cornell, and various other universities .
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Back at Columbia, I was promptly introduced, largely by chance, to a
branch of science that would captivate and fascinate me for life . I plunged
completely into the study of earth science, worked long and hard at it, and wa s
eventually rewarded by a satisfying career in that subject . The GI bill, spawne d
by WWII, was a great asset to me during my training years, as was my wartim e
experience with travel and construction and living with a heterogeneous grou p
of individuals in remote places and under primitive conditions .
Science dominated my life in the post-war years . It was almost two
decades before I met and married my wife, Gay, and began to start the family
and build the home life that we had all dreamed about as we returned from th e
war.
Now, nearly half a century after Pearl Harbor, as I look back on thos e
war years from a perspective of greater maturity and, I hope, greater wisdom ,
several things stand out as worthy of comment in this piece . One has' to do
with the attitude, the adaptability, and the resiliency of youth . Those of my
vintage were in their late teens or early twenties during the war. WWII was the
first great global event of our adult lives . It burst upon us like a
thunderstorm,-of several years duration. We had already experienced, of
course, the Great Depression of the 1930's, but those were pre-adult years fo r
us and the important decisions during the depression fell to our parents o r
others. In WWII, we became adults and independent individuals at a special
time in history when basic issues such as the survival and freedom of nation s
and individuals were at stake. It was, decidedly, a time for maturing at a rapi d
pace.
As a group, we responded well to the challenge, or so it seems to me . At
times, responding well meant merely taking orders from above and doing as w e
were told . At other times it meant living and working and joking in remot e
areas under conditions of physical hardship that were difficult and demanding .
A 20 year old body, we found, could endure and accomplish more than we ha d
previously experienced, or thought possible .
And for some the war meant performing courageously on the battlefiel d
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in actions and combat of a type that we hope youth of the present and futur e
will never have to face . For a few, WWII meant the ultimate sacrifice of givin g
one's life for one's country, a magnificent and noble action for the benefit o f
others . We all have the greatest respect and admiration and gratitude fo r
those who paid that price and so made the world better for those of us wh o
remain, but we all wish they had somehow not had to make that sacrifice .
Of the members of the WHS class of "41 who were killed in WWII, I knew
Harold Epperson and Clarence Jones best . News of Epperson's death and th e
heroism that brought him the Congressional Medal of Honor came to me, as I
recall, in the form of a newspaper clipping mailed by my parents, wh o
remembered that I had known him in school . It was touching and a little
surprising to find that Harold, who as I remember was always quiet, modest ,
and reticent about taking the lead in youthful activities we shared, had rise n
to the greatest heights in that wartime experience and distinguished himself
far beyond all of us . It was a sad and poignant story, but also an inspiring one
with a major lesson of life prominent in it .
Clarence Jones and I were good friends, having once worked together at a
local store over the Christmas holiday season . However, the news of his death
was slow to reach me during the war and it was only through a chance meetin g
with his father well after the war had ended that I learned a little of th e
circumstances of his death .
The relating of that one experience draws attention to a matter that w e
were not overly conscious of at the time, but that had a major effect on th e
way we thought during the war, perhaps even on the way we think today .
During the war, as we were all redistributed and scattered throughout th e
world, communication was very restricted and very fragmentary, partly becaus e
of official regulations and partly because of the nature of those forms o f
communication that were available .
For example, a serviceman was often stationed overseas for a two o r
three year period, usually in an outfit with few or no others from his
hometown . Information about acquaintances from home came largely throug h
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letters from parents, relatives, or girl friends . Often, however, those
correspondents did not recognize that the subjects of items in the newspaper s
or informal conversations were indeed acquaintances of the serviceman, s o
they neglected to pass the news along . We were out of the main flow o f
information. I'm sure that many of my classmates had wartime experience s
that were widely recognized but that remain unknown to me to this day, simpl y
because I lived far from my hometown and hence was dependent upon a very
restricted and spotty communication link . In fact, it was not until a list of
WWII casualties was printed in the program for a reunion of WHS Class of "41 ,
many years after the war, that I learned of some classmates who had lost thei r
lives in that conflict .
The limited and often much delayed communications of the wartim e
years, coupled with the youth of our generation and the traumatic an d
overwhelming experience of being thrust into the midst of a great globa l
conflict led, I think, to a certain callousness on our part during wartime . I do
not mean this comment in a derogatory sense, nor do I mean to suggest tha t
individuals were heartless or unsympathetic or insensitive when a close frien d
was taken. However, effects of war surrounded us and notification of ne w
casualties was a regular occurrence. If a distant acquaintance perished we felt
regret, but we saw the event as something that "happened during a war" and w e
felt that it was "too bad that his number was up" . It was a fatalistic of us I
suppose, but it was hard to avoid that feeling or to live with any other durin g
those difficult years of WWII .
As we in our sixties look back on WWII, it is evident that our views of lif e
and the meaning of human existence have changed and matured since thos e
wartime years . Yet our perception of that war is forever conditioned by the fac t
that we lived it and experienced it . We might ask how we would have viewed
WWII had we been in our sixties during the 1940's, but we can only speculat e
on the answer to that question . We are of the WWII generation and we canno t
escape it. Nor should we, in my opinion, want to . As that war has faded int o
history, subsequent events have confirmed the need for the war and it s
importance in building a better world. We can be proud of the collective effor t
and the collective effect of our generation in winning that war and in
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subsequent history, regardless of how insignificant the role of any one of us ,
taken separately, may seem .
Finally, I cannot close without commenting on a truly special aspect o f
the wartime years, one often recognized now by members of my generation .
wwII was a horrible experience, particularly for those who lost their lives o r
who lost their loved ones . It was often a terrifying experience for those wh o
fought on the battlefields or who were the innocent victims of military attacks .
It was a disruptive and unsettling experience for many who were forced t o
interrupt or modify their lives in ways they had neither planned nor chosen.
But it was not all negative .
The WWII years were also a beautiful time, a time when Americans ,
almost unanimously, agreed on a common goal of major importance and
worked and sacrificed unselfishly to attain that goal for the good of all . It was
a time of heroism and patriotism and generosity . It was a sentimental time
when marriages and romances and friendships were something to be treasured
each and every moment because a tragic end might come suddenly . It was an
emotional time when a good-bye to a serviceman was always accompanied b y
the unspoken thought in the minds of both parties that they might never see
each other again . It was a time when principles were important and were acted
upon, and a time when, in spite of wartime exigencies, the ends did not always
justify the means . It was a time, in short, that brought out the best of huma n
qualities, a marvelous time that those of us of the WWII generation wh o
survived that war were fortunate to experience, and to remember .
(End of the article for high school classmates )
Some Additional Comments on Military Service in World War I I
The ways of the military
When I was drafted into military service in
mid-1943, I was assigned, with no choice or initiative on my part, to a Nava l
Construction Battalion . The skilled positions of that unit were held by thos e
with experience in construction . Young draftees like me with little suc h
experience were assigned to help whenever and wherever needed . In my case ,
the only assignment that seemed designed to take advantage of my previou s
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experience was attachment to the basketball team of the Rhode Island bas e
camp. It certainly had nothing to do with my two years of college study as a
pre-engineer, for part of which I had received a deferment from the draft board .
Bulldozing and surveying
Later, after I had taken a turn at operating a
bulldozer, I was assigned to a surveying party . At the time, my unit had mor e
experienced bulldozer operators than bulldozers, so there was little need for a
beginner in that line of work. I hadn't studied surveying in college, but I
bought a book on the subject at a bookstore in Honolulu and quickly learne d
the basic principles and conventions . However, our Seabee unit also had many
experienced surveyors who led the field parties, so I spent most of my time
driving stakes, holding rods, taping distances, and doing whatever else th e
party chief requested of me . I must have spent a total of about 18 months i n
that rodman's job in Hawaii and the Philippines . It was not always dull .
Mostly we worked at air bases where plane crashes were frequent, though no t
always fatal . Such a mishap added to the excitement . The first, and many
more, of the B2 9s to come to the Pacific and carry out the bombing raids o f
Japan from a base in the Mariana islands stopped enroute to the Marianas a t
the base we were helping to build in Hawaii near Pearl Harbor. I can remember
seeing that first B-29, but most everyone was kept at least a quarter of a mil e
from that major new military machine . That base in Hawaii is now the majo r
commercial airport for Honolulu .
One step from rodman to this? After the war I worked for a few weeks
on a surveying party in Ohio during one summer, but never had in mind a
career in that occupation . Ironically however, I was drawn into surveying an d
geodesy briefly at a later time in my life . For awhile, and because of m y
expertise in seismology, I served as an advisor to the Chief Scientist of the U S
Coast and Geodetic Survey . My advice was almost entirely in the field o f
seismology . Then, much to my surprise and near dismay, when the Nationa l
Research Council of the National Academy of Sciences formed a new nationa l
committee to oversee the subject of geodesy, I was asked to be the first
chairman! And, because I had been Chairman of the Office of Earth Science s
of the NRC, I was maneuvered into a position where I had to accept, at leas t
temporarily . It was one heck of a leap from rodman on a constructio n
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surveying party in the jungle of the Philippines to the leadership of that august
body which included some of the world's leading geodesists as members! I
realized, of course, that I was in the wrong place (definitely not right place ,
right time), did my best to get the new operation organized and oriente d
appropriately, and then bowed out as quickly and as gracefully as possible .
Whew!
Experienced at seasickness , Another aspect of military life affected a
major decision concerning my scientific career . During the war I made thre e
long sea voyages, one from Rhode Island through the Panama Canal to Hawaii ,
one from Hawaii to the Philippines, and one from the Philippines to Sa n
Francisco . Off Cape Hatteras, on the first voyage, we encountered a sever e
storm, and I learned what it was like to be very seasick . We didn't have muc h
of that sort of environment in Ohio! In the Philippine Sea while returnin g
home after the war and headed for Eniwetok on a destroyer escort, we wer e
caught in a major typhoon . In that typhoon, our vessel narrowly (by a few fee t
I was told by one of the few observers) missed a collision with another Navy
ship. The near-collision came about because only two of the ship's personne l
were not seasick and one of them, a cook (!), was at the helm! Thos e
experiences taught me that I was not immune to seasickness in bad weather a t
sea, and, during other parts of those trips, I also learned that I never felt ver y
enthusuastic about working on board ship, even in a more gentle but rolling
sea . Consequently, when I later had the opportunity under Ewing at Lamon t
to become a marine scientist and spend part of my life sailing the seven seas, I
declined, and I turned to seismology, where I would be land-based instead . And
that decision turned out to be a good one for me. Perhaps the Cape Hattera s
storm and the Philippine Sea typhoon, in spite of the discomfort, were indee d
cases of right place, right time for me .
Basketball in Rizal,
when the war ended, my outfit was on the island
of Samar in the Philippines, being staged, apparently, for the invasion o f
Japan. After a few months of peacetime, our basketball team, which normall y
played on lighted, outdoor, concrete-floored courts on our island and which
had a reputation of a reasonably good team (we once won 34 in a row), wa s
invited to play in Manila at famous Rizal Coliseum . The Coliseum was famous
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partly because it was a modem sports arena, but also because it was the site o f
some severe fighting during the battle for Manila some months earlier .
The view from the plane
Our team was flown from Samar to Manila in
a C-47, a low-flying troop transport . The view of the Philippines from the plane
was quite different from the view of the jungle from my usual conveyance, a
jeep or a 6x6 truck . I was fascinated by it . Soon I saw a strange feature in the
land, a great trough that crossed one island and seemed to extend across th e
sea to another . That view was, in a sense, my introduction to earth science .
I knew nothing of geology at the time but that feature looked like a grea t
"crack" in the earth to me . I distinctly remember wondering if it was a crack ,
and if the earth had broken so that rocks on the opposite sides of the crac k
had moved relative to one another . As I had never heard of the earth doing
such a thing, and I recalled expressions like "terra firma" and "steady as a
rock", I decided then and there that I was having a fantasy . But I never forgot
that moment and that feature in the land surface of the Philippines that, as i t
happened, would turn up in my life once again .
The Philippine fault
After the war, as I began to study geology, I
learned that what I had seen was known to geologists as the Philippine fault, a
major structural feature of the region . When the concept of plate tectonic s
arrived during the 1960s, that fault became even more prominent as it wa s
recognized as a part of the boundary between two major tectonic plates ,
separating the Philippine Sea plate from the Eurasian plate .
Unlike counterparts elsewhere, such as the San Andreas fault in
California which moved some 20 feet in a right lateral sense during the Sa n
Francisco earthquake of 1906, the Ph ilippine fault was not known at that time
to have moved in an earthquake . Furthermore, the plate theory predicted tha t
it would move in the opposite, or left lateral, sense . Checking the sense of
such motion if an earthquake should occur and cause such a displacement was
a possible test of the plate theory .
In 1971, Clarence Allen, a Cal Tech professor expert in the geology of th e
San Andreas fault and knowledgeable about the Philippine fault as well, and I
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were among the attendees of a small earth science meeting in Taiwan.
Clarence learned of a major earthquake along the Philippine fault and invite d
me to accompany him on an impromptu trip there in order to learn the sense
of motion on that fault and so test the theory .
In Manila, we were joined by some Philippine geologists and made a tri p
by four-wheel drive vehicles and outrigger canoes to a remote part of Luzon .
Sure enough we found ample evidence for offset of the fault during the
earthquake and, sure enough, it was definitely in a left lateral sense as th e
theory predicted! It was a case of good fortune and another case of "righ t
place, right time" .
And, of course, the trip had special meaning for me because my first vie w
of that fault from the air during WWII was essentially my introduction to the
subject of earth science, a field in which I would spend most of my life . Years
later, I met another university professor, Jess Walker at LS U, who also
developed his interest in earth science while flying over the Philippines i n
military aircraft during WWII . That we should both have done so, and the n
through coincidence have encountered each other many years later and learne d
of our common inspiration, seems most unlikely indeed .
No earthquakes on Samar
Somewhat strangely, incidentally, althoug h
I spent the better part of the year of 1945 in the Philippines, a tectonicall y
active area, I never felt an earthquake during that time . Had I known the n
what I would come to know later about seismology, I would have thought o f
some way to run a crude seismograph during my stay in order to detect the
many small and imperceptible shocks that must occur often there, but I misse d
my chance. That was a case of right place, right time, that I failed to tak e
advantage of.
Thanks to the GI Bill My time in the military totaled 31 months, 23 o f
them overseas . After the war ended, that service meant that I qualified for 4 3
months of support under the GI Bill as I attended college . The GI Bill money
made my life in college a little easier than it had been during my pre-servic e
freshman and sophomore years, and was also a stimulus for graduate study . I
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doubt that I would have obtained a Ph .D . without the GI Bill funding ,
although I can't be sure of that because I might have done it through a
graduate student fellowship . Such fellowships in science became fairly
widespread in the post WWII years . .
The GI Bill was so successful in helping veterans to get an educatio n
that some have advocated similar government funding for all college student s
today. I don't agree with that unless some service time is also required o f
those students . The WWII vets felt they had earned that funding by risking
their lives and giving prime years of their lives to their country . Furthermore ,
they worked and studied hard, determined to make the world a better plac e
than the one they had experienced during WWII . I doubt that a new GI Bill ,
operating in a different era and, particularly, with benefits not earned in som e
manner by the individual, would have the same degree of success . I am a
strong believer in making all, except the disabled or ill, work for what the y
achieve .
Going home, the long way
Finally, to conclude this section on WWII, I
would like to relate a few incidents that occured during the trip home from th e
Philippines after the war ended. I have already described the typhoon and th e
near-collision of vessels in the Philippine Sea. Our vessel was a smal l
destroyer escort . When our contingent of some 50 Seabees was assigned a s
passengers on that warship, we were the envy of those in our outfit who had t o
remain in the Philippines and wait for a later ship. They thought, and we
thought, that we would arrive at home long before they did . All of us were
wrong . First our ship was hit and slowed by the typhoon . Then we learned
that the fuel capacity of that tiny ship was small so we had to depart from the
most direct route in order to refuel at Eniwetok (on Christmas Day) and then
Pearl Harbor in Hawaii (on New Year's Eve) . While at sea prior to Christmas
day, some sailors on the ship built a Christmas tree from welding rods whic h
promptly shorted the electrical system of the entire ship and left us helplessl y
adrift for a time . I visualized . spending Christmas in New Zealand (if we wer e
rescued!). The trouble was fixed, however, and we had Christmas dinner tied t o
a smelly barge and amid diesel fumes in the Eniwetok lagoon . We could see
the celebrations in Honolulu on New Years Eve, but weren't allowed to leave
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our cramped quarters on the ship . Finally, after some further travail, we
neared the US and sailed through an early morning fog . The first part of th e
continental US that we saw after nearly two years overseas was the Golde n
Gate Bridge as it loomed overhead through the fog. The first sight of it caused
a great cheer. We tied up at Treasure Island and were greeted (with catcalls )
there by our buddies whom we had left behind on Samar but who had caught a
comfortable passenger ship and beaten us to the US by taking the shorter grea t
circle route!
We then spent several days crossing th e
North Platte, a special place
continent by troop train with the only space available to us, night and day, th e
stiff-backed upright bench seat to which we had been assigned . It was misery,
even for veterans accustomed to life in remote and primitive places . But then ,
unexpectedly, one of the brightest moments of my time in the militar y
occurred. We disembarked from the train temporarily in North Platte ,
Nebraska . There the local people had gone all out for the veterans of the war .
They provided and served cakes, cookies, and drinks for all on our train, an d
for all serviceman on every train that passed through that town! Their effort
and their welcome for returning servicemen was touching indeed . In our
minds, the image we had of ourselves went suddenly from something like steer s
in a railroad cattle car to heroes who had sacrificed to protect our common
homeland. We were dead tired and those images may have been somewhat
exaggerated, but the remainder of the trip was far more pleasant after that sto p
in North Platte .
We continued to the Great Lakes Nava l
Out, and back to school
Training Station where, after a leave that included a return to home in Ohio, I
received my "ruptured duck" insignia . That symbol indicated that I wa s
discharged from the service and free to return to college, as a somewhat mor e
mature and wiser student than I had been in those pre- and early war years .
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Limerick Interlude following Chapter 10
MISCELLANEOUS

When he took his car in to be fixed ,
They said, "We think your problem is
mixed..
The gas pedal's stuck to the brake ,
So after each stop that you make ,
A jack-rabbit start-up's suffixed! "

The farmer liked to take walks ,
Between the rows of corn stalks .
He said, Although there's no view ,
It's something to do ,
And I've never been one who gawks "

He perfected pronunciation .
Said Henry Ford,"Ah! What could b e
He mastered enunciation .
sweeter,
When he ran for election ,
My assembly line's a repeat and
He was vocal perfection,
repeater.
At political denunciation .
We'll soon produce cars
In numbers like stars,
He's a most penurious man .
And I'll invent the first parking meter! " He'll save whenever he can.
It's a labor of love ,
He made his own bicycle wheel ,
As he tries to shove ,
Saying, "Really it's not a big deal .
Excess shaving soap back in the can !
---- If that wheel becomes
broken ,
He always came home with holes i n
his socks.
It just means I've misspoken .
No loss of pride will I feel ."
Cried wife, "I have to darn holes in
flocks!"
Ah, how will the modem way be ,
Said he,"It's geological can do ,
With abortion and pollution what ma y What else can a man do ,
be?
When he needs bags to carry hi s
Perhaps we ought to
rocks?"!
Have this kind of motto :
"Don't throw the bathwater out with
In an astounding turn of events ,
the baby! "
Many countries have given up pence .
The raging insurgency ,
It may not be such a dumb thing ,
For dedecimating each currency,
To adhere to this short rule of thum b
Marks the end of all common cents !
thing :
"In attempting to stee r
Said the politico, "For voters
Your way through a career,
tendentious,
Don't try to be someone, try to d o
I want to appear conscientious ,
something! "
So on this debate that's arisen ,
Over numbers of inmates in prison,
He once was a tough football blocker.
I'll say I'm building toward a co n
Then he switched to goalie in soccer .
census"
Said his girl,"You look futile !
You were better at brutal .
Next you'll want a bouquet for you r
locker!"
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THE OTHER PART
Chapter ELEVEN
AWIFE, A HOME, AND A FAMILY
Finding a mate---During WWII---Back at Columbia---College? What's that?--Lamont society---A hermit?---Aha! The old hiking club trick!---One special hiker---A ke y
piece of information---My bride—Compatibility—Unconventional is OK A wedding!--- A
sort of honeymoon---A second, and super, honeymoon---Fiji, Tonga, home---Kids!---A
new home in Ithaca---Getting around---Education and lives and kids for kids--Socia l
circles and activities---And now---Dixieland Jazz---Limericks

Finding a mate
As indicated in earlier chapters, social life for me
during high school and beginning college years was almost non-existent . Most
of my time was spent working, studying, and practicing football . I attended a
total of 3 or 4 dances, did so only under duress, and didn't really know how t o
dance anyway. In college, I tried hard to get to some formal dances, but only as
the checker of coats, because the tipping was quite generous at such affairs . I
was constrained in social activities by lack of time, lack of money and, I
suppose, a sort of extended adolescence . Girl friends showed up sporadically ,
rarely, and never for long. In any case, during those years I certainly wasn' t
ready psychologically, or financially, or any other way, for a long ter m
commitment .
During WWII After two years of college, at the age of 19, I entered th e
service. In the military, at the places where I was stationed, there were few
young ladies to be met, or even seen, and always hundreds of other more
attractive servicemen in the vicinity . In Hawaii, for example, the downtow n
streets of Honolulu were often so crowded with boisterous sailors and soldier s
that it was unpleasant at best, and unsafe at worst, for a pretty girl to walk
the streets there. That's hardly the kind of place to seek one's future mate . And
on our remote island in the Philippines, US women appeared only when a
travelling USO show passed through, and that was infrequently . Young
Philippine females were rarely seen, though some much older ones sometime s
roamed every part of the military camp, including the latrines, trying to sel l
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beads, or other souvenirs . Again, that was hardly the place to begin a lifetim e
romance.
Back at Columbia After the war ended, the Columbia campus wa s
densely populated by young men, many of whom were veterans, and ver y
sparsely populated by young women . Competition for their attention was fierce ,
and they usually decided quickly that I was out of it anyway . Furthermore, as
my interest and involvement in scientific research grew, I found that much o f
what others might have considered as free time, or social activity time, was
spent in a research activity . Summers became filled with cruises, or flights, or
all night driving, or field work somewhere in a strange and usually isolate d
part of the world . Our work in geophysics was often the hard and dirty kind ,
and typically we did not register with the casual female observer as the intens e
young scientist probing the unknown that we thought we were . Nor, of course ,
did they see us as the immaculate, well-dressed, polished man of success .
College? What's that? I remember attending one late afternoon party
with some fellow geophysics grad students . We wore our usual working clothes ,
and both we and they were somewhat soiled as a result of the kind of work w e
had been doing just before the party . Three of us joined in a prolonge d
conversation with one attractive and well-dressed young lady . After speaking
with us for awhile, and noticing our unkempt appearance, she must hav e
concluded that we were doing poorly in life, and were in need of some direction .
Consequently, and with our best interests at heart, she began to lecture us o n
the advantages of a college education . We should make every effort, she said ,
to go to college somehow and to get a degree, and we should make that ou r
highest priority at that stage of our lives . It was a nice gesture on her part, bu t
we soon realized that she was unaware that we were already grad students, an d
that the lecture didn't quite fit the situation . After awhile, she sensed that
perhaps someone in the group already had some college training, so she bega n
to ask questions about our backgrounds, made a count, and discovered tha t
the three of us already had a total of eight degrees from various well-know n
universities . She, on the other hand, had only progressed through part of he r
sophomore year! She was taken aback as a result of the survey, and quickly lef
t
our group to talk with some fellows who seemed more conventional and mor e
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fathomable, and probably more attractive, to her .
Lamont society Soon after the Lamont Observatory began operatio n
in about 1950, a very congenial social circle developed, and I became a part o f
that . It was composed almost entirely of Lamont employees and their families .
Lamont parties were frequent and very enjoyable, but the women who attende d
were mostly spouses or girl friends, and few were unattached and ready to mee t
bachelors like me . It was again a time of the occasional date but no lastin g
association . Furthermore, my reading of the situation was that the attractive
young ladies either sensed my intense commitment to science with little regar d
for the social side of life, or else saw me as unconventional compared to th e
standard image of a potential husband so that, in either case, I just didn't loo k
like a good bet for marriage. And my habit of blinking my eyes, not to mentio n
my substandard wardrobe and deficit of social graces, left me a bit short of
Prince Charming .
A hermit? Anyway, I spent many years of occasional dating, and
occasional loneliness, compensated by the excitement and rewards of the worl d
of science. For a time, I was reconciled to the view that I was just destined to
live out my life as a bachelor, and subsisted accordingly . I rented a small two room cabin on the grounds of an estate in Palisades, New York, where Lamon t
was located . Though not exactly a hermit, I was not a regular part of the loca l
social circle either, and did tend at times in the hermit direction . On one
occasion, I had a date with a stewardess whom I met on a long flight . She
seemed to like me when I was on the plane, but once she saw that the plac e
where I lived looked so little like the inside of a 707, she said goodbye !
Aha! The old hiking club trick!
But that level of loneliness in my life
was soon to change. My participation in competitive sports had tailed off, and I
was seeking some exercise on weekends . By chance, I noticed a Sunda y
newspaper article on a hiking club in Westchester County . It included an
invitation for non- members to try a hike, and then to join the club if the y
liked it. I did both, became a regular week-end hiker, and soon was amazed t o
find that there were so many nice woodland trails and places to hike near t o
New York City . Then I became aware of a still bigger hiking group, th e
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Appalachian Mountain Club, based in New York City, and joined it as well .
Each Sunday, year round, the club would organize hikes for groups of ,
typically, 10 to 50 hikers who would walk 8 to 15 miles through wilderness o r
woodland areas, often with considerable hill-climbing along the way . I soon
built up my endurance and became one of the more able hikers in the club ,
and I already had enough experience at outdoor living so that I wa s
comfortable in the kinds of environment in which the club operated .
One special hiker Some of the club members and hikers were singl e
young women, attractive and oriented to the out-of-doors . After awhile I
noticed one in particular who was both a beauty and a strong walker wit h
exceptional stamina . Near the end of one long and grueling hike on snow an d
ice in cold wintry weather, she and I finished far ahead of the pack as w e
climbed the last long hill at the end of the day . I was impressed by her on all
counts, and became interested in getting to know her better. However, I
hesitated because she looked quite young . In fact, I estimated her age at abou t
21 to 23 . That seemed far too youthful for a girlfriend for me, as I was nearl y
40 .
A key piece of information
Finally, a situation arose in which I too k
her to dinner, not as a date but because it was a matter of convenience at tha t
particular moment . During the dinner, however, I learned that she was not i n
her early twenties as I had guessed, but, in fact, was thirty-two, only eigh t
years younger than I was . That bit of information cast a different light on th e
matter, and I asked for a date, and then another, and we were married a few
months later . We have been happily married ever since .
My bride Her maiden name was Gertrude van der Hoeven (nickname ,
Gay). She was no stranger to university circles, having obtained a bachelor s
degree from Wells College, and a masters degree from Radcliffe, one in Frenc h
and the second in art history . She also had studied abroad, as the first "third year" girl from Wells, in France, and spent another year studying in Holland .
She was working for an art dealer in New York city when we met .
Compatibility

Her interest in art, and mine in science seeme d
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incompatible at first glance, and in a way they were . However, we were both
enthusiastic hikers and outdoor people . Furthermore, and this was critical ,
she had one brother who was an engineer and another brother who was a
physicist. Thus, she already had some insight into the workings of th e
scientific mind and character, if I can call it that, that many other youn g
ladies did not have, or even want to have! At any rate, Gay was not put off b y
my dedication and heavy involvement in science, and, it turned out, knew ho w
to complement it in order to make a successful marriage .
Unconventional is OK . A wedding!
She had to be, and was, willing t o
be somewhat unconventional . I was adamantly opposed to a large, fancy, an d
expensive wedding, (I think her father tacitly agreed!), so she arranged a small
informal church wedding in downtown New York. She also, I'm embarrassed t o
say, had to buy her own wedding ring because in the few months just prior to
the wedding, I had to make trips to the Ivory Coast and Chad in Africa, and
also to Japan . During this pre-marital period of separation, correspondence
between us was erratic, and at times she wasn't sure where I was, an d
occasionally neither was I! Nevertheless, it all came together on April 16,1964 (
strangely enough, that date can be described as two squared, two to th e
fourth, and two to the sixth power!) . We were married quietly with only th e
bride's parents as onlookers . Gay's friend from Wells, Barney Patterson, fle w
up from Washington to be the bridesmaid . On the previous day, I told Georg e
Hade, the seismological engineer from Lamont, that we had to go to New York
the next day, and that he should wear a necktie . He didn't know until we were
halfway to the church that he would be the best man at our wedding !
A sort of honeymoon, That evening, after the wedding, Gay and I
caught a plane for Paris, where, of course, I had scientific business to attend t o
a few days later . We spent those few days of leisure traveling through the
French countryside, and called that our honeymoon . It worked out very well ,
but my scientific colleagues at the meeting in Paris were amazed when a
confirmed (they thought) bachelor showed up with a bride!
A second, and super, honeymoon
Gay moved in with me when w e
returned . Fortunately, at that time I was renting a cottage bigger than the two 191

room cabin where I had survived for many years . In early fall of that same year,
my sabbatical leave began ( I was a full professor when we were married), and
we set off on a round-the-world trip, stopping briefly in France, Italy, Turkey ,
India, Thailand, Hong Kong, Singapore and Australia, and, of course, visitin g
seismological colleagues at most of those places . Then we spent many weeks i n
New Zealand, where I studied seismic data, and we toured, and explore d
geology, of both the North and the South Islands .
Fiji, Tonga, home
From there, we went to Fiji, where I left Gay briefly
with the family of Bryan Isacks while he and I went to Tonga . It was the time
of the beginning of the Tonga-Fiji deep earthquake project that would reveal to
us the phenomenon of the down-going slab in what are now known as
subduction zones, and so provide our entry into the plate tectonics revolution .
In Fiji, Gay discovered that she was pregnant with our first child . We made the
trip home, she uncomfortably, with only a brief stop in Hawaii so that sh e
could see one of the places where I had worked during WWII.
Kids!

Our first daughter, Cornelia Paula (Nellie) Oliver, was born o n

August 27,1965 while we lived at that cottage in' New City in Rockland County .
Shortly thereafter, we occupied the Nafe house on the Lamont grounds durin g
Jack Nafe's sabbatical leave . Then we bought a home on Iroquois Road i n
Palisades . We lived there on February 15,1967 when our second daughter, Amy
Marie (Ame) Oliver, was born . I draw attention to these dates specificall y
because, just as our family was being created and developing, the great
scientific excitement of bringing seismology into the plate tectonics revolutio n
was growing and then peaking . It was a very busy, but also a very rewarding ,
time. Fortunately, Gay was a full-time mother, loved the job, absorbed th e
burden, and at the same time supported my activities while I was doing som e
of my most important scientific work .
A new home in Ithaca In 1971, we moved to Ithaca and I began t o
work at Cornell. We purchased a nice, though not a pretentious, house in a
respectable and pretty neighborhood near Cornell . It would be our home fro m
that date to the time of this writing at least, more than 27 years . The two
homes that we have owned, one in Palisades and one later in Ithaca, were both
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within two miles of my workplace, so I have regularly walked to my office, i n
snow, rain, or shine, throughout much of my career . Gay continued to walk a
great deal, sometimes with a stroller, and later a toddler or two. We also had
backpacks for carrying the children, and frequently took them on long walks
through the woods.
Getting around, When the kids could walk a bit, we began car campin g
and took many trips in that mode . We were well-equipped with tents, sleeping
bags, etc . and we drove a large carryall that made such travel fairly convenient .
We went, for example, to many of the great parks of the western US, th e
southern and northern Appalachians, and Canada . We also had a cano e
which fit atop the car and which we used to travel on, and hence camp near ,
many lakes and streams of the northeastern US and adjacent Canada .
Education and lives and kids for kids, We moved to Ithaca just as our
daughters were ready to begin school . Nellie had already entered kindergarten ,
in fact. The Ithaca school system gave them a good elementary and high school
education so that, when the time came, they were ready to enter college, an d
they did. Our daughters, Nellie and Amy, after finishing high school in Ithaca ,
both studied at, and obtained bachelors degrees from, Cornell . They took jobs
in other areas, but Nellie returned to Cornell a few years later to get an MB A
degree, and then married Duncan Thomas, an Australian whom she met a s
another MBA student at Cornell . Both work as management consultants ,
Duncan with his own firm . They currently live in California and have recently
produced our first granddaughter, a fine baby named Philippa Jane .
Amy married Richard Mascolo whom she met when they were both
students at Cornell. Rich is currently an MD, working and studying at th e
University of Massachusetts hospital in Worcester, MA . Amy has recently lef
t
her job as a market research analyst in order to have their first child, anothe r
fine granddaughter for us, named Monica Rose . We are, of course, pleased
that, at this stage of their lives, both of our daughters are doing well .
Socialcircles and activities

The move to Cornell had som e
consequences that went well beyond my role at the University . When Gay and I
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married and she joined me in the Palisades area, she had to leave her forme r
social circle and become a part of the Lamont circle where I was firml y
established and well-acquainted because of my long association with Lamont .
For a time, that was awkward as she knew only a handful of people and I kne w
everyone . When we moved to Ithaca, we both had to develop new socia l
contacts. Mine were primarily limited to university acquaintances at Cornell .
Gay blossomed in the new surroundings, and soon had many more friend s
from a far greater variety of connections than I had. After just a few years, sh e
was elected president of the Cornell Campus Club and, at this writing, she
continues to be part of a large social circle of friends and acquaintances . I am
very pleased that it turned out that way .
Early in our stay in Ithaca, Gay converted to Catholicism . It was a mov e
that not only solidified our family, but one that also set her off on a course o f
serious religion . She also began to sing regularly in the church choir . And he r
interest in music took her to yet another activity. Initially a struggling flutist ,
she was pleased to be accepted into the Ithaca Concert Band, worked hard a t
it, and developed considerable proficiency with that instrument . She has been
a member of that organization for many years, and still is .
And now
At the time of this writing, for Gay and me, now so-calle d
"empty nesters, there are far too many activities to mention individually here .
Some we participate in individually, and some as a couple . I describe one in
particular in the following, at least partly because I am intrigued by th e
manner in which the subconscious of my brain seems to have led me to th e
activity .
Gay's interest in music, like that of many I think, i s
Dixieland Jazz
quite broad . Mine, on the other hand, is very narrow. It developed like this .
During my high school and early college years, it was the "big band" era o f
popular music . I had a casual but not intense liking for that kind of music ,
and I saw and heard some of the big name bands while a student in New Yor k
City. However, while in the military in Hawaii, during a brief respite from wor k
(and basketball!), I tuned my radio to the armed forces radio network an d
began to hear programs of Dixieland jazz played by Eddie Condon's band i n
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New York. Shortly, although I didn't fully realize it at the time, I was hooke d
on that kind of music, i.e ., Dixieland, or traditional, jazz . After the war, I
bought recordings and attended performances of it whenever possible . As we
traveled to various parts of the world together, a scientific colleague and I
would search, during leisure time in the evenings, for the local version o f
traditional American jazz . I can recall finding it in London, Paris, Geneva, and
Vienna (that's right Vienna!), and, of course, San Francisco, St . Louis, and
New Orleans, among others . In retirement, I continue to enjoy especially suc h
music, and Gay and I often attend festivals devoted to it . The scientist in me
wonders why I, and a limited number of other folks, have something in ou r
brains that is somehow attuned to this particular kind of music, and I wonde r
if that property also relates to the manner in which I do science, but th e
answer to that query is beyond me .
My style of scientific inquiry has also led me in retirement to some othe r
activities designed to probe some matters related to how the brain works i n
certain functions such as creativity, but so far I do not have results suitable t o
be presented in written form. And so this chapter, for now, ends here!
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Limerick Interlude Following Chapter 1 1
LIMERICKIN G

If syntactical skill is your aim ,
Then play the limerick game .
Rhymeaabb a
The three- and two- footed way,
And some wit or nonsense proclaim.

If auto makers cut back their wares,
It's known by all bulls and bears,
But if there's a reduction
In limerick production ,
Is it fair to say no one cares?

He exclaimed, "I get my kick s
From writing lots of limericks .
No one cares to read `em,
But I really need `em ,
They're catharsis through rhetorics ."

A thousand limericks, we really don' t
need 'em ,
And cries of "Enough!", we shoul d
heed 'em ,
But why make a reduction ,
In limerick production ,
When it's more fun to write 'em than
read 'em?

It's a risky business, I know,
To make limericks part of a show ,
while some think they're clever,
Others say never,
Have I heard such nonsense befo!
That awful disease, limerick fever ,
Makes the victim a tangled-word
weaver.
It disrupts the home
With nonsensical poe m
By a cultural underachiever!

If with the author's bug you've bee n
bitten,
So the urge to write has you smitten ,
Before you start ,
Know that the hard part ,
Is to find someone to read what you've
written!

Driven by poetic fire ,
Innovation in rhyme his desire,
There is reason to revel ,
He's found a new limerick level,
But it's one level lower, not higher!

Said the scientist,"I'll be a poet ,
I'll write something with beauty to
show it .
He wrote, "A basket of flowers
Is, er-ah, a container of flowers ."
Said she That so-called poem's a n
equation and you know it! "

They say those who limerick for kicks
Are sick chicks or maybe thick hicks .
But the limerick format
Is no brain duffing doormat.
It's a game of syntactical tricks .

Our neighbors's oldest son, Bob ,
A paratrooper and ladies' heart throb,
Hoped he soon would be sa gged,
But instead was discharged .
down on the job!
Cause he kept

If you'd like a career as a poet ,
Try limerick writing to show it .
You're free to enamor,
Invent outrageous grammar ,
And there's not much to lose if yo u
blow it.

On a train he felt out of place,
`Cause he never knew which way to
face.
He liked to look to the rear ,
`Cause he didn't have to steer,
But then he lost the thrill of th e
chase!

falling
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WHAT DOES IT ALL MEAN?
Chapter TWELVE
SCIENCE, RELIGION, AND SOME PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENC E
A view of science based on experience---what is science?---Another way to sa y
it---Theory is controlled by observation---A law is not true just because it's simple---Th e
effectiveness of math---Physical intuition, and/ or mathematical reasoning---My bias--The key role of physics in shaping philosophy---Call it something else---Earth scienc e
as an historical novel---Some theory!---The limits of science---The mystery of creation- -Bounds on science-XXXL---Bounds on science-XS---Bounds on earth history-- Science and Religion---My view---The "how" questions---The "why" questions---Th e
bounds of science again---Science versus Religion---Science and creationism--- A

loophole!---Galileo and the Church---Some other opinion and decisions---Styles o f
science---My preference-the inductive style---Encouraging innovation---Let's hear it fo r
synthesis---Hiring the best---Don't follow the crowd---And, every so often, think big !
Very big!---As for post-modernism---Finally!---Limericks over to look crie s

Aview of science based on experience

In this chapter, I report some of
the conclusions concerning the nature of science and its relation to othe r
facets of human existence that I have reached as a result of a lifetime o f
experience in my kind of science . They are mostly things that have come to me
as a consequence of the doing and being a part of science, and not nearly s o
much from reading what others have written about science or the philosophy o f
science . I do not mean to imply that I have not read such materials, only tha t
what I report here has come to me more or less independently of them . Of
course I recognize that others before me have held views similar to mine, an d
that some, though not all, of my contemporaries and colleagues think as I do .
Certainly I intend no claim of priority or originality for any of these matters . I
record these views here, not because I think they are new or unique, o r
necessarily always correct or the optimum, but rather to illustrate the kind o f
thinking that develops in an individual who has had considerable experienc e
and some success in one kind of science, who has traveled in the higher level s
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of the scientific community, and who has lived through his career to date i n
the manner described elsewhere in this document.
What is science?
Let's begin with what is perhaps the most importan t
question considered here . What, indeed, is science? My answer, simply put, i s
that science is "the organization of observations", and, furthermore, that's . al
l
it is . I might qualify that statement a bit by noting that I use the ter m
"organization" in a broad sense to include what I might have calle d
"organization and comprehension", and I also mean "organization" to includ e
the process of organizing as well as the orderly structure that results . I also
use the more general term, "observations", rather than "experiments" .
"Experiments" seems to me to refer to a special kind of observation related t o
some perturbation of nature by humans . But there are other kinds of
observations which are simply a record of what nature does in the absence o f
human intervention. I lump them all together as "observations" . Furthermore, i
do not mean to imply with this attempt at clarification that humans are not a
part of nature! Nevertheless and in any case, that description of science a s
"the organization of observations" is the key to much of what follows .
Another way to say it
Another common way to state the matter is t o
say that science is, in essence, empirical, and that's all it is . By characterizing
science with such simple sets of words, I by no means wish to imply or sugges t
that the doing of science is simple . It is, indeed, just the opposite, enormously
complex and intricate and, at the forefront, a product of, and a challenge to ,
some of the finest minds the world has known . Imagination, innovation,
inspiration, vision, and brilliance are all part of the world of science . But the
essence of what goes on is empirical . Science is based on, controlled by, and
ultimately limited by, observations . They are the foundation of science and
what science is all about .
Theory is controlled by observation,
In reading or otherwise learnin g
about science, everyone, scientist or not, will do well to keep the simpl e
description of science as "organization of observations" in mind. A startling, or
a delightful, or a frightening, new theory, no matter how elegant, or ho w
imaginative, or how well-constructed and well-reasoned, is only as good as its
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base in observation. If a theory that once seemed to describe all relevant
observations, and hence became well-established, is challenged by a set of new
and reliable observations, the theory must yield . It must be modified to
account for the new observations as well as the old ones, or it must b e
discarded and replaced by a new theory that accounts for all observations, ol d
and new . And I use the term "theory" here to mean any part of the theoretica l
side of science, be it classed as an hypothesis, a theory, a law, or somethin g
else. Good scientists all know this point well, of course, and are always eage r
to find some observation that will test, or improve, or overturn a theory and so
stimulate a new and better one . Nothing in science is sacred, except reliabl e
observations. They are the basic truth of science, the only truth .
A law is not true just because it's simple
Some have tried to view
science in a different light . They claim that science is in the process of
uncovering a set of fundamental truths of nature in the form of a set of simpl e
laws that describe its behavior . Of course, it is correct that we have foun d
many such laws that seem to describe certain facets of nature very well, but I
view them as merely straightforward ways to describe certain aspects of wha t
we see . They are always subject to revision if need be, and basically just ou r
way to "organize observations" .
The effectiveness of math
It is common to draw attention to th e
remarkable success that science has found in the use of mathematics to
describe and interrelate various phenomena . A common term used to refer to
this point is "the unreasonable effectiveness of mathematics" . I most certainly
agree that the success is remarkable, but, like others, I think of mathematic s
as dust a sort of language that happens to be appropriate for such description .
Strangely, although the math connection is often discussed, and sometime s
with awe, few seem to marvel at the remarkable success that humans have had
in developing a written and spoken means of communication that is also ver y
successful in describing a huge range and great variety of observations, fa r
more in quantity and many much greater in complexity, than are thos e
described by mathematical formulas .
Physical intuition, and / or mathematical reasoning
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To be fair here, I

draw attention to a point related to the foregoing that experienced scientist s
will have already noted . Scientists, naturally enough, do not all reason abou t
science and approach scientific research in precisely the same manner . That is
fortunate because the variety of perspectives and strategies is surely a positiv e
factor in progress in science . One way to describe the variety of approaches i s
to say that, at one extreme, scientists think physically, i .e. they visualize the
subject of their study and reason about it based on a "feel" for how nature
works . Such scientists rely heavily on physical intuition, in other words . At the
other extreme are those who think mathematically, i.e. they describe the object
of study and the appropriate behavior in mathematical terms which the y
manipulate and so deduce and describe consequences and other aspects of that
behavior. Such scientists rely heavily on mathematical reasoning, in othe r
words . Almost all scientists use some combination of these two styles, the
mathematical and the physical, but some are better gifted naturally with
physical intuition and so emphasize that style, and others do likewise for th e
mathematical style.
My bias,
My inclination is clearly on the side of physical intuition, an d
my comments above on the role of mathematics, and intuition, should b e
viewed in that light . It has always seemed to me, although I can't prove it, tha t
good physical intuition is something with which one is, to a degree, born .
Furthermore, it seems obvious that some kinds of science yield better to th e
intuitive style, others to the mathematical style .
The key role of physics in shaping philosophy, A certain level of
difficulty in attempting to understand science in general arises because of th e
predominant role of physics in science, particularly since the time of WWII. It
is in physics that the mathematical approach is most successful, an d
spectacularly so . Furthermore, physics leans heavily on observations of th e
experimental type . However, physics is also a part of science which studie s
some of the most simple and basic and straightforward kinds of phenomen a
and observations. That statement will raise some hackles unless I explain
quickly what I mean by it . First, I certainly mean no disrespect for physics o r
physicists. Instead I am in awe and admiration over the spectacula r
accomplishments and the feats of genius that are a part of the science o f
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physics, past and present . Note here that much of my own formal educatio n
was in physics, and that I am proud to call myself a geophysicist .
However, it must be recognized that physics i s
Call it something else
focused upon, and in a sense defined by, or limited to, phenomena at th e
fundamental, and relatively uncomplicated level . For example, consider a
droplet of water on a surface . A physicist can describe the atoms and molecule s
that make up that droplet singly and statistically, the effect of surface tension
and gravity on its shape, its rate of evaporation, and so on . However, if you put
that droplet into the sea and try to describe its complex history that follows a s
it is a part of the world's oceans, the phenomena are much more complicate d
and more difficult to describe in great detail, and the subject is no longer calle d
physics but oceanography . Such a droplet of water in air becomes a part o f
meteorology, or, in the earth, hydrology . I do not mean to suggest a "cop out"
here on the part of physicists, but rather to portray a little of how we hav e
gone about categorizing and labeling various scientific disciplines .
Of course, a part of the distinction is in the nature and style of th e
observations. Observing the flow pattern of the world's oceans is not easil y
comparable to measuring the shape of that water droplet, and so the terms fo r
describing those observations and the methods for making them differ greatly.
Yet both are clearly a part of science, and both kinds of observations need to b e
organized and comprehended as part of science . The style of doing so
consequently differs, and differs so greatly on occasion that we say we ar e
dealing with two different branches of science, physics and oceanography .
Nevertheless, the boundaries between two such branches of science are no t
distinct and are somewhat arbitrary.
Earth science as an historical novel
Consider earth science as it
attempts to develop a reasonable description of the history of the earth . The
style it uses is somewhat in the nature of an historical novel that portrays a
reasonable story of what went on in the past, a story that is compatible with
all the observations relevant to that story, including, of course, those describe d
by the laws of physics, chem'stry, etc. The chief difference between such a
geological history and an historical novel is that when new reliabl e
observations which are incompatible with the geological history arise, that
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history must, by the rules of science, be changed to accommodate thos e
observations . But, no matter how many observations are made, still no one
could ever claim that scientists have gotten, or well ever get, completely correc t
the full and detailed story of the day-to-day history of the earth and it s
inhabitants through some four and a half billion years .
Some theory!
Furthermore, no one can reasonably and realistically
claim that the full story of that day to day history of earth will someday b e
found through a set of equations which somehow incorporate all nature's law s
and whose solutions will reveal that history. I don't think that's what
theoreticians mean when they use the term, theory of everything", but, on the
other hand, that's what, unfortunately I'd say, comes into the minds of som e
when they hear that term . If you don't agree with the conclusion that
mathematical equations will never describe all that we want to describe, look
around at what you see in your surroundings as you read this, and ask ho w
near we are to a complete mathematical description, not a simple
approximation, of all that you see and all that is there . Somehow, in my
dreams, it has always seemed to me the earth does its job very efficiently . To
model the earth and earth history in complete detail would require a compute r
as complicated in every minute detail as earth itself, or the universe, an d
billions of years of computing time and a memory much larger than anythin g
the earth currently reveals to us . Some may think, or dream, that it wil l
ultimately be possible to write down a complete set of mathematically expressed laws that in principle describe the earlier history of the universe i n
detail, but I find it difficult to believe that such an approach will ever describ e
all the observations, past, present, and future, that could be made . To
summarize this dreamy section, mathematics is a language of science, but it i s
not the only language of science, nor is it necessarily the key language of al l
science .
At any rate, the predominance of physics as the flag-ship of science has
stimulated philosophical analyses of science, i .e.,science in a more general
sense, which I think have far too restricted a base . They are incompatible with
my view of science as the "organization of observations", all observations of th e
great variety that nature exhibits, from the fate of a quark, to the history of a
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mountain range, to the growth of the universe .
The limits of science
The definition of science as the "organization o f
observations" carries a most important corollary. It is that the boundaries o f
science are thus set by the lhnits of what we can observe. That doesn't mean
that we can't have a scientific hypothesis or theory that has implication s
beyond the bounds of observation. It does mean. however, that suc h
implications are not testable by comparison with observation and hence do no t
have the stature and credibility ( if that word is permissible here) that othe r
products of science that are thoroughly tested by observation can have.
The mystery of creation
Thus any hope that scientists will solve the
mystery of creation of the universe through science is a futile hope, because
creation means, in this case, to make something from nothing . However the
nothing part, by definition, is unobservable, and hence not within the realm o f
science . A theory claiming that something has come from nothing is not full y
testable . Or, for those who might choose to look at it in another way, to stat e
that "nothing "can be observed because it is the "absence of something" implie s
a thoroughness of observation that seems forever unattainable .
Bounds on science-XXXL
Other bounds are placed on science by
limits of the power of observation . Will science ever answer the question o f
whether there are other universes in addition to ours? The answer is no, unles s
there is to be discovered in the future a means to observe another universe .
That doesn't mean that in the meantime some creative scientist won't cook u p
an hypothesis that involves the existence of another universe, but it does mea n
that that hypothesis won't be more than an hypothesis until a means fo r
testing it is devised . An hypothesis, in order to be a proper scientifi c
hypothesis, must be testable,i .e, it must be capable of being compared wit h
observation.
Bounds on science-XS
At the opposite end of the distance scale is the
question of what constitutes the "elementary" particles of matter . At one time ,
atoms were elementary particles. Then it was electrons, protons, etc . Now it is
quarks, neutrinos, etc . Are these tiny particles that we know of today really
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"elementary" ones, with nothing still more tiny? Or is it that we think they ar e
"elementary" now because we lack the ability to observe still tinier things? As
history shows that the size of "elementary" particles has decreased with time as
our capacity to observe tinier ones has increased, surely we must keep open the
possibility, or the likelihood, that this process is not yet at an end, and that i t
may never be. Still tinier and tinier particles and phenomena may be reveale d
in the future . Our capacity to observe has perhaps set the current limit on this
branch of science, just as it has often done in the past for other branches .
Bounds on earth history
In the case of earth science, as noted earlier ,
there is no hope whatsoever of recreating the past in detail because th e
evidence is so fragmentary. Furthermore, and in general, it tends to be lowe r
in resolution as it refers to earlier and earlier times. There is always the
possibility, even the likelihood, that some new method for learning about th e
past will be discovered, of course, as was the case when radioactivity was firs t
understood, but it seems highly unlikely that methods capable of documentin g
history of the distant past in minute detail will ever arise . In fact, one need
only look at the variety of versions of history of certain events of the recen t
past, even for times within memory, to recognize that we never portray histor y
precisely as it was . If you want a simple demonstration of this point, try t o
write down all the thoughts you had yesterday
Science and Religion
The topic,"science and religion", or perhaps I
should use a still more general term,"science and the supernatural", i s
considered a touchy one by scientists and non-scientists alike . The very
mention of the phrase brings up unsavory and divisive images involvin g
Galileo, or creationism, or whatever . Most scientists, I think, choose to avoi d
the topic, at least when speaking before scientific audiences . Many members of
the general public have sometimes been given the impression, by scientists
among others, that science and religion are fundamentally at odds with on e
another, and probably irreconcilable . Many feel it a necessity, or at least good
form, to choose a side in the supposed conflict. And, of course, there are als o
those scientists and non-scientists who see no serious conflict between the
two. In any case, the controversial status of the subject has often caused it t o
be brushed under the table and not discussed freely and rationally . Recently
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however, we have begun to see considerably more mention and some discussio n
of the topic "science and religion" in certain scientific publications, and i n
publications for a more general audience as well. Probably we shall indeed se e
increasing emphasis on that topic .
My view I see the apparent conflict as largely that, apparent . For me,
the realms of science and religion do not conflict and do not overlap wit h
disparate views, except perhaps on a few subjects where reconciliation should
be possible . And I feel certain that both scientists and non-scientists would b e
better off if the apparent conflict were eliminated . This section therefore brings
up this subject partly in the hope of bringing to discussion, and ultimately
clarifying, this matter so that all humans may live comfortably with a stake in
both of these activities in the future if they so choose .
The "how" questions,
Let us begin the discussion by recognizing
something basic in human nature . Almost all humans are born with curiosity .
Tiny babies, children, and adults all explore, or at least want to know about ,
the things that they perceive around them . They observe them, map them ,
categorize them, perturb them to witness their response, and do a variety o f
other things designed to familiarize themselves with what they can observe . In
doing so, they are motivated by a set of what we sometimes refer to as th e
"how" questions . "How" questions ask how something looks, or sounds, o r
feels, or behaves, etc . In practice, the "how" questions, in this sense, do not
always begin with the word "how" . "Where" and "what" questions, and som e
others, also fall into this category . The "how" questions are, in effect, thos e
that can be answered by observation of natural things . Science, as we hav e
seen, is a major but yet rather straightforward expansion of our attempts t o
answer the "how" questions . Science goes beyond our normal level of persona l
observations with other means to observe, such as instruments or experiment s
that, in effect, do the perturbing of nature as appropriate . Science then
describes and records and links the results in highly organized fashion . Science
is. after the "how" questions, and, in fact, as we have seen, that is the onl y
kind of question that science is capable of answering .
The "why" questions

The questions of the other kind that spring fro m
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human curiosity and the human mind are sometimes called the "why "
questions . The "why" questions concern such matters as "why am I here?" ,
"what is the meaning of human existence?","why is there an earth?',"why a
universe?", "why does nature look and behave as it does?" etc . Based on the
definition of science that I have used here, I conclude that science has no hop e
of ever answering the "why" questions . Attempts to consider and, if possible, t o
answer such questions in some manner are generally made by theologians an d
philosophers, and I consider such matters part of the realm of religion an d
philosophy, but not the realm of science .
Let me note here that, in this piece, I use the term "religion" in a genera l
sense to refer to certain efforts and structures meant to reconcile humans with
the supernatural, and I do not attempt to delve into particular religions, o r
religion in general . I could not do so except in a very superficial manne r
because I am not schooled in theology . I have, and practice, a specific religion,
and it is my opinion that it is wise and beneficial for everyone to have one, fo r
a number of reasons, but I make no attempt here to recommend a particula r
religion to anyone or to place one religion in competition with others .
The bounds of science again
I do, however, attempt to define some sor t
of distinction between religion and science by drawing attention to the bounds
placed on science based on the definition of science as the "organization o f
observations" . Science is merely describing things we can observe ; religion is
about the meaning of things we often can't observe directly but that we ca n
think about . Science is about the natural ; religion, at least partly, about th e
supernatural . That is not to say that religion cannot, or should not, benefi t
from science, i .e. from our attempts to see and comprehend the natural world .
Nature is considered by most religious people, I think, to be a product of th e
hand of the Almighty, and it would seem foolish to ignore that handiwork an d
the message from and about the Almighty that study of nature brings . But it
seems unlikely, at best, to me that God will be totally revealed somehow
(whatever that means) as we learn about science in depth, as some scientist s
have claimed or implied . I find such thinking more demonstrative of the ego o f
the scientist involved rather than of a real hope for revelation in the future .
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Another way to say it is that some scientists have in their mind s
extended the scope of science to include both spiritual matters (the "why "
questions) and more conventional science matters (the "how" questions) . They
choose to believe that science will someday answer the spiritual "why "
questions as well as the "how" questions. I see no hope for this outcome, base d
on the reasons put forth earlier . Those individuals, as I see it, have, in effect ,
made science into their religion .
Science versus religion
There are some instances in history in which
science and religion have clashed of course, and the clashes have left th e
impression with some that science and religion are fundamentally i n
opposition, and perhaps that an individual has to take a position in favor o f
one or the other . I don't see it that way at all . Let me comment on a couple o f
specific cases of apparent conflict . I see both as attempts at ways to explore ,
and to reconcile humans with, aspects of human existence .
Science and creationism
One such case as to do with the battle ove r
creationism versus evolution . I am not a creationist by any means, but I als o
think this matter has not always been handled appropriately and wisely fro m
the scientific side. That is the only side I feel competent to comment on .
Evolution is a solid theory, reasonably well-documented and supported by
observation . However it is a scientific theory, and should be treated like all
scientific theories . That is, it should be considered that it might some day b e
supplanted by a still better way of organizing the relevant observations . Thus
the science should be open to any new hypothesis, relevant to this matter o r
not, and should subject the new hypothesis to appropriate tests based o n
observation . On the other hand, a new hypothesis should not be called a
"theory" before comparison with observation has shown that it merits tha t
name and that stature . That is the scientific way to do things, and it should b e
adhered to by scientists regardless of the emotions of, or the commotion s
caused by, the various people involved . If a creationist, or anybody else, want s
to propose an hypothesis, science should respond by subjecting it to objectiv e
tests.
A loophole!,

Furthermore, there is a sort of philosophical loophole i n
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this particular case, because, as noted earlier, scientists have no basis fo r
studying the process of creation because of the lack of observations of nothing!
Thus, as has been documented elsewhere, if someone proposes that the earth
was created ten seconds ago with everything in place so that it appears tha t
the earth is four and one-half billion years old, and so that everything on eart h
appears to have had the multi-billion year history we think it had, there is n o
way scientifically to refute that hypothesis of the time of creation . Such a way
of thinking opens the door to a lot of philosophical questions about th e
meaning of time and existence, etc ., and furthermore it just doesn't seem ver y
reasonable somehow, but it is a way to cause one to ponder the ultimat e
meaning of the scientific approach and method .
Galileo and the Church
The second case is the one involving Galileo .
Galileo, whom some would call the founder of the modern scientific method ,
found himself at odds with at least a part of the Catholic Church over th e
Copernican revolution, and was subjected to house arrest for eight years of hi s
life . Galileo was such an outstanding scientist that this story has grown into a
symbol, and perhaps even a root, of the controversy over science versus
religion. The implication one is supposed to draw from the story is that on e
cannot be a good scientist and be religious as well . The Catholic Church ha s
publicly admitted its error in this case, but somehow the image of the Church ,
and of religion in general, being in opposition to science prevails in the mind s
of many. My view is that it is time to set this incident aside as an admitte d
error, and get on with the business of reconciling science and religion so that
the citizen of the future can get on with the matter of answering thos e
questions of "how" and "why" that his curiosity forces upon him . To let one
error prevail and fashion thinking for centuries is not reasonable . Furthermore ,
it is only one error . Science has made countless errors in its history. When
corrected, they are forgotten or set aside as they should be . My
recommendation is to set aside all known errors of the past on both sides an d
move ahead with some reasonable reconciliation of science and religion . To do
so would help to bring a certain peace of mind to the many who find thi s
matter troubling .
Some other opinions and decisions
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Let us move on now to a few

topics bearing on the strategy of conducting scientific research . It must be
obvious to all that there are certain important, even critical, matters o f
direction and emphasis that arise during a career in science that must b e
faced, and decided, by the scientist. Commonly such matters have not been a
part of the formal classroom education of the scientist, nor do they appear as a
topic in an article for the public about science . I refer here to such things a s
choice of a style of science in which to operate, selection from many options o f
a subject for investigation, development of a plan with appropriate strategie s
and tactics designed to reach the goal effectively, etc. . A few samples of such
matters and, since this is an autobiography, how I chose to deal with them ar e
described in the following . Both of my books, "The Incomplete Guide to the Ar t
of Discovery " and "Shocks and Rocks" have much more thorough, and lengthy ,
treatments of these matters, so the interested reader may wish to refer to the m
for a more thorough discussion .
Styles of science
There are two basic styles of science, inductive an d
deductive . In the deductive style, an hypothesis or theory or problem is first
proposed or established, and then it is tested by comparison with observation .
Much of the actual work may consist of making the appropriate observations o r
experiments designed for such a test . In the inductive style, observations of a
relatively unknown subject are made first . The hope is that an hypothesis o r
theory will be formulated based on those, and perhaps other, observations .
Inductive science is much like exploration of an unknown geographic region ,
just to find out what is there.
My preference-the inductive style
I recognize that both styles o f
science are important and may often be used in conjunction so that th e
distinction is not always clearcut, but when the prime goal is major discover y
in earth science (not necessarily all sciences), I strongly prefer the inductiv e
style . It is, I think, far more likely to produce, often serendipitously, bigger an d
better discoveries . The scientist is in effect positioning .himself for a happy
accident, and most big discoveries are indeed that, a kind of happy accident .
The deductive style of science will, of course, occasionally produce a happy
accident, but, in the normal course of events, progress in deductive science i s
limited by the bounds of the imagination of the scientist who develops th e
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hypothesis . That may be a very severe limitation . It seems likely that there are
many big and surprising discoveries yet to be made that clearly are beyond the
bounds of imagination of all scientists, so I feel that the inductive style has
greater potential for major discovery and so is a better bet in earth science at
the present time, given the many, many things about the earth remaining to b e
observed.
I was led to this view partly by working with and watching Ewing as h e
made his decisions on his scientific program. But also, my own experience wit h
a variety of scientific achievements, not only mine but many by others, seem s
to bear it out. If indeed the world of science, as I see it, is basically delimited b y
the bounds of the world of observations, attempts to expand that world by
making fresh new observations ought to provide fertile ground for discovery ,
and so they have often done . I do not mean to suggest that the deductive styl e
of science be abandoned by any means, but I do feel that certain features in th e
structure of modem science, such as peer review, bureaucratic organization o f
funding sources, and certain social interactions within the community o f
scientists, often tend to push the science too far in the direction of deductiv e
science and hence away from inductive science .
Encouraging innovation
Having made that point, I must also not e
that I think that deductive science might be more productive than it is if wha t
appear to be radical new hypotheses were not quite so quickly frowned upo n
and effectively hidden from view by the scientific community . We need, I think,
ample opportunity for communication and distribution of radical hypotheses ,
even though most of them will turn out to be wrong and hence eventually
discarded, because occasionally one that is initially rejected will turn out to be
correct and thus have a major impact on the science, as a new paradig m
perhaps. We can label them as radical hypotheses to protect the integrity of th e
scientific operation if we like, but let's give them a chance to be heard .
Obviously my somewhat liberal views on this point are conditioned by m y
experience with the plate tectonics revolution, continental drift, etc . .
Let's hear it for synthesis
I am also an advocate of more and bigge r
and better attempts at synthesis . Science needs to work hard to organize itsel f
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on all scales. The electronic revolution is providing new opportunities for us t o
do so. I support and encourage such activity and am confident that the nea r
future will see many new and grand syntheses, and that a bette r
comprehension of science by scientists and the public will follow .
Hiring the best Here is a policy that I followed when I rose in the
scientific hierarchy and had the task of leading and building a scientifi c
research organization . I never sought, or thought of, new employees a s
underlings who would merely do my bidding . Rather, I tried always to ad d
people who would make the organization more vibrant and more capable of
moving into new arenas. I tried consciously to hire those smarter and more
talented than I was . Some would say that is the only activity of my career a t
which I was one hundred percent successful! That policy, however, resulted i n
dynamic organizations and groups of colleagues who stimulated me and
themselves to the benefit of all those in the organization as well as those wh o
will be better off because of the new science that the organization produced .
Don't follow the crowd
Let me approach the conclusion here with the
best one-liner of advice that I have for the would-be discoverer . It is quite
simple and straightforward, namely: "Don't Follow the Crowd" . Be a part of the
crowd, the scientific crowd, so that you can learn how that crowd is operatin g
at present, but then think deeply about the background of knowledge that yo u
gain in that manner and try to think of innovative ways to pursue excitin g
science that the crowd is missing . The crowd is always missing something tha t
they will eventually wish they had not . Consciously seeking that something ,
and thereby getting to it before others do, is often the key to discovery .
And every so often, think big! Very big!
My experience with the plate
tectonics revolution, a great "paradigm shift" to use modern terminology ,
brought home to me the need for caution and concern by a scientist abou t
always thinking small, i.e . thinking only about the immediate problem, o r
subject, or specialty, with which he or she is faced . Good scientists should
continually spend a certain fraction of their time thinking big, i .e. thinking
and dreaming about possibly overturning a huge segment of science . Though
rare, such upheavals have happened in the past and are almost certain to
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happen again . Plate tectonics was one such upheaval . The history of science
reveals many others . The Copernican revolution is another example . And it
helps in the case of that one to note that the ancient Greeks had alread y
recognized and put into print in BC time that the sun was the center of th e
solar system. That view was then obscured and left lying fallow by Europea n
scientists for many hundreds of years until the time of Copernicus .
How could that important fact have been bypassed for so long by all
leading thinkers of that time? Are similar oversights happening now? Wha t
branches of science that have widespread acceptance today will be overturne d
in the future? Quantum mechanics? The age of the earth? Or the universe ?
The cause of radioactivity? What? I don't know, of course . If I did, I would b e
hard at work on that matter instead of writing these memoirs . But I think it
wise to continually and consciously reevaluate all such established branches o f
science into which scientists are indoctrinated during their training because o f
the possibility, even though remote and unlikely, that some of them may b e
overturned in the future, and human understanding advanced greatly in th e
process.
As for post-modernism-I hasten to add here, in case any postmodernists are listening, that these remarks about possible upheaval i n
science should not be interpreted as some kind of support for post-moder n
thinking, which I find mostly vacuous for the obvious reason that it fails t o
recognize the critical and fundamental role of observations in science as I hav e
described that role .
Finally!
An autobiographer, should, I feel, be entitled to the "las t
word" in the first edition of his autobiography . Mine simply reverts back to
some early pages of this document and its title . A life in science should b e
designed to advance the science, not to make life easy or comfortable for th e
scientist . Those who seek a career in science solely to better themselves and
who hence lack dedication to advancement in science just get in the way . In
other words, when planning a career in science, remember the title of thi s
document, I hope that the goal expressed there will work as well for you as i t
seems to have worked for me .
"IT'S NOT `TO BE', IT'S `TO DO'! "
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Limerick Interlude Following Chapter 1 2

SCIENCE AND PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENC E

Discovery and revelatio n
Are products of sound observation .
Just accumulate data ,
And then postulate a
Scientific elucidation !

The most minute thing under the sun ,
Was once the atom, but that day is
done.
Can small things invisibl e
Be infinitely divisible ,
So there's always a tinier one?

The youth wondered what he should
be.
His prof said,"You're missing the key .
Life's not to be, but to do .
Pick a task, follow through .
You'll live ever after most happily . "

Here's a question that gives us the
frets:
Is our universe as big as it gets ,
Or does bigger size never cease ,
Is ours just one piece ,
Of an infinity of unseen subsets?

In a fit of philosophic depression ,
The physicist said,"I don't savvy
precession .
I can't examine a quark ,
Or put my hand on a torque .
Are such things real, or just an
expression?"

Though it oftens seems somewha t
mysterical,
Science is not the outcome of miracle,
Just the organization ,
Of sound observation ,
In essence all strictly empirical .
Once in a while when you take a lon g
walk,
Go alone so you don't have to talk .
Out in nature the native ,
Is a creature creative,
You can think like a fawn or a hawk .

One wonders if the great Isaac
Newton ,
A paragon of science, no disputin '
Would have been so effective ,
If he'd had the elective ,
Of modelling with electronic
computin'?
The philosopher pondered his shoe
strings.
Why, he mused, are there two strings ?
Although the answer seemed clear ,
He was struck with the fear ,
That physicists might conjure som e
new strings!
If creativity is what you strive for ,
The status quo you must learn to
abhor,
Chains of convention unfetter ,
Seek the different yet better ,
Pay no attention to those keepin g
score!

He has tried to count planetesimals ,
And to enumerate infinitesimals ,
But the big question in number ,
That keeps him from slumber,
Is why octopi aren't decimals !
In tales of past creativity ,
What's common is dearth o f
negativity,
That fact should incline us
To minimize minus ,
And maximize positivity!
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Biographical Sketch of Jack Olive r
August 1999
Jack Oliver, currently Professor Emeritus at Cornell University and the 1998 recipient of the Penrose Meda l
of the Geological Society of America, is known in the world of earth science for a variety of activities, achievements ,
and discoveries, mostly in the fields of seismology, tectonics, and earth exploration .
Oliver was born and raised in Massillon, Ohio, played football there on his high school's nationa l
championship team coached by Paul Brown, and, as a result, in 1941 began his scientific career by enrolling a t
Columbia University with the support of an athletic scholarship . In 1947, following a three-year hiatus in study durin g
WWII when he served in the Pacific with a U .S . Naval Construction Battalion , Oliver received the bachelor ' s degree
in physics from Columbia, and then the master's in physics in 1950 .
While a graduate student at Columbia, he began research in geophysics as a student of Maurice Ewing by :
(a) flying instruments on high altitude balloons, (b) participating in marine cruises, (c) exploring the Arctic ice pac k
as one of the three-man scientific party during the first U .S . Air Force plane landings on the Arctic Ocean for
scientific studies, and (d) exploring the crust and mantle of oceanic regions using earthquake- generated seismi c
surface waves . He was a member of the founding group of Columbia's Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory that wa s
initiated in 1949 .
Oliver received the Ph .D . from Columbia in geophysics in 1953 . He joined the faculty shortly thereafter, an d
also became head of Lamont 's program in earthquake seismology, holding both positions until 1971 . He was
chairman of Columbia's Geology Department from 1969 until 1971 .
At Lamont in the 1950s and 1960s, the Ewing- and Oliver-led seismology group was an innovative factor in
that branch of science . It was involved in installation of seismographs at a variety of locations on five continents, in a
deep mine, on the sea floor, and on the moon, analyzed in new ways various kinds of seismic waves and seismi c
wave propagation, explored the interior of the earth, and played a key role, during the mid 1960s, in the development
of plate tectonics through contribution of the observations of seismology to that nascent subject .
With Bryan Isacks, Oliver proposed and documented the currently widely-accepted "down-going slab" mode l
for the process now known as subduction at convergent plate boundaries, the sites of deep- sea trenches and islan d
arcs . With Isacks and Lynn Sykes, he published a classic paper in 1968 that integrated ideas, and earthquake dat a
from around the world, into the ferment that would become known as the theory of plate tectonic s
In mid-1971, Oliver moved to Cornell University to become chairman, and to lead a major rebuilding, o f
Cornell's geology department. He held that position for ten years, during which that department made an advance i n
the comprehensive ratings of university science departments of the US that was unexcelled and unequaled durin g
that period. In 1981, he became first director of Cornell's Institute for the Study of the Continents . He retired t o
emeritus status in 1993 .
At Cornell in the 1970s and 1980s, Oliver, with Sidney Kaufman, led the initiation and operation of th e
COCORP project for conducting seismic reflection profiling of the deep continental crust, a project that has reveale d
striking new information on the continental crust, and also inspired geoscientists in many other countries to develo p
similar projects . COCORP data were critical to the resolution of the age-old geological controversy over "thin skinned" vs `thick-skinned" deformation in the Appalachians (in favor of "thin-skinned"), and have led the way in a
variety of other developments in understanding of the crust and underlying mantle . Oliver also proposed the "Spots
and Stains" hypothesis to account for the global distribution of certain fluid-related geological features as a
consequence of plate dynamics .
Oliver was elected a Member of the National Academy of Sciences in 1984, and has received many honor s
including the Penrose medal of the GSA, the Woollard medal of GSA, the Medal of the SSA, the Bucher medal o f
AGU, the Kaufmann medal of SExG, and the Hedberg award of ISEM of SMU . He has served as president of both the
Geological Society of America and the Seismological Society of America .
He has also been a member of many advisory committees, chairman of the US Geodynamics Committee ,
and chairman of the Office of Earth Sciences of the NAS . He was a member of two US delegations to Geneva on th e
subject of a Nuclear Test Ban Treaty in the late 1950's .
Oliver has written two books, one entitled "The Incomplete Guide to the Art of Discovery", and the othe r
"Shocks and Rocks- Seismology in the Plate Tectonics Revolution ". He is author or co-author of nearly 20 0
scientific publications, and has served as major professor for over 35 Ph .D. students .
Oliver is married to the former Gertrude van der Hoeven, whom he met and came to know through th e
activities of a hiking club in New York State . . They have two daughters and two granddaughters . In retirement, Oliver
continues a modest level of activity in earth science through writing and through participation in certain activities o f
the Department of Geological Sciences at Cornell .
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